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Abstract
Web applications offering real-time collaboration support (e.g. Google Docs)
allow geographically dispersed users to edit the very same document simul-
taneously, which is appealing to end-users mainly because of two application
characteristics. On the one hand, provided real-time capabilities supersede
traditional document merging and document locking techniques that dis-
tract users from the content creation process. On the other hand, web ap-
plications free end-users from lengthy setup procedures and allow for instant
application access. However, implementing collaborative web applications is
a time-consuming and complex endeavor since offering real-time collabora-
tion support requires two specific collaboration services. First, a concurrency
control service has to ensure that documents are synchronized in real-time
and that emerging editing conflicts (e.g. if two users change the very same
word concurrently) are resolved automatically. Second, a workspace aware-
ness service has to inform the local user about actions and activities of other
participants (e.g. who joined the session or where are other participants
working). Implementing and integrating these two collaboration services is
largely inefficient due to (1) the lack of necessary collaboration functionality
in existing libraries, (2) incompatibilities of collaboration frameworks with
widespread web development approaches as well as (3) the need for massive
source code changes to anchor collaboration support.
Therefore, we propose a Generic Collaboration Infrastructure (GCI)
that supports the efficient development of web-based groupware in various
ways. First, the GCI provides reusable concurrency control functionality
and generic workspace awareness support. Second, the GCI exposes numer-
ous interfaces to consume these collaboration services in a flexible manner
and without requiring invasive source code changes. And third, the GCI
is linked to a development methodology that efficiently guides developers
through the development of web-based groupware. To demonstrate the im-
proved development efficiency induced by the GCI, we conducted three user
studies encompassing developers and end-users. We show that the develop-
ment efficiency can be increased in terms of development time when adopt-
ing the GCI. Moreover, we also demonstrate that implemented collaborative
web applications satisfy end-user needs with respect to established software
quality characteristics (e.g. usability, reliability, etc.).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the last decade, the World Wide Web evolved from a document provision-
ing infrastructure to an application platform giving rise to interactive web
applications ranging from basic text editors to sophisticated office suites,
multi-player games or even development environments. In contrast to tra-
ditional application platforms, the highly distributed nature of the World
Wide Web reaching billions of people represents a unique opportunity to
foster collaboration. Examples like Facebook, Google Docs or Wikipedia
demonstrate that software corporations as well as nonprofit organizations
leverage this unmatched collaboration potential to create web-based solu-
tions that are now used by hundreds of millions of end-users.
1.1 Real-Time Groupware
Synchronous distributed interaction is a specific collaboration form facili-
tated by real-time groupware [1] that allows geographically dispersed users
to edit the very same document simultaneously. Google Docs [2], for ex-
ample, is one prominent real-time groupware application enabling numerous
collaborators to author a rich text document in parallel. Thereby, real-time
groupware systems have to expose two crucial capabilities, namely, con-
currency control and workspace awareness. Concurrency control, on the one
hand, ensures that all users work on a consistent document [3] which includes
assuring that document copies are synchronized and that editing conflicts
are resolved (e.g. if two users change the very same word concurrently). On
the other hand, workspace awareness defined as “the up-to-the-moment un-
derstanding of another person’s interaction with the shared workspace” [4]
sheds light on activities of remote users (e.g. who joined the session or where
are other participants working).
1
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Real-time groupware represents an established research discipline pio-
neered by Douglas C. Engelbart, who demonstrated the first multi-user text
editor in 1968 at the Stanford Research Institute in Menlo Park [5]. After-
wards, even though the globalization era entailed a strong need for capable
collaborative applications in multinational enterprises and organizations,
real-time groupware systems remained to a large extent a research topic.
Various research groups devised advanced concurrency control algorithms
(e.g. operational transformation [3], differential synchronization [6]), ex-
plored new approaches to support workspace awareness (e.g. telepointers [7],
radar views [8], creation coloring widgets [4]) or investigated novel group-
ware solutions (e.g. GROVE [9], CoWord [10]). In 2004, after more than
thirty years of diligent research, Noe¨l and Robert stated that Computer-
Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) systems in general have not been
successful [11]. The identified problems were mainly installation issues [12]
and the adoption barrier asking users to invest substantial effort to learn
the new groupware applications [13].
Leveraging the web as application platform could represent an inflection
point in the adoption of groupware systems because of two reasons. First,
end-users no longer have to carry out time-consuming setup procedures.
And second, end-users are already familiar with basic browser interaction
patterns (e.g. browser navigation) which lowers the adoption hurdle [14, 15].
Moreover, prominent examples support the assumption that the usage of
real-time groupware increases. For instance, the Google Docs office suite is
ranked number 68 in Netcraft’s most visited web sites statistic [16].
1.2 Motivation
The demand for real-time groupware, in particular, for web-based solutions
offering ease of consumption and a minimal adoption hurdle, is constantly
growing within as well as across organizations. This trend is reinforced by
three major factors: operational savings, end-user demand and the plethora
of use cases.
Operational savings can be realized replacing legacy systems that ham-
per collaborative work. For example, collaboratively authoring documents
using traditional single-user applications (e.g. Microsoft Word) requires the
use of revision control systems distracting knowledge workers from the actual
document creation process. If revision control is not available and document
versions are distributed for instance via email, the collaboration efficiency is
reduced even further. In 2012, management consulting firm McKinsey esti-
mated that the use of social communication and collaboration technologies
in enterprises can unlock up to $860 billion in annual savings [17].
Besides economical drivers, the majority of end-users are also asking for
multi-user capabilities in their office application of choice. For instance, the
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Forrester Research report “A Look at the Improvements and Shortcomings
of Microsoft Office 2007 Desktop Applications” [18] reveals that 51 percent of
surveyed end-users want improved collaboration support, which represents
the number one feature request. The “Empirical Study on Collaborative
Writing” [11] yielded similar results disclosing that synchronous document
access is the most requested functionality when asking participants for the
ideal collaborative writing tool.
A third factor contributing to the growing demand for web-based group-
ware is the plethora of use cases for collaborative work. Apparently, the
most common domain is collaborative writing that is adopted for producing
project proposals, scientific publications, etc. Taking into account that a
large part of documents is created by more than one author (e.g. a study
carried out by Ede and Lunsford identified that 87 percent of all documents
had at least two authors [19]) emphasizes the need for collaborative word
processors. Besides the established collaborative writing domain, further use
cases range from jointly authoring spreadsheets and presentations to collab-
oratively creating source code files, CAD models or even circuit diagrams.
1.3 Problems
The central problem that is addressed by this dissertation is the inefficiency
in the development process of web-based real-time groupware. Efficient de-
velopment processes and methodologies have been devised for the specific
field of web engineering [20]. In particular, web engineering research ex-
plored advanced model-driven approaches (e.g. WebML [21], UWE [22],
OOHDM [23]) as well as capable component-based approaches (e.g. Web-
Composition [24, 25, 26]). These web engineering approaches are tailored for
data-driven web applications where data repositories are leveraged to con-
struct conventional web pages on the server-side. However, these high-level
approaches are not suited capturing the required client-side interactivity of
real-time groupware.
Client-side interactivity is commonly implemented leveraging client-side
JavaScript libraries (e.g. jQuery [27]). Nevertheless, low-level JavaScript
libraries are also not able to promote development efficiency to its full ex-
tent due to (1) the lack of out-of-the-box workspace awareness support, (2)
the deficiencies of concurrency control libraries and (3) the invasiveness of
existing approaches, i.e. adopting a library entails changing the applica-
tion’s source code. In the following, we will elaborate on the three identified
problems:
1. Groupware applications necessitate dedicated workspace awareness wid-
gets such as participant lists, telepointers, radar views, etc., to inform
the local user about the actions of other users in the shared space.
Collaborative web applications like Google Docs [2], Etherpad [28],
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SAP Process Flow [29], etc., incorporate a set of workspace aware-
ness widgets that mostly overlaps (e.g. each groupware application
requires a participant list). However, there is neither a comprehensive
awareness widget library for the web nor a systematic approach how
to adequately couple the actual application with a workspace aware-
ness infrastructure. Hence, each web-based groupware development
endeavor entails implementing a set of awareness widgets including a
platform to distribute awareness information (e.g. the new coordinates
of a telepointer). Re-implementing basic components and maintain-
ing numerous components of the same type (e.g. various participant
lists) unnecessarily inflates development expenditures as well as main-
tenance costs.
2. Besides the lack of proper workspace awareness support, implement-
ing concurrency control in new groupware development projects also
induces major implementation effort that unnecessarily reduces devel-
opment efficiency. First, creating web-based groupware applications
from scratch commonly requires the use of general-purpose web frame-
works (e.g. jQuery [27], Knockout [30], etc.). These general-purpose
web frameworks do not support concurrency control at all and thus,
web developers have to get familiar with yet another concurrency con-
trol library (e.g. ShareJS [31] or Apache Wave [32]). Second, incom-
patibilities of development approaches limit the use of concurrency
control libraries. For example, Apache Wave relies on the Google
Web Toolkit development approach [33] urging programmers to im-
plement their web applications in Java and neglecting the native web
programming language JavaScript. Third, the offered feature set of
concurrency control libraries does not always meet the requirements
of common groupware applications. For instance, ShareJS cannot syn-
chronize graph data models which is required for collaborative business
process editors like SAP Process Flow [29].
3. A third efficiency problem emerges when existing single-user web appli-
cations should be leveraged for collaborative work and hence, are sub-
ject to a single-user to multi-user transformation. Enhancing single-
user applications with multi-user capabilities is a promising approach
taking into account the familiarity end-users already gained using the
original single-user application and considering the myriad of exist-
ing single-user web applications (e.g. the Chrome Web Store [34] lists
thousands of single-user applications). However, introducing concur-
rency control and workspace awareness features is currently by no
means efficiently supported since collaboration libraries entail the need
for invasive source code changes. Having to change the editor’s imple-
mentation requires getting acquainted with the application’s source
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code which is a time-consuming and complex task. This is partic-
ularly true for mature single-user web applications such as the text
editor CKEditor [35] consisting of 110 000 lines of JavaScript code or
the graphics editor SVG-edit [36] encompassing more than 30 000 lines
of code.
1.4 Research Objectives
The goal of this dissertation is to increase development efficiency in the pro-
cess of devising and implementing real-time groupware for the web. The
development efficiency goal is divided into the following three concrete re-
search objectives:
1. Analyze to what extent workspace awareness support for web-based
groupware can be supplied in a reusable and non-invasive fashion.
2. Investigate and devise efficient means for integrating concurrency con-
trol support into widely-adopted web development frameworks to ease
groupware development.
3. Explore generic single-user to multi-user transformation approaches
that allow to non-invasively incorporate multi-user capabilities into
existing single-user web applications.
1.5 Research Contributions
Besides carving out a methodology for enhancing web applications with
workspace awareness and concurrency control support, the main contribu-
tions are threefold and in line with the listed research objectives.
• Research objective 1 is addressed by identifying web application com-
monalities that allow anchoring an awareness system in a non-invasive
manner, i.e. the source code of the original web application is not sub-
ject to changes. These web application commonalities are leveraged to
design and implement a workspace awareness adapter including a set
of ready-to-use workspace awareness widgets (e.g. telepointer, partici-
pant list, radar view, etc.). Furthermore, the non-invasiveness and the
reuse properties of the proposed approach are validated by integrating
the workspace awareness adapter into numerous single-user web appli-
cations (the graphics editor SVG-edit [36] or the text editor CKEditor
[35]) and by verifying functional completeness. Additionally, a usabil-
ity study encompassing 20 participants shows the suitability of the
workspace awareness adapter for collaborative work.
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• Research objective 2 is embraced by analyzing a variety of general-
purpose web frameworks (e.g. Backbone [37], Knockout [30], etc.)
with the goal of finding exploitable similarities for a lightweight concur-
rency control integration. Similarities serve as the foundation for facil-
itating concurrency control generically in general-purpose web frame-
works. Eventually, combining popular web development frameworks
with concurrency control capabilities eases the task of implementing
web-based groupware applications. We demonstrate the feasibility of
the approach by implementing the so called framework adapter that
enhances existing web frameworks (e.g. Knockout [30] or SAPUI5
[38]) with concurrency control support. Furthermore, we show the
efficiency induced by the framework adapter approach by conducting
a developer study that compares a conventional programming library
with the proposed framework adapter approach.
• Research objective 3 is approached by advancing the transparent adap-
tation approach [39] that allows for single-user to multi-user transfor-
mations, i.e. collaboration capabilities are introduced in a non-invasive
fashion. However, the application-specific nature of the transpar-
ent adaptation approach entails re-implementing collaboration system
components. Thus, we generalize this approach for standards-based
web applications that are built on top of the Document Object Model
(DOM) [40]. To this end, we devise the DOM adapter which frees
programmers from the time-consuming task of re-implementing con-
currency control components. To validate our approach, we transform
various single-user web editors (CKEditor [35] and SVG-edit [36]) ap-
plying the DOM adapter implementation. Moreover, a usability study
with 30 participants assesses typical software quality characteristics of
converted editors and demonstrates end-user acceptance.
1.6 Structure
This dissertation is structured as depicted in Figure 1.1. While Chapters 1–3
introduce the topic of web-based real-time groupware, Chapters 4–7 present
the main research contributions and Chapters 8–9 evaluate and summarize
these contributions. Subsequently, we briefly elaborate on the content of
each individual chapter.
Chapter 2 establishes the groupware terminology, introduces relevant
technical foundations and motivates the research objectives introducing two
exemplary use cases. While the first use case illustrates a transformation sce-
nario where an existing single-user web editor is converted into a multi-user
version, the second use case demonstrates the from-scratch implementation
of web-based groupware. Taking into account the two use cases, we high-
light essential characteristics of web-based real-time groupware and derive
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Figure 1.1: Thesis outline
requirements for collaboration components that allow to efficiently support
the from-scratch development as well as the single-user to multi-user trans-
formation.
Chapter 3 discusses the state of the art and identifies associated defi-
ciencies. The state of the art discussion includes groupware development
libraries and frameworks, transformation approaches as well as web engi-
neering approaches. Leveraging the set of requirements compiled in Chap-
ter 2, we assess to what extent the considered development approaches are
suitable to efficiently develop web-based groupware.
Chapter 4 introduces a collaboration system called Generic Collabora-
tion Infrastructure (GCI) that is devoted to increase development productiv-
ity for web-based groupware. The GCI encompasses three main components:
(1) the DOM adapter, (2) the framework adapter and (3) the workspace
awareness adapter. While Chapter 4 briefly introduces these components,
Chapters 5–7 are dedicated to discuss these GCI components in detail. In
addition to the GCI introduction, a groupware development methodology is
established supporting developers to select efficient means when implement-
ing collaborative web applications.
Chapter 5 elaborates on the DOM adapter that allows introducing con-
currency control capabilities non-invasively into existing single-user web ap-
plications. The DOM adapter discussion focuses on the architecture and a
usability study using two converted editors. Moreover, the relevance of the
approach is analyzed, i.e. we investigate how many existing applications can
leverage the DOM adapter approach.
Chapter 6 specifies the framework adapter that supports injecting con-
currency control capabilities when developing web-based groupware from-
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scratch. Thereby, we present two viable approaches: the wrapper approach
and the annotation-based approach. While the wrapper approach enhances
an existing single-user API with multi-user functionality, the annotation-
based approach adopts source code annotations to tag data model elements
that should be synchronized. Finally, a developer study compares the frame-
work adapter in terms of efficiency with a traditional concurrency control
library.
Chapter 7 sheds light on the workspace awareness adapter. In contrast
to the DOM adapter and the framework adapter anchoring concurrency con-
trol support, the workspace awareness adapter is in charge of incorporating
workspace awareness features that represent the second crucial collaboration
service. Besides exploring the architecture, we expose the widget library
comprising six awareness widgets and we discuss a usability study showing
the suitability of the awareness adapter for collaborative work.
Chapter 8 represents the overall evaluation. On the basis of the defined
requirements in Chapter 2, we assess to what extent the GCI is appropriate
for implementing collaborative web applications.
Chapter 9 summarizes the main research contributions and draws con-
clusions. Additionally, we provide an outlook regarding future work in the
field of web-based groupware development.
Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we discuss essential background aspects regarding the devel-
opment of web-based real-time groupware covering concrete uses cases, as-
sociated challenges, technological foundations and derived efficiency require-
ments. To focus the foundations discussion on concrete examples and to il-
lustrate the problem scope, we first introduce two exemplary use cases adopt-
ing established development approaches for real-time groupware. These use
cases, highlighting the from-scratch development as well as the single-user to
multi-user transformation, are revisited throughout this dissertation to clar-
ify encountered research challenges and to convey proposed solutions. More-
over, we describe the foundations of web-based real-time groupware includ-
ing their distinct multi-user capabilities (concurrency control and workspace
awareness) as well as their architectural building blocks imposed by the web
application platform. We conclude the chapter with a definition of require-
ments for an efficient groupware development approach.
2.1 Groupware Development Use Cases
Use cases are a descriptive means to explore research challenges, demonstrate
proposed approaches, verify anticipated benefits and highlight entailed lim-
itations. Hence, we define two differing use cases for the development of
web-based real-time groupware and constantly revisit them to clarify issues
or to transform theoretical questions into a tangible context.
The development of web-based real-time groupware can be divided into
two main scenarios: the from-scratch development as well as the single-user
to multi-user transformation. While the from-scratch development assumes
that the demand for multi-user capabilities is already known at the beginning
of the software development lifecycle, the transformation approach incorpo-
rates multi-user capabilities as an evolutionary feature at a later phase of
the software development lifecycle. Figure 2.1 depicts the coarse-grained
development lifecycle according to Gaedke [26] and highlights the phases
9
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Figure 2.1: The software development lifecycle and anchor points to incor-
porate multi-user capabilities
where multi-user facilities can be incorporated. On the one hand, the im-
plementation phase is the dedicated step to anchor multi-user features in
from-scratch development projects; on the other hand, the evolution step is
devoted to integrate multi-user features in transformation projects.
In the following, we define one concrete use case for each of the two
prevalent development approaches for real-time groupware and identify as-
sociated inefficiency challenges that developers nowadays face.
2.1.1 SVG-edit Transformation: Converting the Single-User
Editor into a Multi-User Version
The large majority of web applications, offered for instance in the Chrome
Web Store [34] or the Firefox Marketplace [41], support solely single-user
scenarios even though the targeted application domain (e.g. text editing) is
also suited for collaborative work. For example, there are web-based graph-
ics editors (SVG-edit [36]), word processors (CKEditor [35], TinyMCE [42]),
development environments (Eclipse Orion [43]) and circuit modelers (Cir-
cuitLab [44]) that lack native multi-user support. To unfold the potential of
single-user web applications for collaborative work, another evolution step is
necessary to incorporate shared editing capabilities (concurrency control and
workspace awareness). In this use case discussion, we leverage the SVG-edit
graphics editor to explain why multi-user capabilities are of value and what
requirements have to be implemented to adopt SVG-edit for collaborative
work.
The SVG-edit Graphics Editor
The graphics editor SVG-edit [36] is a popular single-user web application
that allows creating scalable vector graphics offering an intuitive user in-
terface (cf. Figure 2.2). Just like established vector graphic tools for the
desktop (e.g. Adobe Illustrator [45] or Inkscape [46]), SVG-edit supports
draw operations for various kinds of shapes such as lines, circles, rectangles
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Figure 2.2: A screenshot of the single-user graphics editor SVG-edit [36]
or polygons. Additionally, SVG-edit also offers a variety of shape manip-
ulation tools to resize, fill, move or group graphical objects. To distribute
created graphics, SVG-edit allows storing documents in the standardized
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) format [47].
SVG-edit was initiated as an open-source project in 2009 and today a
team of approximately 20 committed individuals is maintaining and ad-
vancing the graphics editor. The latest stable release (SVG-edit version
2.5.1) surpassed 45 000 downloads demonstrating the broad adoption of the
single-user editor. SVG-edit is primarily implemented in JavaScript and the
current code base adds up to more than 30 000 lines of code representing a
rather large project in the web application ecosystem.
Functional Requirements for the Collaborative SVG-edit
A collaborative SVG-edit could broaden the application’s scope and promote
the editor’s proliferation by allowing end-users to collaboratively sketch floor
plans, draw application mockups, capture ideas in mind maps, etc. Multiple
users could edit the very same graphic in parallel without being distracted by
requesting edit tokens or merging multiple document versions. Leveraging
a multi-user SVG-edit that supports synchronous collaboration would allow
users to focus on the collaborative graphic creation process without having
to deal with technology deficiencies.
Converting the single-user SVG-edit into a collaborative version requires
adding numerous features. To formally record these features, we specify
functional requirements. These include Concurrency Control Requirements
(CCR) as well as Workspace Awareness Requirements (WAR). We refer to
the converted SVG-edit as the system.
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• CCR1: The system shall allow users to join or leave a collaborative
session at any point in time.
• CCR2: The system shall allow users of a collaborative session to em-
ploy all original single-user tools (e.g. create, move or resize shape
tools).
• CCR3: The system shall allow users to manipulate the shared docu-
ment in an unconstrained fashion (i.e. the document manipulation of
one user must not limit the document manipulation options of other
users).
• CCR4: The system shall synchronize all document manipulations of
all users sharing the same session.
• CCR5: If two document manipulations are in conflict (e.g. two users
change the fill color of the very same rectangle at the same time), the
system shall automatically resolve these editing conflicts.
• WAR1: The system shall present all participants of the collaborative
session in a dedicated participant list widget.
• WAR2: The system shall show further presence information in form
of a creation coloring widget, telepointer and radar view.
In addition to the application-specific functional requirements, software
quality characteristics such as reliability, usability, efficiency, etc., also have
to be considered and assessed. Various established software quality models
capture these aspects (e.g. ISO/IEC 25010 standard [48]) and therefore, we
will omit a detailed discussion of software quality models. However, in the
evaluation of the collaborative SVG-edit we will also consider these quality
characteristics (cf. Section 5.3).
2.1.2 CoBAT From-Scratch Development: Implementing a
Collaborative Cost-Benefit Analysis Tool (CoBAT)
Besides the transformation scenario, we identified a second use case repre-
senting the from-scratch development. We selected an exemplary application
supporting the decision making process for major investments. Larger in-
vestments like introducing a customer relationship management system or
purchasing a truck for the company’s transportation fleet have to be re-
viewed systematically. A Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) application supports
this process by analyzing positive and negative factors. Moreover, a CBA
tool also allows comparing various investments and identifying the most
profitable one.
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Figure 2.3: A mockup of the web-based CoBAT editor
In the following, we introduce the envisioned Cost-Benefit Analysis Tool
(CoBAT). This includes a mockup of a UI sketch as well as a specification
of the functional requirements.
The Envisioned CoBAT Editor
CoBAT should represent a simple collaborative web application1 that pro-
vides an overview of all influencing CBA factors supporting an investment
decision. Collecting crucial factors and quantifying their associated costs
and promised benefits are the main CoBAT tasks. Since assembling in-
fluencing factors is a highly collaborative assignment with various people
contributing, end-users should be able to simultaneously edit the CoBAT
document. In particular, larger investments rely on the input and feed-
back of a variety of stakeholders which emphasizes the need for real-time
collaboration.
From a technology point of view CoBAT is supposed to shed light on
the development of web-based real-time groupware and thus, the application
should be built exclusively on top of standardized web technologies (e.g.
HMTL5 [49], JavaScript 5.1 [50], etc.).
A CoBAT mockup is depicted in Figure 2.3 dividing the application
into a toolbar section and a cost-benefit matrix. While the toolbar provides
convenient tools to load existing matrices, create or delete new CBA factors,
1Designing this from-scratch development use case, we consciously selected a moderate-
sized development scenario since CoBAT should serve as a means to analyze development
efficiency for web-based real-time groupware. Thus, a thorough evaluation requires that
numerous programmers individually develop the application using multiple comparable
approaches. Urging developers to implement an application using various approaches
requires limiting the application’s feature set due to the limited evaluation resources.
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etc., the 2 x 2 matrix gives an overview of all considered factors. Each
matrix cell can accommodate numerous items and may contain a heading.
Additionally, all textual content (e.g. headings, CBA factors, etc.) may be
edited in a collaborative manner.
Functional Requirements for CoBAT
To clarify the anticipated CoBAT functionality, we again specify the func-
tional requirements. In addition to concurrency control and workspace
awareness requirements, the from-scratch development also includes Single-
User Feature Requirements (SUFR).
1. SUFR1: The system shall allow users clustering CBA factors in a 2 x 2
matrix.
2. SUFR2: The system shall allow users to add, remove and reorder CBA
factors.
3. SUFR3: The system’s user interface shall contain a CBA matrix in-
cluding a heading and matrix axes labels as well as a heading for each
matrix cell.
4. CCR1: The system shall allow users to join or leave a collaborative
session at any point in time.
5. CCR2: The system shall allow users of a collaborative session to simul-
taneously edit CBA factors, labels and headings as well as to reorder
and move CBA factors concurrently.
6. CCR3: The system shall synchronize all document manipulations of
all users sharing the same session.
7. CCR4: If two editing operations are in conflict (e.g. two users change
the very same heading), the system shall automatically resolve these
editing conflicts.
8. WAR1: The system shall present all participants of the collaborative
session in a dedicated participant list widget.
Note that we recorded the key single-user feature requirements for the
sake of completeness. In essence, we focus on assessing efficiency for the de-
velopment of collaborative web applications which primarily analyzes the im-
plementation of concurrency control and workspace awareness. Again, soft-
ware quality requirements that are for example documented in the ISO/IEC
25010 standard [48] are neglected in this section.
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2.1.3 Inefficiency Challenges
Both presented use cases, the SVG-edit single-user to multi-user transforma-
tion as well as the from-scratch CoBAT development, require to incorporate
concurrency control and workspace awareness features. Incorporating these
multi-user capabilities results in major development effort using conventional
development approaches. We identified the following crucial development
challenges that drive inefficiency in conventional development projects for
web-based real-time groupware.
Massively Invasive Integration: Modern concurrency control libra-
ries adopt the notion of anchoring multi-user capabilities directly in the
single-user source code which leads to a multitude of source code changes.
For example, in order to integrate concurrency control, each function im-
plementation modifying the application’s data model has to be adapted to
ensure that the concurrency control system is informed about model changes.
Thus, leveraging a conventional library to synchronize SVG-edit or CoBAT
model instances might incur hundreds or even thousands of source code
changes. Since the number of code changes is commonly proportional to the
lines of code, large-size projects like, for instance, the open-source project
SVG-edit with more than 30 000 lines of code, require a particularly high
investment to integrate multi-user capabilities.
Lack of Separation of Concerns: Modern libraries for groupware
applications promote intermingling single-user and multi-user capabilities in
the application’s implementation which contradicts the separation of con-
cerns principle and eventually increases software maintenance costs. For
instance, if a concurrency control library has to be replaced by another con-
currency control library, not only numerous source code changes have to be
accomplished but due to the scattered nature of these code changes various
software components are typically affected. In contrast to maintaining one
encapsulated concurrency control and one separated workspace awareness
module, updating a variety of software components is time-consuming and
increases maintenance effort.
Substantial Familiarization Effort: Libraries offering multi-user ca-
pabilities are commonly special-purpose libraries, i.e. web developers that
are acquainted with general-purpose web frameworks like jQuery [27], Knock-
out [30], etc., cannot leverage their existing knowledge. Instead, they have
to learn an extra programming library providing concurrency control and
workspace awareness functionality. Additionally, for the single-user to multi-
user transformation approach, developers have to get familiar with the edi-
tor’s code base if they were not involved in the initial single-user implemen-
tation project. This entails substantial familiarization effort, in particular,
for editor’s like SVG-edit that consist of a large code base encompassing
30 000 lines of JavaScript code.
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Neglected Workspace Awareness Reuse: As of today, workspace
awareness frameworks are not tailored for the web application platform,
i.e. their functionality cannot be leveraged by standards-based web applica-
tions. Hence, workspace awareness widgets (e.g. participant lists, telepoint-
ers, radar views, etc.) as well as the underlying infrastructure (distributing
awareness information, etc.) have to be re-implemented from-scratch for
each and every web-based groupware application which unnecessarily in-
creases development expenses.
2.2 Foundations
The presented use cases demonstrate the crucial technology fields for the
development of web-based real-time groupware: concurrency control, work-
space awareness and web technology. To establish a common terminology
and understanding, we introduce the foundations of the three pillars of web-
based real-time groupware.
2.2.1 Concurrency Control
Groupware applications support a variety of interaction forms that are com-
piled in the time-space groupware matrix [51] in Figure 2.4. Concurrency
control techniques are necessary for the highlighted class of synchronous
remote groupware systems and we will refer to this application class as
real-time groupware. This section defines concurrency control for real-time
groupware, summarizes concurrency control strategies and introduces the
operational transformation algorithm which is the prevalent concurrency
control mechanism.
Co-Located /
Same Place
Remote / 
Different Place
Asynchronous /
Different Time
Synchronous /
Same Time
Face-to-Face
Interactions
(Meeting Rooms)
Remote Interactions
(Multi-User Editors,
Video Conferencing)
Continuous Task
(Team Rooms)
Communication and
Coordination
(E-Mail, Wikis)
Figure 2.4: Time-space groupware matrix [51]
Concurrency control originates from the domain of database manage-
ment systems [52, 53] and allows handling conflicts emanating from concur-
rent database operations (e.g. simultaneous write access). The objective
of concurrency control mechanics is to preserve data integrity. Applied to
real-time groupware, we give the following concurrency control definition.
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Definition 2.1 – Concurrency Control: Concurrency Control for real-
time groupware is a means to automatically resolve editing conflicts emerging
from simultaneous document modifications whereas the conflict resolution
guarantees lazy document consistency.
That means that the conflict resolution is carried out without requiring
user interaction and that all document instances are synchronized while
maintaining consistency in a lazy fashion.
Concurrency Control Strategies
Numerous strategies have been devised to realize automatic conflict res-
olution as well as lazy document consistency. These strategies are divided
into pessimistic and optimistic approaches [54]. Pessimistic approaches (e.g.
locking mechanisms [55], turn-taking protocols [56], etc.), on the one hand,
maintain consistency by establishing locks on documents that are being ma-
nipulated. On the other hand, optimistic approaches (e.g. operational trans-
formation [3], differential synchronization [6], etc.) dismiss document locks
and enable direct document changes. Even though document copies tem-
porarily diverge and editing conflicts occur, optimistic approaches eventu-
ally preserve document consistency in a lazy manner and allow for automatic
conflict resolution.
For real-time groupware applications, optimistic techniques are predom-
inantly adopted due to their responsive nature. Optimistic concurrency
control techniques allow end-users to instantly change a document accom-
panied by immediate system feedback. According to Nielsen [57], a response
time of up to 0.1 second is the limit to perceive system reactions as instan-
taneous. This response time limit is satisfied by optimistic approaches and
consequently, the end-user’s flow of thought is not interrupted. In contrast,
pessimistic approaches might lock documents for minutes or even hours and
thus, fall short of providing a viable concurrency control approach for real-
time groupware.
Operational Transformation
The predominant optimistic concurrency control algorithm in terms of in-
dustry adoption and research exploration is the Operational Transforma-
tion (OT) algorithm that was introduced by Ellis and Gibbs in 1989 [3].
Various modern groupware applications such as Google Docs [2], Etherpad
[28] or SAP Gravity [29] incorporate some variant of the OT algorithm.
Moreover, numerous research groups have advanced OT to tackle consis-
tency issues [58], to suit differing document structures (e.g. SGML [59])
or to support sophisticated concurrency control operations (e.g. undo [60],
operation compression [61]).
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In contrast to optimistic concurrency control approaches that are state-
based, i.e. document changes are expressed via calculated document differ-
ences (e.g. differential synchronization [6]), OT is operation-based. That
means OT relies on a set of well-defined document operations and thus,
document changes are represented as a set of operations.
To explain the OT mechanics, we introduce a simple example. Let’s
assume a text editor provides only a minimal set of operations: insert char-
acter and delete character. The operation insert character is expressed as
ins(c, i) where c denotes the character to insert and i the insertion index
starting with 1. Correspondingly, the operation delete character is expressed
as del(i) where i denotes the deletion index also starting with 1.
Site s1 Site s2
ABC ABC
o1 = ins('a', 2)
AaBC ABbC
ABbC
o1 = ins('a', 2)
AaBbC
AaBC
o2= ins('b', 3) 
AabBC
o1 o2
Inconsistent
Documents
(a)
o2 = ins('b', 3)
Site s1 Site s2
ABC ABC
o1 = ins('a', 2)
AaBC ABbC
ABbCAaBC
o1 o2
Consistent
Documents
(b)
o2 = ins('b', 3)
o1' = ins('a', 2)
AaBbC
o2' = ins('b', 4)
AaBbC
Figure 2.5: a) Document inconsistency emerging from a naive document
merge b) Document consistency emerging from adopting the OT algorithm
In the scenario depicted in Figure 2.5 two users simultaneously insert
a character in the consistent document ABC at different index positions.
After the local operations o1 = ins(
′a′, 2) and o2 = ins(′b′, 3) were applied
to the local document copy, the operations o1, o2 are propagated to the
other site in order to reconcile document copies. The naive replay of the
local operations o1, o2 at the remote sites would result in two diverging
documents containing AabBC and AaBbC (cf. Figure 2.5a). Adopting the
OT conflict resolution scheme leads to a transformation of the operations o1
and o2 into o
′
1 and o
′
2 according to the transformation function f1:
f1(o1, o2) = {o′1, o′2}
f1(ins(c1, i1), ins(c2, i2)) =
{
i1 > i2 {ins(c1, i1 + 1), ins(c2, i2)}
i1 ≤ i2 {ins(c1, i1), ins(c2, i2 + 1)}
Executing the remote operations o′1 and o′2 produces two documents,
both containing the identical string AaBbC (cf. Figure 2.5b). These two
documents have reached a consistent state demonstrating that the editing
conflict was successfully resolved.
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2.2.2 Workspace Awareness
Besides concurrency control, workspace awareness represents the second im-
portant pillar for real-time groupware. The fundamentals of workspace
awareness including definitions, critical elements supporting awareness as
well as common workspace awareness widgets are presented in this section.
A key prerequisite for a successful collaboration in a shared environment
is that people have access to information about the actions and intentions
of their teammates. The term awareness captures the entirety of knowledge
about other collaborators. The following awareness definition was given by
Dourish and Bellotti.
Definition 2.2 – Awareness: “Awareness is an understanding of the ac-
tivities of others, which provides a context for your own activity” [62].
Gutwin and Greenberg adapted this awareness definition for shared vir-
tual workspaces which results in the following definition.
Definition 2.3 – Workspace Awareness: “Workspace awareness is the
up-to-the-moment understanding of another person’s interaction with the
shared workspace” [4].
According to this definition, providing workspace awareness requires cap-
turing interactions of other users with the virtual space. These interactions
are multifaceted and include, for example, the re-positioning of mouse point-
ers or text cursors, gaze changes, viewport modifications, etc.
Workspace Awareness Elements
The fundamental interactions that contribute to workspace awareness were
formalized by Carl Gutwin and Saul Greenberg in a dedicated framework
[63]. In essence, this framework captures ten critical elements that are key
to maintaining workspace awareness. These elements are compiled in Table
2.1 and can be divided into the who, what and where category. To make
workspace awareness elements tangible, the associated question allowing to
retrieve knowledge about the specific element is also listed in Table 2.1.
Category Element Question
Who Presence Is anyone in the workspace?
Identity Who is participating? Who is that?
Authorship Who is doing that?
What Action What are they doing?
Intention What goal is that action part of?
Artifact What object are they working on?
Where Location Where are they working?
Gaze Where are they looking?
View Where can they see?
Reach Where can they reach?
Table 2.1: Elements of workspace awareness [63]
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Workspace Awareness Widgets
To materialize workspace awareness in real-time groupware, numerous work-
space awareness widgets have been devised and described in the literature
[4, 7, 8]. This set ranges from established workspace awareness widgets like
participant lists, telepointers, telecarets or radar views to peculiar widgets
like multi-user scrollbars or heat maps.
A collection of common awareness widgets is shown in Figure 2.6. The
screenshots were taken from popular web-based groupware applications such
as Google Docs [2] and Etherpad [28] as well as from the desktop group-
ware tool Codoxware [64] that enhances Microsoft Word with multi-user
capabilities.
Creation Coloring including Participant List (Etherpad) Document History (Google Docs)
Telepointer (Codoxware)Telecaret (Google Docs)
Radar View (Codoxware)
Figure 2.6: Common workspace awareness widgets
2.2.3 Web Technology
The third and last technological pillar of web-based real-time groupware
is the web technology pillar. To understand the fundamentals of the web
application platform, we introduce major buildings blocks that are of im-
portance for real-time groupware including principles for communication
(HTTP, WebSocket protocol), document naming (URI), document descrip-
tion (HTML) and document access (DOM). These web building blocks are
an essential asset for developing real-time groupware since they are stan-
dardized and thus, allow the creation of application-agnostic and vendor-
independent collaboration systems.
Building Blocks of the Web Application Platform
The web relies on major architectural building blocks encompassing a net-
work protocol (HTTP), a markup language (HTML), an address system
(URI) and a client-server model. All these essential blocks were already es-
tablished by Tim Berners-Lee at the beginning of the web era and discussed
in the seminal article “The World-Wide Web” [65].
The interplay and the relations of the network protocol, address sys-
tem, markup language and the client-server architecture are summarized
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Web Client Web Server
HTTP Request incl. URI
HTTP Response incl. 
requested Resource
Resource URI-1
Resource URI-2
Resource ...
Resource URI-N
<html>
   ...
</html>
Figure 2.7: HTTP request/response cycle
in Figure 2.7. Interactions in the web are traditionally triggered by a web
client requesting a web resource. Such a web resource is identified by a Uni-
form Resource Identifier (URI) [66] and resource requests are carried out
via the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [67]. A web server is in charge
of selecting the correct web resource from the set of published resources.
Once selected, the server responds to the request by returning the desired
resource that is commonly described with the Hypertext Markup Language
(HTML) [49].
Besides providing standardized means for identifying, transmitting and
describing documents, the document access is also covered by standards (i.e.
the Document Object Model (DOM) standard [40] and the ECMAScript
language specification [50]). While the DOM represents a language- and
platform-independent document model, the ECMAScript language, which is
commonly denoted as JavaScript, provides function libraries to alter DOM
instances (e.g. to change the background color or to dynamically add ar-
tifacts). The original DOM is created from the HTML representation that
was retrieved from the web server. Figure 2.8 shows a document represented
as HTML, DOM and in form of the rendered web site.
<html>
 <body>
  <svg>
    <circle 
      fill="red" cx="30" cy="30" r="20">
    </circle>
    <rect 
      fill="blue" width="30" height="10">
    </rect>
  </svg>
 </body>
</html>
(a) HTML Code
Element
<html>
Element
<body>
Element
<svg>
Element
<circle>
Element
<rect>
fill: red
cx: 30
cy: 30
r: 20
fill: blue
width: 30
height: 10
(b) Corresponding DOM (c) Rendered Web Site
Figure 2.8: Document represented as HTML, DOM and rendered web site
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Bidirectional Communication
In addition to the established web building blocks, bidirectional communi-
cation is essential for real-time groupware since it represents a prerequisite
for document synchronization. Among all collaborating clients, shared docu-
ments have to be synchronized and the server, as the central communication
hub, must also be able to push data to clients. Nevertheless, the traditional
HTTP request/response cycle (cf. Figure 2.8) solely allows unidirectional
communication triggered by the client. Therefore, various HTTP techniques
using the XMLHttpRequest interface [68] have been devised to circumvent
this restriction. These HTTP techniques depicted in Figure 2.9 include
polling, long polling and HTTP streaming.
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Figure 2.9: Bidirectional HTTP communication techniques [69, 70]
The polling technique is the naive approach whereas a client sends re-
quests periodically to the server in order to check for server-side updates.
However, the generated network load is high because the client always sends
HTTP requests no matter if a server-side update is available. Long polling
and HTTP streaming are more sophisticated techniques. While long polling
instructs the server to delay responses until server-side changes are at hand
or until a fixed interval elapsed, the HTTP streaming technique uses a per-
sistent connection opened by the client that is not closed because the server
keeps sending data packages to the client.
The presented HTTP techniques for two-way communication suffer from
high network latency and from substantial network overhead induced by ver-
bose HTTP header fields. As a consequence, the bidirectional WebSocket
protocol was created and standardized in 2011 [71]. Since the WebSocket
protocol is layered over TCP instead of HTTP, the generated network over-
head as well as the network latency are drastically reduced. Moreover,
a JavaScript language binding, providing event handlers such as onopen,
onclose and onmessage, allows to natively leverage the WebSocket pro-
tocol in arbitrary web applications. The properties minimal overhead, low
latency and native language binding qualify the WebSocket protocol as the
primary communication means for real-time groupware.
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2.3 Development Requirements
In this section, after having presented two concrete use cases for the devel-
opment of real-time groupware, associated inefficiencies and technological
foundations, we derive requirements for a development approach that ad-
dresses the identified inefficiency challenges and that promotes an efficient
development of web-based real-time groupware. Therefore, we categorize
the requirements into functional and efficiency requirements.
2.3.1 Functional Requirements
As exposed in the functional requirements discussion of the collaborative
SVG-edit and the CoBAT web application, dedicated multi-user services
providing concurrency control and workspace awareness features are indis-
pensable. Consequently, a development approach for web-based real-time
groupware has to facilitate concurrency control and workspace awareness.
Concurrency Control: Shared editing applications (e.g. Google Docs,
Etherpad or the presented use case scenarios) have to ensure that simulta-
neous edits of geographically dispersed team members are synchronized in
real-time, i.e. without notable delay, and that editing conflicts are resolved
automatically, i.e. without requiring end-user interaction. Thus, a develop-
ment approach for web-based real-time groupware has to properly support
the integration of concurrency control features.
Workspace Awareness: The listed functional requirements of the con-
verted multi-user SVG-edit and the CoBAT web application demonstrated
the need for workspace awareness support allowing to understand the ac-
tions and intentions of others. To effectively promote workspace awareness,
all defined elements of workspace awareness (cf. Section 2.2.2) have to be
addressed. Hence, a tailored development methodology for collaborative
web applications has to streamline the incorporation of workspace aware-
ness capabilities.
2.3.2 Efficiency Requirements
Besides the straightforward functional requirements, the focus of this disser-
tation is to design the development process of web-based real-time groupware
in an efficient manner and therefore, we also derive efficiency requirements.
Minimal Invasiveness: Since an invasive approach requires develop-
ers to get familiar with the existing source code, which is especially costly
for single-user to multi-user transformation projects, an efficient approach
should be non-invasive or at least reduce source code changes to the required
minimum.
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Encapsulation: To support efficiency particularly in the evolution of
collaborative web applications, concurrency control and workspace aware-
ness features should be encapsulated in dedicated components and obey
the separation of concerns principle. Consequently, enhancing or replacing
multi-user features exclusively affects specialized components and can be
carried out in a streamlined fashion.
Learnability: The mechanics to introduce multi-user capabilities in
web applications should be easy to learn, so developers can rapidly adopt
the tailored approach. A low entry barrier does not only reduce the overall
effort to integrate multi-user capabilities but it also increases the acceptance
and adoption.
Reuse: Building upon reusable workspace awareness and concurrency
control components instead of re-implementing multi-user modules for each
and every collaborative application is a major efficiency driver. It does
not only promote cost reductions for the initial development but also for
the evolution since it is more efficient to maintain one dedicated multi-user
component that is incorporated in various collaborative applications than
to maintain one extra component for each groupware application.
Universality: The dedicated development approach for multi-user web
applications shall support from-scratch as well as single-user to multi-user
scenarios. Hence, the collaboration system accompanying the development
approach has to be devised in a generic, application-agnostic fashion.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we established a common understanding for web-based real-
time groupware and its development processes. First, we presented the
two prevalent development approaches introducing the transformation use
case with SVG-edit and the from-scratch use case with the CoBAT devel-
opment scenario. These use cases were critical to derive common functional
requirements of multi-user applications and to expose inefficiencies in the
development process. To explain the foundations of web-based real-time
groupware, we furthermore introduced the three technological pillars com-
prising concurrency control, workspace awareness and web technology. We
concluded the chapter by discussing development process requirements that
allow addressing the identified inefficiencies. These requirements – including
functional aspects as well as efficiency factors – are used in the state of the
art discussion in the next chapter where we analyze existing approaches to
create real-time groupware for the web.
Chapter 3
State of the Art
After identifying the set of requirements for the efficient development of
web-based real-time groupware, this chapter discusses state of the art de-
velopment approaches grouped into programming libraries and frameworks,
transformation techniques as well as web engineering approaches. The de-
velopment approaches analysis reveals the basic mechanics of each and every
development technique and also assesses their groupware development qual-
ities. We conclude the chapter by summarizing to what extent the listed
approaches fulfill the specified development requirements.
3.1 Groupware Development Libraries
A traditional way to implement shared editing applications for the web is
facilitated via development libraries like SAP Gravity or ShareJS. These
libraries support programmers by providing a set of functions easing the
implementation of concurrency control and workspace awareness features.
3.1.1 SAP Gravity
SAP Gravity is a JavaScript library for creating shared editing applications
for the web. Originally, SAP Gravity served as the concurrency control
component for the collaborative business process modeler SAP Process Flow
[29]. Due to the clear separation of the concurrency control layer (SAP
Gravity) and the application layer (SAP Process Flow), SAP opened up
the Gravity API to support the development of arbitrary collaborative web
applications.
The SAP Gravity API consists of a set of JavaScript functions that al-
low manipulating a shared data model. Changing the shared data model
automatically triggers model synchronization and conflict resolution. The
integrated concurrency control uses a variant of the operational transfor-
mation algorithm. Developers are shielded from the OT complexity since
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createCollaboration
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...
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setAtomicReference
addOrderedReference
...
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nodeAdded
nodeRemoved
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atomicReferenceSet
orderedReferenceAdded
...
«interface»
ModelListenernodes
*
modelListener*
undoChange
Figure 3.1: UML class diagram of the SAP Gravity JavaScript API
they only leverage the JavaScript API shown in Figure 3.1. Once a model
change triggered by an API call occurred, the required OT sync and conflict
resolution are autonomously processed by the SAP Gravity engine.
To actually manipulate the shared data model, developers leverage the
changeModel(command) function belonging to the ModelHandler class. The
changeModel function allows passing in a command function. Model changes
are defined in the body of this command function. The Gravity implemen-
tation ensures that all model changes defined in the command function are
executed transactionally, i.e. either all changes are applied to the shared
model or, in case of a conflicting modification, changes are not applied at
all. For example, if a user moves a rectangle in a graphics editor, the x
and y attributes change. Because the move-rectangle change is one logical
operation, the two changes would be handled in a transactional manner by
the SAP Gravity engine. To initiate model changes via the command func-
tion, the Model and Node classes offer functions like addNode, removeNode,
setAttribute, setAtomicReference, etc.
The Gravity data model is represented by a graph that comprises nodes
with attributes that are interconnected with atomic or ordered references.
While an atomic reference is a unary reference to exactly one node, ordered
references maintain an ordered set of nodes. SAP Gravity also offers a noti-
fication mechanism that allows installing ModelListeners on model nodes.
In order to leverage the SAP Gravity API, web developers only have
to embed the gravityClient.js file and the associated dependency file
com.sap.gravity.deps.js. At runtime, the Gravity client connects to a
dedicated Gravity server using either HTTP or the WebSocket protocol (cf.
Section 2.2.3). The Gravity architecture adheres to the web communication
principles and thus, clients can only communicate by means of a server hub.
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In essence, the SAP Gravity API is suitable for from-scratch implemen-
tations requiring comprehensive concurrency control support. Since SAP
Gravity relies on open standards (e.g. JavaScript, HTML, HTTP, etc.) and
because the Gravity API is clear and concise, developers can easily learn and
adopt the collaboration library. However, the support for workspace aware-
ness is minimal (e.g. remote and local participants can be differentiated).
Also reuse and minimal invasiveness, which is essential for transformation
approaches, are poorly supported.
3.1.2 ShareJS
ShareJS [31] is an open-source concurrency control library that is imple-
mented in CoffeeScript. Since CoffeeScript applications are compiled to
JavaScript code, all modern browser engines can natively run ShareJS ap-
plications.
In contrast to SAP Gravity supporting a comprehensive graph model,
ShareJS is currently limited to simple string objects and thus, not suited
for sophisticated data structures like business process models or rich text
documents. An excerpt of the ShareJS API is depicted in Figure 3.2. A col-
laboration session starts by establishing a Connection. The functions open
or openExisting return an editable Document. Moreover, the Connection
class allows disconnecting and setting up model listeners. Registering a lis-
tener is accomplished with the on(eventname, callback) function whereas
valid event names are listed in the Events enumeration. The argument
callback expects a function encapsulating the listener logic. All change
operations are defined by the Document class. In addition to high-level func-
tions like insert(position, text) or del(position, length), ShareJS
also offers low-level operations like submitOp(operation) suggesting that
ShareJS also relies on the OT algorithm. Besides the ShareJS API for sim-
ple string objects, there is also an API for JSON objects. However, since
the JSON API is still experimental, we omit a detailed discussion.
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Figure 3.2: UML class diagram of the ShareJS API
In addition to the ShareJS client and the associated API, there is the
ShareJS server component that is also implemented in CoffeeScript and
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compiled to JavaScript. To execute the server-side JavaScript code, the
Node.js platform [72] represents one viable option.
The lightweight ShareJS library encompassing only 4 kB in its minified
version offers a compelling API for simple web applications that, for in-
stance, require synching text input fields. Moreover, ShareJS is beneficial
in terms of learnability and universality since it is concise and based on
web standards. For advanced multi-user applications like word processors,
graphics editors or BPMN modelers the limitations (e.g. no tree or graph
model support, missing undo functionality, etc.) disqualify the ShareJS
adoption. Again, just like SAP Gravity, the workspace awareness support
is insufficient and the transformation of single-user web applications entails
substantial effort due to the multitude of required source code changes.
3.2 Groupware Development Frameworks
After discussing programming libraries, we analyze various common group-
ware frameworks such as Apache Wave [32], the MAUI Toolkit [73] and
GroupKit [74]. While libraries offer a set of functions that return control
after execution, frameworks embody an abstract design and provide a higher
degree of built-in behavior. To leverage framework capabilities, developers
have to complete a fixed skeleton, i.e. inherit from certain classes, implement
specific interfaces, etc.
3.2.1 Apache Wave
Apache Wave [32], formerly known as Google Wave, is an open-source frame-
work for collaborative web applications. The project was started as a Google
product that was handed over to the Apache Software Foundation in 2010.
The Apache Wave architecture adopts the well-established client-server
model, i.e. Wave clients communicate with other Wave clients using a server
hub. Moreover, Apache Wave supports federation by means of the dedicated
Wave Federation Protocol [75] representing an extension to XMPP [76].
Thus, the open Apache Wave architecture allows incorporating Wave servers
from different ISVs.
The open-source project is unique in terms of communication capabili-
ties supporting e-mail, instant messaging, shared editing, etc. One universal
container called Wave, which is depicted in Figure 3.3a, is able to encapsu-
late all supported interaction formats. A Wave consists of a set of Wavelets
that accommodate authorized participants and documents. Documents are
divided into XML artifacts capturing document structure and content as
well as annotation artifacts representing document formatting. In contrast
to traditional communication protocols (e.g. POP3 [77]), Apache Wave per-
sists all Wave documents on the server. The synchronization and conflict
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Figure 3.3: a) Wave container structure and b) Minimal Wave Gadget
resolution of Wave containers is guaranteed using a tailored implementation
of the operational transformation algorithm (cf. Section 2.2.1).
To extend the existing Apache Wave platform with individual groupware
applications, programmers have to either adopt the Wave Gadget approach
[78] or directly leverage the Java API. While Wave Gadgets are suitable
for small add-ons, the comprehensive Java API represents the means of
choice for sophisticated applications. Wave Gadgets are derived from Open
Social Gadgets [79] and are also composed of XML, HTML and JavaScript
building blocks. The Wave structure can only be accessed using a shared
state object which represents a key-value string map. The JavaScript API for
Wave Gadgets contains numerous functions (e.g. getState, submitDelta
or setStateCallback) to manipulate this shared state object. For example,
Figure 3.3b depicts a minimal Wave Gadget where the shared state object
stores a synched counter variable.
To directly manipulate Wave containers, developers have to leverage the
Java API providing methods like updateAttributes, deleteCharacters,
etc. Leveraging the comprehensive Java API requires using the Google Web
Toolkit (GWT) [33] that compiles the Java application to JavaScript and
HTML code.
Due to the Wave container abstraction that natively supports simultane-
ous document edits, developers may conveniently add concurrency control to
web applications. In particular, the development of lightweight applications
is well supported by the Wave Gadget approach. However, advanced group-
ware applications require the use of the Java API that suffers from poor
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documentation since solely the actual source code is provided. The sparse
documentation and the sheer size of the Wave project surpassing 200 000
lines of code substantially impair learnability. Additionally, the reuse is also
limited, specifically because the framework lacks support for out-of-the-box
workspace awareness widgets. Moreover, transforming single-user web ap-
plications into their collaborative counterparts is only feasible for GWT
applications and requires invasive source code changes.
3.2.2 MAUI Toolkit
In contrast to the presented libraries and frameworks, the Multi-User Aware-
ness UI (MAUI) toolkit [73] emphasizes workspace awareness support. On
the one hand, workspace awareness is achieved by traditional single-user UI
components (e.g. buttons, combo boxes or menus) that offer built-in aware-
ness. On the other hand, dedicated multi-user widgets (e.g. telepointers)
are provided. Built-in awareness means remote participants can retrace lo-
cal user interactions involving conventional single-user UI components since
the visual feedback is also delivered to remote participants. For instance, if
a local user clicked a button or expanded a drop-down menu, the button-
clicked state or the menu expansion is also visualized remotely. The remote
visualization is adapted in color and style to be able to distinguish local and
remote interactions.
The MAUI architecture is based on the Java Runtime Environment
(JRE) [80] which ensures that MAUI applications can run on multiple plat-
forms since the JRE is available for a variety of operating systems (e.g.
Linux, Solaris or Windows). MAUI applications furthermore rely on spe-
cific Java and MAUI components that are depicted in Figure 3.4. Instead
Java Core
AWT
Swing Java Events MAUI
Network
Module
MAUI
Participant
Manager
MAUI
Components
MAUI
Events
Groupware Applications
Java Components MAUI Components MAUI Applications
Figure 3.4: MAUI development stack [73]
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of building UI components from scratch, MAUI components (e.g. GButton,
GMenu or GTextField) enhance Swing components inheriting from the cor-
responding Swing classes (e.g. JButton, JMenu or JTextField). Besides
enriching Swing widgets with awareness features, MAUI components also
encompass specific multi-user widgets such as telepointers, participant lists
and chat tools. To ease the implementation of workspace awareness sup-
port, MAUI provides an event component offering publish-subscribe for
collaboration-specific events (e.g. GUserArrivedEvent, GUserLeftEvent,
etc.). Moreover, user management and communication are also facilitated
by MAUI via special-purpose modules like the participant manager and the
network module.
All UI widgets contained in the MAUI toolkit can be used to compose
collaborative applications leveraging a tailored GUI builder. The MAUI
GUI builder is an extension of the JBuilder IDE [81] that adopts the estab-
lished What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG) metaphor and allows
to drag MAUI components from the toolbar to the actual UI. Hence, devel-
opers can easily get acquainted with the MAUI toolkit. In addition to the
convenient development support, MAUI-based applications are packaged as
standardized JavaBean components [82] promoting software reuse.
The strengths of the MAUI toolkit are the workspace awareness support
and the development efficiency that is promoted by the IDE, the UI wid-
gets and the adoption of standards (e.g. the JavaBean standard). However,
the set of MAUI widgets suited for form-based applications does not cover
advanced widgets such as a rich text editor component or a collaborative
graphics editing pane that are required for advanced collaborative applica-
tions. MAUI is also limited in terms of concurrency control because even
though UI widgets are synchronized, there is no built-in support for conflict
resolution. A major drawback of MAUI is the Java runtime prerequisite.
Solely browsers with a specific Java plugin can execute Java applications.
Thus, there is no support for major mobile platforms (e.g. Android, iOS,
etc.). Transformation scenarios considering pure web applications (e.g. the
single-user to multi-user conversion of the SVG-edit graphics editor) are
also not supported due to the incompatibility of the browser and the Java
runtime engine.
3.2.3 GroupKit
After having implemented numerous groupware applications like Group-
Sketch, GroupDraw or Share, groupware pioneer Saul Greenberg and his
research team designed the GroupKit framework [74] for synchronous group-
ware applications. GroupKit is intended to ease intricate and reoccurring
groupware implementation tasks. The GroupKit framework consists of four
major building blocks: (1) the runtime infrastructure, (2) a programmers
API, (3) a set of groupware widgets and (4) a session management module.
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Runtime Infrastructure: GroupKit’s runtime infrastructure provides
a multitude of process- and communication-related services for distributed
systems. For example, the runtime manages the process lifecycle (creation,
teardown, etc.), message exchange and inter-process communication. In each
GroupKit application, the runtime coordinates three types of processes: the
registrar, the session manager and the conference application. Figure 3.5
depicts an exemplary GroupKit scenario with two users and two confer-
ences. The central registrar process is the first process that the GroupKit
runtime creates. Afterwards, the session manager is constructed and im-
mediately connects to the registrar to retrieve information about existing
users and conferences. Besides requesting session information, the session
manager can also direct the registrar to add/delete conferences and users.
In contrast to the automatically created registrar and session manager pro-
cesses, conference processes representing the actual groupware applications
are controlled by the developer using the programmer API.
Registrar
Session
Manager
Conference A
Conference B
Participant A's PC Participant B's PC
Session
Manager
Conference A
Conference B
Server
Registrar Process
Session Process
Conference Process
Figure 3.5: Exemplary GroupKit session [74]
Programmer API: While some services are automatically managed
by the runtime infrastructure, a dedicated API allows programmers to build
custom groupware applications. The GroupKit API therefore offers Remote
Procedure Calls (RPCs), events and environments. GroupKit RPCs provide
functions like gk toAll or gk toOthers to transport messages to other pro-
cesses. The specific RPC library is convenient since developers do not have
to deal with addresses and the process lifecycle. Moreover, programmers can
leverage built-in or custom events to attach callbacks. For instance, events
like newUserArrived or userDeleted are automatically fired enabling de-
velopers to adapt the application accordingly. A third API artifact is the
environment object representing the application’s data model. An environ-
ment data structure can be changed using key-value pairs and developers
can control whether environments are automatically synchronized.
Groupware Widgets: In addition to the low-level programmer API,
GroupKit provides predefined widgets including participant lists, telepoint-
ers, multi-user scrollbars and radar views. All widgets are based on the
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Tcl/Tk library [83] and GroupKit also offers support for custom widgets
providing a rudimentary class builder. In contrast to the MAUI toolkit,
GroupKit does not contain common single-user UI widgets (e.g. button,
combo box, etc.) that are collaboration-aware.
Session Management: Since Greenberg et al. “strongly believe that
one of the obstacles to groupware use is the difficulty of starting up a group-
ware session” [74], GroupKit provides sophisticated support for session man-
agement. Hence, GroupKit offers functionality for creating, naming, delet-
ing and locating conferences as well as adding and deleting participants.
For example, the following built-in events are available: foundNewConf,
foundNewUser, newUserApproved, etc.
GroupKit is an early groupware framework representative that was im-
plemented in 1989. In general, GroupKit paved the way for efficient group-
ware development due to its support for workspace awareness, shared data
structures and advanced session management. Moreover, GroupKit pro-
motes reuse offering groupware widgets and a broad set of groupware-specific
functions. However, in terms of concurrency control support, GroupKit is
limited to the synchronization of shared data models and lacks conflict res-
olution. Also regarding platform support, GroupKit applications targeting
common Unix environments (e.g. Solaris, AIX, HP/UX) neglect support for
web applications which narrows the potential for end-user adoption. While
GroupKit is suited for the from-scratch groupware development, the trans-
formation of existing single-user editors was not a main objective of Group-
Kit. Thus, converting applications is cumbersome.
3.3 Transformation Approaches
Analyzing libraries and frameworks for groupware development showed that
from-scratch implementations are conveniently supported but also exposed
the insufficient assistance for single-user to multi-user application transfor-
mations. In this section, we identify, describe and assess transformation
approaches.
3.3.1 Transparent Adaptation
Chengzheng Sun has been advocating transformation approaches since 2004
and introduced transparent adaptation [39] which is the prominent tech-
nique to transform “existing single-user applications into collaborative ones,
without changing the source code of the original application” [39]. The
transparent adaptation approach was adopted to convert various single-
user applications (e.g. Microsoft Word, PowerPoint and Visio as well as
Autodesk Maya) into their collaborative counterparts (e.g. CoWord [10],
CoPowerPoint [39], CoVisio [84] and CoMaya [85]). For end-users, trans-
formed applications are appealing since they are already familiar with the
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application’s look-and-feel, the interaction patterns, etc. Thus, the adoption
barrier for the converted multi-user applications is minimal. From the de-
veloper’s point of view, transparent adaptation is also convenient since the
source code of the original application does not require any changes which
limits the conversion effort.
The core idea of transparent adaptation is to monitor, propagate and
replay each document change operation that emanated from the original
Single-user Application (SA). Document synchronization and conflict reso-
lution are facilitated by a reusable Generic Collaboration Engine (GCE). As
depicted in Figure 3.6a, the Collaboration Adapter (CA) bridges the gap
between the SA and the GCE, i.e. the CA maps the SA data model to the
GCE data model and translates SA operations to GCE operations. The
operation mapping is a two-step adaptation. First, the SA operations are
translated to Adapted Operations (AOs) and second, AOs are mapped to
Primitive Operations (POs) that can be processed by the GCE.
SA API - AO Adaptation
AO - PO Adaptation
Generic Collaboration Engine (GCE)
Single-user Application (SA)
Collaboration 
Adapter (CA)LOH ROH
AO - Adapted Operation
PO - Primitive Operation
LOH - Local Operation Handler
ROH - Remote Operation Handler
SelectionDocument
SubDocuments
insertAfter
delete
Range
Shapes
InlineShapes
Font
Comments
Revisions
...
...
SA: Word API
... ... ...
Ins_inlineObj
(pos, len, text)
Del_inlineObj
(pos, len, text)
Resize_inlineObj
(listofBAO)
Ins_text
(pos, len, text)
Del_text
(pos, len, text)
Search_replace
(listofBAO)
CA: Word-Specific AOs
Insert
(pos, len, objSeq)
Delete
(pos, len, objSeq)
Update (pos, len,
key, nval, oval)
GCE: Generic OT Operations
(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: a) Transparent adaption architecture [39] and b) CoWord-
specific implementation [10]
Figure 3.6b shows the collaboration adapter for Microsoft Word includ-
ing original Word operations, tailored adapted operations as well as generic
primitive operations. Note that the AO-PO mapping is a 1-N relationship,
i.e. an AO can accommodate numerous POs. The translation of SA-specific
operations into AOs inherently accomplishes the data model mapping where
the application-specific data model is mapped to a linearly addressable data
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model. For instance, Microsoft Word exhibits a hierarchical data model
that is translated into a linear sequence of objects which allows adopting a
universal GCE. In addition to the two adaptation modules, the CA also en-
capsulates the Local Operation Handler (LOH) and the Remote Operation
Handler (ROH). While the LOH is responsible for intercepting local events,
retrieving context information and creating a corresponding AO, the ROH
receives and replays remote operations. Moreover, the CA also provides a set
of workspace awareness widgets that for the Microsoft Word implementation
includes a radar view, a telepointer and a creation coloring widget.
Transparent adaptation provides solid concurrency control support be-
cause GCE operations are realized by OT operations. In terms of workspace
awareness, transparent adaptation is suited for devising synchronous group-
ware applications since it offers common awareness widgets. Reuse is pro-
vided by the GCE because the GCE supports multiple applications. How-
ever, the collaboration adapter is application-specific which impairs reuse.
The application-specific CA implementation also lowers development effi-
ciency. Although developers do not have to change the application’s source
code, which fulfills the minimal invasiveness requirement, the implementa-
tion of the CA is demanding. Evidently, transparent adaptation is suited for
transformation approaches. The from-scratch development is also possible
but the development effort increases significantly in comparison to group-
ware libraries or frameworks.
3.3.2 Flexible JAMM
The transformation approach Flexible Java Applets Made Multiuser (Flex-
ible JAMM) [86] was introduced by Begole et al. Like transparent adap-
tation, Flexible JAMM represents another collaboration transparency ap-
proach. Collaboration transparency means the single-user application is
turned into a collaborative application through mechanisms that are un-
known or transparent to the original single-user application and its devel-
opers [87]. To adopt the Flexible JAMM approach, target platforms have
to offer capabilities for (1) process migration, (2) runtime component re-
placement, (3) dynamic binding as well as (4) event interception and event
introduction. Since the Java platform provides these required features, Be-
gole et al. implemented the Flexible JAMM prototype using the Java plat-
form. This allows converting existing single-user Java Swing applications
into collaborative ones.
Process Migration: Flexible JAMM is a replicated system, i.e. the
single-user application is executed on every client machine. This replicated
system supports late-joiners which are clients that were not part of the
initial collaboration session. Updating late-joiner processes is accomplished
via process migration. In order to successfully migrate a process, information
about the address space, used system resources and the execution state have
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to be gathered and propagated to the joining client. Flexible JAMM carries
out process migration by means of Java Object Serialization (JOS). The
JOS feature allows converting an in-memory object into a serialized form
(i.e. a text representation) that can be transferred over the network. Hence,
Flexible JAMM is able to for example transfer a JTextField component
and its associated input data to joining clients.
Runtime Component Replacement: An essential Flexible JAMM
aspect is the runtime replacement that allows exchanging a class definition
with a varying class definition at runtime1. This mechanism is leveraged to
replace single-user UI widgets with multi-user versions that are enhanced
with concurrency control and workspace awareness features. Figure 3.7
shows an example where the Swing class JScrollPane is replaced by the
FJammScrollPane that is enriched with a radar view widget. Again, the
Java platform provides an API to carry out runtime replacements. How-
ever, a replacement is only possible if the original class and the replacement
class implement the same interface or inherit from the same class.
JButton
MyApplication
JTextField
JScrollPane JPanel
FJammRadarView JButton
MyApplication
...
JTextField
FJammScrollPane JPanel
Object Reference
New Objects
Object Reference
Replaceable Object ...
Figure 3.7: Runtime objects before and after the component replacement
Dynamic Binding: The runtime replacement feature depends on Flex-
ible JAMM’s dynamic binding capability. Instead of resolving references
at compile time, dynamic binding delays resolving references to the actual
runtime. Assuming the application depicted in Figure 3.7 is in the state
of creating a new pane object to accommodate various UI components, dy-
namic binding for example allows that the constructor method of the novel
component (FJammScrollPane) is called instead of calling the original con-
structor (JScrollPane). While private, static and final methods in Java are
statically bound, overridden methods are bound dynamically and are thus
adopted by Flexible JAMM.
Event Interception and Event Introduction: The last crucial char-
acteristic of Flexible JAMM is the ability to intercept local events and to
introduce remotely generated events into local event queues. In order to
maintain the interaction of all participants consistent, Flexible JAMM in-
1Note that changing class definitions at design time is not an option since the Flexible
JAMM approach bans direct source code changes.
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tercepts and holds back local events until a total order of all concurrent
local and remote events is calculated. Once the event order is computed,
the events are applied accordingly. For example, if one user clicks the Open
File button and another user selects the Print button, both interactions
would result in showing a modal dialog and the interaction would diverge.
Holding back the events and computing a total order ensures that one of the
concurrent events is applied first (e.g. show the open file dialog) and then
the interaction is in sync. To implement event interception and introduc-
tion, Flexible JAMM adopts the Java Swing UI component library since it
offers means to intercept events and to manipulate event queues.
In essence, Flexible JAMM is a sophisticated approach to convert Java
Swing applications transparently into their collaborative counterparts. Flex-
ible JAMM incorporates an OT-based consistency maintenance engine de-
livering sound concurrency control. Workspace awareness support is fair
since Flexible JAMM offers a dedicated telepointer and a radar view. How-
ever, replays evoked by remote events are not distinguishable from user
interactions that were initiated locally (e.g. the animation of a pushed but-
ton) and thus, end-user awareness is reduced. Due to the requirement of
non-invasive approaches to not to change the existing source code, Flexible
JAMM allows for proper encapsulation of single-user and multi-user func-
tionality. From a learnability point of view, the Flexible JAMM approach
is demanding because in order to know what classes can be exchanged de-
velopers have to understand the inheritance and interface implementation
hierarchies exposed by the single-user application. Moreover, developers
have to get familiar with advanced Java concepts such as runtime compo-
nent replacement or dynamic binding. These learnability challenges also
represent a major impediment for adopting this approach for from-scratch
development projects.
3.3.3 JEIS
Lowet and Goergen introduced the JavaScript Engine Input Synchronization
(JEIS) approach [88] to primarily realize co-browsing scenarios for TV plat-
forms. JEIS allows users of various networked television sets to, for example,
co-browse pictures on Flickr, simultaneously watch videos on YouTube or
to collaboratively shop on Amazon. Since televisions are usually shipped
with a predefined set of software (e.g. a web browser) that cannot easily
be updated or enriched with plugin technologies such as Adobe Flash or
Microsoft Silverlight, JEIS exclusively relies on established web standards
(e.g. HTTP, HTML and JavaScript). Moreover, to support co-browsing for
a multitude of web sites and web applications, Lowet and Goergen selected
a non-invasive approach that did not require changing the JavaScript code
of the original web application.
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In order to sync various web application instances that are executed in
different browser engines, JEIS aims to maintain all instances of the docu-
ment object model consistent. DOM consistency is achieved through input
synchronization taking into account (1) UI events and (2) incoming server-
side data. While UI events (e.g. mousedown, mouseover, click, scroll,
etc.) are generated by end-users, server-side data results from synchronous
HTTP requests (e.g. clicking hyperlinks) or from asynchronous JavaScript
requests (XMLHttpRequest-based communication [68]).To handle both in-
put types, JEIS adopts varying strategies to maintain DOM consistency.
On the one hand, UI events are intercepted and resulting DOM changes are
held back to sync concurrent UI events that originated from various browser
engines. Figure 3.8 depicts an exemplary scenario where two browsers prop-
agate incoming UI events to a UI event ordering service that returns an
ordered set of UI events. Applying the ordered set to all DOM instances
ensures DOM consistency. On the other hand, when data requested from a
web server arrives at the client-side, the DOM commonly also changes since
the results are visualized on the UI. In today’s complex web applications,
an HTTP request with the same URI commonly returns differing data if
initiated from different browser engines because the request often includes
browser-specific Cookie data. To still guarantee that the same data is re-
turned for each browser and that the entailed DOM manipulation is equal
at all sites, JEIS uses a proxy server as depicted in Figure 3.8. So instead
of requesting the same URI from each browser, one browser triggers the
request over the proxy and once the response arrives at the proxy server,
the proxy distributes server-side data to all collaborating browsers.
Web Server
JEIS Proxy
Browser 1 Browser 2
Synchronous / Asynchronous 
HTTP Request
Local UI Event Propagation
Ordered UI Event Set
JEIS UI Event
Ordering Service
Figure 3.8: Exemplary JEIS scenario
The implementation of JEIS consists of three major components: the
proxy, the UI event ordering service and a component to implement the
UI event synchronization. While the implementation of the former two is
straightforward, the latter is interesting since the client-side UI sync compo-
nent has to be built in a non-invasive fashion. Therefore, in [88] the authors
offer three options: (1) code insertion by means of a proxy, (2) a dedicated
browser add-on or (3) code injection using an iframe. The first option utilizes
the proxy to anchor the UI event sync code in the original web application
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during the initial download. The second option equips the browser with an
add-on such as Greasemonkey [89] that allows enhancing browser engines
with JavaScript logic. Thus, the enhanced browser can adapt the behavior
of web applications. The last option is to call all web applications from an
enriched iframe. Such an iframe can inject JavaScript code when special
privileges for cross-domain scripting are granted.
The strength of the JEIS approach is the universality and the non-
invasiveness which allows adapting arbitrary web applications. Moreover,
JEIS as illustrated in [88] works out-of-the box without requiring any appli-
cation-specific adaptation and consequently, developers can rapidly adopt
the approach. The weaknesses of JEIS are concurrency control and work-
space awareness support. Even though JEIS offers concurrency control pro-
viding a central UI event ordering service, the adopted mechanism repre-
sents a pessimistic approach (cf. Section 2.2.1) impairing immediate end-
user feedback. The feedback is delivered after the central ordering service
was contacted and thus, the collaboration in real-time is not guaranteed.
Furthermore, Lowet and Goergen do not discuss how workspace awareness
capabilities could enhance a JEIS co-browsing session.
3.4 Web Engineering Approaches
After having discussed libraries, frameworks as well as transformation tech-
niques for the efficient development of real-time groupware, we present estab-
lished web engineering approaches. Since the discipline of web engineering
is devoted to providing methodologies, frameworks as well as best practices
for the development and maintenance of web applications, their suitability
for building web applications is unquestionable. Nevertheless, in our dis-
cussion we analyze to what extent they can conveniently support the devel-
opment of web-based synchronous groupware including concurrency control
and workspace awareness capabilities.
3.4.1 WebML
The Web Modeling Language (WebML) [21] was introduced in 1998 and
aimed to bridge the gap between the design and the implementation phase
of data-intensive web applications. This gap between the paper-based design
specification and the actual source code implementation entails a number of
issues, e.g. the application’s requirements and the corresponding implemen-
tation may diverge or reuse opportunities translating specification artifacts
into a code representation may be neglected. Hence, Ceri et al. created
WebML, a platform-independent language for specifying web applications
that allows generating the application’s implementation. Thus, WebML
preserves the link between specification and implementation.
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WebML accommodates multiple models to describe the various facets of
a web application. The crucial models are (1) the structural, (2) the hyper-
text, (3) the presentation and (4) the personalization model. The structural
model expresses the data dimension of a web application, i.e. data enti-
ties and their relations. To this end, WebML adopts existing languages
such as ER models [91] or UML class diagrams [92]. The hypertext model
specifies so called site views that capture information about the individual
pages, associated content and interconnecting navigation links. Moreover,
the content is subdivided into content units (e.g. data, index, filter, etc.)
that reference entities from the structural model. The presentation model
defines the layout of pages by means of a device-independent XML lan-
guage. Designers can determine graphic properties of a page by attaching a
page-specific presentation model or assigning a generic presentation defini-
tion. The last essential model is the personalization model grouping users
in dedicated groups and associating content or presentation customizations
to specific users or user groups.
To efficiently author WebML-based applications, the company WebRatio
offers the WebRatio IDE [90]. The WebRatio development environment
is depicted in Figure 3.9 and comprises a set of editors to conveniently
author the various models, a repository to persist models, a code generator
to translate models to source code and a runtime component to support the
execution of generated WebML applications. To successfully run WebML
applications, connectivity to the data sources is required.
Structural 
Model Editor
Hypertext
Model Editor
Personalization
Model Editor
Presentation
Model Editor
WebRatio Runtime Layer
Application Server
Model Repository
Code Generator
WebRatio IDE
Data Sources
Corresponds to
Third-Party
Authoring Tools
Figure 3.9: The WebRatio architecture [90]
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The model-driven development furnished by WebML and the WebRa-
tio IDE supports the development productivity, in particular for realizing
data-intensive web applications that are created from-scratch. Productivity
improvements primarily stem from the ability to reuse specification docu-
ments for the actual application implementation. The WebML approach
can furthermore be adopted with moderate effort due to the advanced IDE
support and the reuse of established modeling languages (e.g. UML or ER
diagrams). However, developers also have to get familiar with a substantial
set of novel model types and notations (e.g. the hypertext, presentation
and personalization model). While WebML is suited for data-intensive web
applications, the support for synchronous groupware applications requires
adopting third-party authoring tools. Leveraging the provided interface for
linking third-party authoring tools allows effectively anchoring concurrency
control and workspace awareness capabilities. WebML is not designed to
transform existing web applications into collaborative ones since the ap-
proach relies on numerous WebML-specific models that are not available for
arbitrary web applications.
3.4.2 UWE
UML-based Web Engineering (UWE) [22] is another model-driven approach
for web application development that is exclusively built upon open stan-
dards such as UML [93], XMI [94], MOF [95] and QVT [96]. While the
Unified Modeling Language (UML) is used to describe content, navigation
and presentation; the XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) format is leveraged
for model persistence, the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) to define metamod-
els and the Query/View/Transformation (QVT) language to express model
transformations.
UWE’s support for web developers spans across various application de-
velopment dimensions that are depicted in Figure 3.10. Besides supporting
multiple development phases, UWE considers structural as well as behav-
ioral aspects and also covers a number of views. At the core of UWE are
(1) the requirements, (2) the content, (3) the navigation structure, (4) the
process and (5) the presentation model. The requirements model captures
application functionalities using UML use case and activity diagrams. UML
class diagrams are used to specify content models representing application
entities and their relationships (e.g. regarding content, context or user char-
acteristics). The requirements and content model form the basis for the
navigation structure that is defined as a stereotyped UML class diagram,
i.e. the UML metamodel is extended to provide navigation and process
classes. Each navigation structure is refined in a process model specified as
a UML activity diagram. To finalize the application design, the presentation
model in form of stereotyped UML class diagrams has to be created. The
presentation model defines the basic UI structure including UI containers
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Figure 3.10: Application development dimensions covered by UWE [22]
and primitive elements (e.g. buttons, input fields, etc.) while abstracting
from concrete properties (e.g. fonts, colors, etc.).
To devise web applications efficiently, UWE offers model transformation
and tooling support. The approach for model transformations adheres to the
Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) methodology [97] that allows generating
and refining models on different abstraction levels. The actual implementa-
tion of the application represented as source code is also generated. Thereby,
model-to-model and model-to-code transformations are defined using QVT.
To provide proper tooling, ArgoUWE [98], an extension of the open-source
ArgoUML tool [99], supports web application developers. ArgoUWE of-
fers tailored model editors, integrates transformation facilities and provides
means for model validation.
Like WebML, UWE also brings together the different software devel-
opment phases (analysis, design and implementation) and thus, modeled
artifacts from one phase can be reused in a following phase since transfor-
mations generate skeletons for the subsequent model. Another benefit of
UWE is the clear separation of concerns which reduces software mainte-
nance costs. Even though reuse and separation of concerns are well facili-
tated by UWE, the remaining specified requirements (cf. Section 2.3) lack
adequate support regarding the development of collaborative web applica-
tions. Concurrency control and workspace awareness capabilities are not
provided out-of-the-box. Transforming existing single-user web applications
to collaborative ones creates a substantial overhead since the existing ap-
plication has to be described in terms of UWE models. Finally, the effort
to get familiar with the UWE approach is significant due to the vast set of
models, technologies and tools.
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3.4.3 OOHDM
The Object Oriented Hypermedia Design Method (OOHDM) [23] is one of
the early model-based web development methodologies that was introduced
by Rossi and Schwabe in 1995. The goal of OOHDM is to provide a suit-
able abstraction for defining hypermedia applications. Therefore, OOHDM
supplies a convenient and expressive modeling language which includes (1)
a conceptual, (2) a navigational and (3) an interface model. To map these
platform-independent models to a concrete implementation, developers can
leverage a tailored IDE called the OOHDM-Web environment [100].
Creating web applications using OOHDM starts with the design of the
conceptual model. The conceptual model captures domain-specific entities
and their relations using a graphical syntax that is similar to the UML
class diagram notation. Afterwards, the navigational model is constructed
as a view on top of the conceptual model. This includes defining naviga-
tion nodes, establishing links between navigation nodes and specifying access
structures for data retrieval from concept classes. As depicted in Figure 3.11
navigation nodes may aggregate attributes from numerous concept classes.
Moreover, views represent the central means to establish the application’s
role concept by designing specific views for the diverse user profiles. Af-
ter defining the navigational model, the interface model has to be created.
That includes establishing the mapping of navigation nodes to abstract in-
terfaces, specifying actions in response to external or user-generated events
and describing interface transformations. As a result, interface classes are
created that in turn are constructed from primitive elements (e.g. input
fields, button, etc.) and existing interface classes.
Interface
Models
Conceptual
Models
Navigational
Models
...
Establishes View On
Depicts
Figure 3.11: OOHDM models and their relations [23]
Besides creating various OOHDM models, web developers have to trans-
form the high level application specification into executable code. Just like
WebML and UWE, OOHDM also provides a dedicated IDE, the OOHDM-
Web environment, that supports this transformation. OOHDM-Web allows
mapping conceptual models to database tables and navigational as well as
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interface models to HTML pages. To also support interactive web applica-
tions, OOHDM-Web translates navigation and interface specifications into
HTML templates while dynamic content is expressed using the Lua script
language [101].
In general, the strengths and weaknesses of OOHDM are similar to the
introduced model-based approaches WebML and UWE. The specific models
for data, navigation and interface aspects promote the separation of con-
cerns paradigm which is beneficial in terms of software maintenance costs.
Reuse is also emphasized by OOHDM since artifacts from the analysis and
design phase can partially be used for the implementation through auto-
matic transformations. Moreover, Rossi and Schwabe state that OOHDM
is a viable and proven development method for arbitrary hypermedia appli-
cations (e.g. web-based as well as desktop-based hypermedia applications).
However, the transformation of existing web applications suffers again from
the non-existence of OOHDM models for arbitrary web applications which
results in excessive modeling effort to reproduce the existing application.
Learning OOHDM also entails substantial effort due to the variety of model
types and notation languages. But the major OOHDM deficiency is the
missing concurrency control and workspace awareness support that are in-
dispensable for groupware applications.
3.4.4 WebComposition
In contrast to the presented model-driven web engineering approaches, Gaed-
ke et al. introduced the WebComposition approach [24, 25, 26] adopting
object-oriented design principles [102] such as abstraction, encapsulation
and inheritance. The aim of WebComposition is to foster reuse and applica-
tion maintainability by providing a fine-grained object-oriented web appli-
cation model throughout the entire application lifecycle instead of adapting
coarse-grained file-based resources (e.g. HTML files).
Conventional web development approaches do not differentiate between
design time artifacts and runtime artifacts such as HTML, JavaScript or
CSS files, which impairs adopting established object-oriented paradigms
like abstraction, encapsulation or inheritance. For example, the lack of
fine-grained encapsulation support for web resources leads to the copy-and-
paste phenomena, e.g. copying styles to numerous CSS files or including
HTML headers or footers in various HTML resources. Leveraging copy-and-
paste breaks the application’s consistency if one copied source code snippet
changes while others are not modified correspondingly. Another example is
the missing abstraction for hyperlinks that are directly inserted in HTML.
This again breaks the application logic if only one hyperlink is modified
in one HTML file while other HTML documents do not include required
hyperlink changes. Therefore, the WebComposition system introduces fine-
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grained components promoting the benefits of object-oriented systems such
as reuse and maintainability.
WebComposition components vary in granularity and cover items rang-
ing from coarse-grained artifacts like web sites or pages to fine-grained ob-
jects like tables, anchors or even table entries. To construct web applications,
components are combined to composite components. For instance, a simple
web site may be created aggregating a header, content and a footer compo-
nent. All components are defined using the XML-based WebComposition
Markup Language (WCML) [103]. To map the WCML design time objects
to HTML, JavaScript and CSS documents, each WCML component has to
call the generateCode method and the entirety of generated source code
embodies the web application. To leverage the reuse paradigm to its full ex-
tent, the WebComposition system establishes the sharing and the prototyp-
ing concept. While sharing allows incorporating the very same component
multiple times in one application (e.g. a hyperlink component in numerous
pages), prototyping enables deriving components from other components.
The WebComposition architecture is depicted in Figure 3.12 consisting
of WebComposition-specific artifacts such as the component store, compo-
nent server or resource generator and general web infrastructure artifacts
like the web server. Implementing web applications starts by specifying
WCML components adopting a set of dedicated authoring tools. While the
component server manages access, revision control, etc., the persistent stor-
age is materialized by a RDBMS. Component developers also trigger the
resource generation which maps WCML components to file-based resources
that can be accessed from the Internet using a regular web server.
Web Server
WebCompostion System Artifacts
Resource
Generator
File System
Web Resources
(e.g. HTML, CSS,
JavaScript, etc.)
Component Store
WCML
Components
Component ServerAuthoring Tools
Internet
Figure 3.12: The WebComposition architecture [24]
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Due to the extensive adoption of object-oriented principles, the Web-
Composition approach is a capable solution to promote component reuse
and component encapsulation which both drive development productivity.
From a learnability point of view, the WebComposition system requires only
modest familiarization effort. It therefore outperforms other web engineer-
ing approaches that confront developers with a vast set of differing modeling
languages. However, just like WebML, UWE or OOHDM, evolving an exist-
ing web application necessitates developers to adopt a specific model dialect
(e.g. WCML) which essentially requires rebuilding the existing web appli-
cation and thus, the universality of the approach is limited. Even though
concurrency control and workspace awareness features are not natively an-
chored in the WebComposition system, the component-based architecture
allows effectively adding special-purpose components for concurrency control
and workspace awareness support. Thus, the implementation of synchronous
web applications is feasible leveraging the WebComposition approach.
3.5 Assessment
After having introduced a number of libraries and frameworks as well as
transformation and web engineering approaches for the efficient develop-
ment of collaborative web applications, this section summarizes findings for
each category with respect to the defined functional and efficiency require-
ments (cf. Section 2.3). Furthermore, a detailed results table aggregating
assessments for all approaches is presented and discussed.
Groupware development libraries like SAP Gravity and ShareJS only
partially address the functional requirements concurrency control and work-
space awareness. On the one hand, concurrency control is properly sup-
ported by appropriate API functions. On the other hand, workspace aware-
ness widgets such as telepointers or telecarets are not provided at all. From
the efficiency point of view, low-level libraries are handy in terms of learn-
ability since developers may easily adopt collaboration libraries. Also reuse
and encapsulation are to some extent promoted because the library func-
tions allow reusing and encapsulating logic. Nevertheless, substantial in-
vasive changes disqualify groupware development libraries for single-user to
multi-user transformations. In summary, modern groupware libraries are
feature-wise incomplete and are not able to efficiently support transforma-
tion approaches. However, the low entry hurdle that developers face is un-
matched by other approaches and key for new approaches to gain adoption.
Groupware development frameworks such as Apache Wave, MAUI and
GroupKit demonstrated that their groupware capabilities surpass the other
explored development approaches. While most approaches (e.g. collabo-
ration libraries) recognize the need for concurrency control in collabora-
tive applications, workspace awareness features are commonly neglected. In
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contrast, Greenberg and Gutwin pioneered the introduction of workspace
awareness widgets in frameworks like GroupKit or MAUI. However, the rich
feature set offered by groupware frameworks comes at a cost, namely, learn-
ability and universality. First, the high-level abstraction of frameworks leads
to substantial effort in terms of familiarization with development tools and
methodologies. Second, the framework abstraction with its rigid develop-
ment process also entails inflexibility. This inflexibility prevents leveraging
groupware frameworks for single-user to multi-user application conversions
that have to consider the existing single-user code base. Hence, our objective
of leveraging the variety of single-user web applications for shared editing
cannot be reached adopting existing groupware frameworks.
Transformation approaches being tailored for single-user to multi-user
application conversions obviously support transformation scenarios decently.
All of the presented approaches (Transparent Adaptation, Flexible JAMM,
JEIS) are non-invasive. Thus, getting acquainted and changing the origi-
nal source code is not necessary. Moreover, transformation approaches are
appropriate in terms of feature encapsulation and reuse. In contrast to
specialized groupware development libraries or frameworks that are dedi-
cated for from-scratch implementations, transformation approaches prove
to be more flexible since they can be leveraged for transformation and from-
scratch scenarios. For from-scratch scenarios, single-user features are first
implemented and afterwards, the regular transformation capabilities are em-
ployed to introduce multi-user features. Even though the transformation
class does not expose a general deficiency, the individual approaches exhibit
shortcomings. While Transparent Adaptation incurs significant develop-
ment effort requiring an extra collaboration adapter for each application,
Flexible JAMM entails a complex programming model relying on runtime
replacement mechanics and JEIS misses to offer sufficient concurrency con-
trol and workspace awareness support. Hence, the approaches cannot be
used in their current form but they reveal essential principles for a hybrid
design supporting from-scratch as well as transformation scenarios.
Web engineering approaches like WebML, UWE, OOHDM or WebCom-
position represent the last class of analyzed approaches. All approaches
separate design time and runtime artifacts which, in particular, propels en-
capsulation and reuse. The specific design time representation is a major
impediment for transforming web applications into collaborative ones since
the original application has to be re-created in form of the dedicated design
time model. In terms of learnability, the WebComposition approach accom-
modating solely WCML models is more lightweight than the model-driven
approaches that confront developers with a variety of differing models. How-
ever, the deficiency that all web engineering approaches suffer from is the
lack of synchronous collaboration support. While the WebML and the Web-
Composition approach provide extension mechanisms to incorporate con-
currency control and workspace awareness capabilities, UWE and OOHDM
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currently do not address synchronous collaboration support. Consequently,
the existing web engineering approaches cannot be adopted directly to ef-
ficiently develop collaborative web applications. Nevertheless, their focus
on reuse and encapsulation as well as WebComposition’s component-based
design are vital characteristics for development productivity.
Table 3.1 summarizes our review and assessment of the individual ap-
proaches in the light of the specified requirements. This summary shows
again that all approach categories (libraries, frameworks, transformation as
well as web engineering techniques) have their unique strengths. However,
a balanced approach supporting from-scratch as well as transformation sce-
narios, providing capable collaboration facilities and promoting proven effi-
ciency elements such as encapsulation or reuse cannot be identified.
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SAP Gravity ++  -  +  +
ShareJS + - -  ++  
Apache Wave +  - + - + -
MAUI Toolkit  ++ - +  + 
GroupKit + + -   + 
Transparent Adaptation ++  ++ + -  +
Flexible JAMM + + ++ + - + 
JEIS  - ++  + + +
WebML - ++
UWE - - - ++  + 
OOHDM - - - ++ - + -
WebComposition - ++ + 
++
++
  
 
Table 3.1: Overall assessment of the individual approaches with respect to
the specified requirements (cf. Section 2.3)
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3.6 Summary
In the state of the art chapter, we identified major approaches to efficiently
develop web-based real-time groupware considering industry best practices
(e.g. groupware libraries) as well as established scientific approaches (e.g.
web engineering approaches). We divided existing techniques in the cate-
gories libraries, frameworks, transformation techniques as well as web engi-
neering approaches and carved out individual as well as class-wide strengths
and shortcomings. This thorough analysis revealed that a balanced approach
delivering necessary collaboration features (concurrency control, workspace
awareness) as well as supporting essential productivity drivers (e.g. reuse,
encapsulation, etc.) is currently not at available. Nevertheless, the in-depth
exploration of the state of the art also demonstrated how certain charac-
teristics like learnability, minimal invasiveness, etc., can be designed in an
effective manner. These findings form the foundation for the design of a
groupware development approach for the web that addresses all of the de-
fined functional and efficiency requirements.

Chapter 4
Generic Collaboration
Infrastructure
After presenting use cases for web-based real-time groupware, correspond-
ing development problems and state of the art solutions, we introduce the
Generic Collaboration Infrastructure (GCI) [104, 105]. The GCI is a capable
means to inject concurrency control and workspace awareness features into
web applications while promoting development efficiency. Thereby, we re-
visit development issues and requirements for collaborative web applications,
discuss emerging challenges devising the GCI, present the GCI architecture
and illustrate the accompanying development methodology. While this chap-
ter gives an overview of the GCI and its core components (the DOM adapter,
the framework adapter and the workspace awareness adapter), Chapters 5,
6 and 7 present the GCI core components in detail.
4.1 Design Considerations
To thoroughly devise a generic collaboration infrastructure for web-based
real-time groupware, we first revisit a number of decisive aspects. These
aspects include (1) development requirements discussed in Section 2.3 that
were derived from two concrete use cases, (2) general inefficiency problems
exposed in Section 1.3 that arise when implementing collaborative web appli-
cations and (3) state of the art solutions analyzed in Chapter 3. To illustrate
and justify GCI design decisions, we briefly elaborate on these aspects.
Development requirements (cf. Section 2.3) form the foundation for the
GCI architecture. Section 2.3 classified concurrency control and workspace
awareness as functional requirements and minimal invasiveness, encapsula-
tion, learnability, reuse as well as universality as efficiency requirements.
While functional requirements strongly influence the API capabilities of-
fered by the GCI, efficiency requirements predominantly impact the GCI
architecture. However, the identified functional and efficiency requirements
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should not be the sole source for GCI requirements since they were mainly
derived from two specific use cases that may not be representative for all
GCI usage scenarios. Therefore, we also take into account identified inef-
ficiency problems (cf. Section 1.3) as well as state of the art solutions (cf.
Chapter 3).
Inefficiency problems (cf. Section 1.3) encapsulate valuable development
experience that should not be neglected in the GCI design phase. In contrast
to development requirements, which originated from concrete use cases, in-
efficiency problems are of a more general nature. First, the lack of a reusable
awareness widget library is an issue that has to be addressed by the GCI.
Second, the limited applicability of concurrency control libraries with re-
spect to data model support and development approach support represents
a major restriction. By contrast, the GCI should support a wide range of
web applications. And third, single-user to multi-user transformation sce-
narios should not only be non-invasive but the GCI should also emphasize
the learnability of application conversions.
State of the art solutions (cf. Chapter 3) are a third influencing dimen-
sion that we consider when designing the GCI. Each of the four state of the
art categories demonstrated specific strengths that we take into account to
devise the GCI architecture. First, groupware development libraries readily
satisfy the learnability requirement since programmers are usually famil-
iar with their imperative or object-oriented APIs. Consequently, the GCI
should offer the ease of use that typical programming libraries nowadays de-
liver. Second, groupware development frameworks provide a comprehensive
toolbox including pre-built workspace awareness widgets. The idea of an
advanced toolbox should conceptually be adopted when designing the GCI.
Third, transformation approaches illustrate how non-invasive interfaces can
be devised in an effective manner. This characteristic should also be re-
alized by the GCI architecture. And fourth, web engineering approaches
strongly promote encapsulation and reuse. Therefore, we adopt reuse and
encapsulation concepts for the design of the GCI.
4.2 Architecture
After revisiting decisive aspects regarding the GCI design, we outline a
naive architecture for collaborative web applications and entailed challenges.
Moreover, we show how to overcome these challenges and illustrate the over-
all GCI architecture. Additionally, we introduce the GCI core components:
(1) the DOM adapter, (2) the framework adapter and (3) the workspace
awareness adapter.
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4.2.1 Challenges
Concurrency control as specified in Definition 2.1 is necessary for effective
real-time collaboration. However, providing concurrency control generically
to satisfy the reuse and universality requirements is challenging.
To illustrate the challenges emerging from the need for generic concur-
rency control, we introduce two exemplary collaborative editors: a simple
text editor and a minimal graphics editor. To properly synchronize docu-
ment changes and resolve editing conflicts, both editors should benefit from
the same application-agnostic concurrency control component. This shared
concurrency control component should furthermore rely on the established
Operational Transformation (OT) algorithm (cf. Section 2.2.1) since OT is
the de facto industry standard (e.g. used by Google Docs, Etherpad, SAP
Process Flow, etc.) and OT offers the most advanced concurrency control
support in terms of comprehensiveness and sophistication [58].
Editor UI
Data Model
Editor API
OT Engine
incl. OT API
Data Model
HTTP HTTP
Client Server Client
OT Engine
incl. OT API
Components featuring Single-User Capabilities
Concurrency Control Components
Editor UI
Data Model
Editor API
OT Engine
incl. OT API
Figure 4.1: Naive architecture for groupware applications
Implementing a collaborative text editor, a multi-user graphics editor
or any other shared editing application is commonly carried out by means
of the naive coarse-grained architecture depicted in Figure 4.11. To allow
multiple users to edit the very same document in parallel, various editor
instances are linked to a central server to exchange sync messages in form of
OT operations. While grey boxes in Figure 4.1 represent components pro-
viding single-user capabilities, white boxes depict the concurrency control
component. Client instances consist of a UI supporting the end-user in-
teraction, an editor API accommodating domain-specific operations (e.g. a
text editor may provide insertText or deleteText operations), an OT API
1Note that this architecture paradigm is widespread and adopted by most collaborative
applications (e.g. SAP Process Flow).
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transforming local operations against remote concurrent operations and a
data model to store the application’s state. If the naive architecture should
allow for reuse and support a variety of editors, the following major chal-
lenges emerge:
• Editor-Specific Implementation: The heterogeneity of editor opera-
tions exposed by different editors induces the need for editor-specific
operation support.
• OT Complexity: The OT conflict resolution scheme for numerous sets
of domain-specific editor operations requires a vast number of OT
transformation functions.
• Invasive Coupling: The invasiveness of introducing concurrency con-
trol support entails major learning and development effort.
The heterogeneity of editor operations is demonstrated in Figure 4.2
where the operation sets for the exemplary text and graphics editor are de-
picted. While the text editor offers an insert character ins(character c,
index i) and a delete character operation del(index i) to author plain
text documents, the graphics editor exposes the methods insShape(poly-
gon p) and delShape(reference r) to create SVG shapes. Thereby, the
key challenge is the support for disjoint sets of editor operations. In our ex-
ample, the text editor operation set OTE encompasses {ins(c, i), del(i)}
and the graphics editor operation set OGE accommodates {insShape(p),
delShape(r)} which results in transformation functions that are also dis-
joint for the text and the graphics editor (cf. Figure 4.2). Consequently,
the client-side concurrency control component is editor-specific with respect
to the transformation functions and thus, not suitable for an application-
agnostic GCI.
Editor UI
Data Model
Editor API
OT API- f1(ins(c1, i1), ins(c2, i2))
- f2(ins(c1, i1), del(i2))
- f3(del(i1), ins(c2, i2))
- f4(del(i1), del(i2))
Text Editor OT API
Text Editor API
Graphics Editor OT API
Graphics Editor API
- ins(character c, index i)
- del(index i)
- insShape(polygon p)
- delShape(reference r)
- f1(insShape(p1), insShape(p2))
- f2(insShape(p1), delShape(r1))
- f3(delShape(r1), insShape(p1))
- f4(delShape(r1), delShape(r2))
Figure 4.2: Coarse-grained client architecture and corresponding text and
graphics editor operations as well as associated transformation functions
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Besides requiring specific transformation functions for each supported
editor, the naive architecture is also not suited for generic concurrency
control because of the large number of required transformation functions.
Adopting an OT concurrency control algorithm means that the number
of transformation functions grows quadratically with the number of sup-
ported editor operations. For the simple text editor offering two opera-
tions ins(c, i) and del(i), four transformation functions have to be im-
plemented. These four transformation functions cover all combinations of
editor operations that can occur in parallel. In Figure 4.3 all combinations
of text editor operations are summarized in the transformation matrix.
ins(c2, i2) del(i2)
ins(c1, i1) f1(ins(c1, i1), ins(c2, i2)) f3(ins(c1, i1), del(i2))
del(i1) f2(del(i1), ins(c2, i2)) f4(del(i1), del(i2))
Figure 4.3: OT conflict resolution matrix for a simple text editor with the
operation set OTE = {ins(c, i), del(i)}
Figure 4.4 defines the introduced transformation functions that carry
out necessary index adaptations to successfully resolve editing conflicts.
f1 =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
if i1 > i2 {ins(c1, i1 + 1), ins(c2, i2)}
if i1 < i2 {ins(c1, i1), ins(c2, i2 + 1)}
if i1 = i2 {ins(c1, i1), ins(c2, i2 + 1)}
f2 =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
if i1 > i2 {del(i1 + 1), ins(c2, i2)}
if i1 < i2 {del(i1), ins(c2, i2 − 1)}
if i1 = i2 {del(i1 + 1), ins(c2, i2)}
f3 =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
if i1 > i2 {ins(c1, i1 − 1), del(i2)}
if i1 < i2 {ins(c1, i1), del(i2 + 1)}
if i1 = i2 {ins(c1, i1), del(i2 + 1)}
f4 =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
if i1 > i2 {del(i1 − 1), del(i2)}
if i1 < i2 {del(i1), del(i2 − 1)}
if i1 = i2 {∅, ∅}
Figure 4.4: Definition of transformation functions for the OT matrix in
Figure 4.3
In contrast to this minimal example necessitating little implementation
effort, real-life graphics editors may expose 15 editor operations (e.g. create,
delete, move or resize shape, group and ungroup, etc.) leading to a 15 x 15
transformation matrix which translates into 225 transformation functions.
Moreover, if numerous editors should be supported by the same OT system,
up to several thousands of transformation functions may have to be provided
due to the quadratic relation between editor operations and transformation
functions. Developing such a complex concurrency control component is
neither feasible nor cost-effective.
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The last challenge imposed by the naive architecture is the invasiveness of
the approach that developers are confronted with. Linking the concurrency
control components to the components encapsulating single-user capabilities
(e.g. editor API, data model, etc.) requires a plethora of invasive source
code changes. These changes essentially affect all functions that modify
the data model. Hence, each object creation, manipulation and deletion is
subject to source code changes. The development effort does not only arise
from carrying out source code manipulations but also from learning the
application internals such as the editor API and the data model structure.
In essence, the strong coupling of the concurrency control component with
interacting components substantially reduces development efficiency which
contradicts the defined development requirements (cf. Section 2.3).
4.2.2 Application-Agnostic APIs
The objective of the GCI is to promote development efficiency when imple-
menting collaborative web applications. However, Section 4.2.1 described
challenges adopting a naive approach when incorporating generic concur-
rency control. The identified challenges predominantly originate from link-
ing the concurrency control component directly to the editor-specific API
layer (cf. Figure 4.1). Thus, the key for a generic solution is the availabil-
ity of an application-agnostic API that allows connecting the concurrency
control component in an application-independent manner. Therefore, we
analyzed a variety of mature and widely adopted web applications to iden-
tify common application-agnostic APIs. In the following, we present two
widespread approaches that allow accessing and modifying data structures
in web applications in an application-agnostic way.
DOM-based Data Models: The first class of applications includes
examples like CKEditor [35], SVG-edit [36] or TinyMCE [42] and leverages
the Document Object Model (DOM) as well as associated APIs to create
and access data models (cf. Section 2.2.3). This class of applications is
reflected in the application stack (1) in Figure 4.5 where Editor UI and Ed-
itor API are specific for each application but the DOM and the DOM API
are independent from the concrete implementation. The DOM Core Spec-
ification [40] defines how to construct data models (e.g. createElement,
createTextNode, removeAttribute, etc.) and the associated DOM APIs
specify, among others, the event system (DOM Events Specification [106]),
model traversal and content access (DOM Traversal and Range Specifica-
tion [107]), model presentation (CSS Specification [108]), etc. DOM speci-
fications are issued by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and they
are widely adopted and implemented by all modern browsers (e.g. Google
Chrome, Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox). The broad acceptance makes
the DOM and its API a unique platform-neutral interface that allows linking
the concurrency control component in a generic fashion.
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Figure 4.5: Classification of web applications with respect to data model
access and data model structure
JavaScript-based Data Models: In contrast to data models that are
materialized by the DOM, the second class of web applications (e.g. Eclipse
Orion [43] or the Ace editor [109]) uses JavaScript data structures to rep-
resent data model instances. This class of web applications can be further
divided into (2a) framework-based applications and (2b) pure JavaScript ap-
plications (cf. Figure 4.5). On the one hand, framework-based applications
are built upon frameworks like Knockout [30], Backbone [37], SproutCore
[110], etc. Web applications that rely on the same framework also leverage
the same uniform interface for data access and manipulation. Thus, the
application-agnostic API exposed by a framework represents a second effec-
tive means to link a generic concurrency control component. On the other
hand, pure JavaScript applications can construct data models and its in-
terfaces in an arbitrary manner that is solely constrained by the JavaScript
language vocabulary. JavaScript-based web applications exposing individual
model APIs require tailored concurrency control support and are therefore
not suitable for devising the GCI.
After identifying application-agnostic APIs, we illustrate how the de-
scribed challenges can be overcome adopting generic APIs. First, the editor-
specific implementation to incorporate concurrency control becomes obsolete
since the plethora of applications can leverage a single concurrency control
adapter that links to the application-agnostic API (e.g. the DOM API or a
framework API). Hence, the time-consuming task of mapping a specific ed-
itor API to the concurrency control API is no longer required. Second, the
OT complexity induced by the vast set of necessary transformation func-
tions is also not an issue anymore because the number of transformation
functions does not increase with the number of supported editors. For ex-
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ample, to support several applications with DOM-based data models only
the transformation functions for the DOM operations are required which
is feasible with reasonable effort. And third, the invasiveness can also be
overcome since application-agnostic APIs such as the DOM API offer means
to record and replay model changes. Consequently, synchronizing model in-
stances, which necessitates record and replay mechanics, does not require
leveraging the editor-specific API and invasively adapting the editor’s source
code. This logic can be encapsulated in a general-purpose record and replay
adapter (e.g. a DOM adapter) serving multiple applications.
4.2.3 Derived Architecture
The described design considerations and the need for an application-agnostic
API layer led to the derived GCI architecture shown in Figure 4.6.
The first design principle that is realized by the high-level architecture
is the clear separation between single-user editor components represented as
white boxes and multi-user components shown as grey boxes. This conscious
choice was inspired by single-user to multi-user transformation systems (e.g.
transparent adaptation [39]) where non-invasiveness is a key requirement.
Hence, the white components can be regarded as fully functional single-
user editors exposing a UI for end-user interaction, an editor API encap-
sulating domain-specific operations (e.g. insertShape, deleteShape), an
application-agnostic API accommodating low-level methods and the actual
data model. Furthermore, the grey components accompany single-user edi-
tor components in a non-invasive manner.
Besides the clear separation of single-user and multi-user components, a
second core principle is that all communication between editor and GCI com-
ponents is channeled through an application-agnostic interface. If the Con-
currency Control Adapter (CCA) and the Workspace Awareness Adapter
(WAA) were linked to the editor API, the aforementioned challenges would
emerge again and the implementation of a generic collaboration infrastruc-
ture would not be feasible.
A third design principle that led to the GCI architecture in Figure 4.6
is the focus on the web as runtime environment. The distributed nature of
the web is a natural fit for collaborative applications. Therefore, the com-
munication protocols for client-server interactions are deliberately limited
to HTTP and the WebSocket protocol. The bi-directional communication
capabilities and the minimal overhead qualify the WebSocket protocol as
the preferred solution (cf. Section 2.2.3) and HTTP as fallback variant.
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Figure 4.6: Overall GCI architecture
The overall GCI architecture shown in Figure 4.6 embraces the applica-
tion-agnostic API design and thereby relies on three API services: (1) change
tracking, (2) operation replay and (3) widget integration. Change tracking,
on the one hand, is required by the CCA to propagate model modifications to
the Operational Transformation Engine (OTE) that initiates the document
synchronization process. On the other hand, it is a prerequisite for the WAA
where model or UI changes trigger awareness widget updates (e.g. adapting
the creation coloring range or the telepointer position). The operation replay
service is necessary to allow the CCA carrying out the last step of the
synchronization process. Initially, local data changes are recorded as well as
propagated to all remote clients and eventually the operation replay takes
place. The last service enables the widget integration where, in particular,
workspace awareness widgets such as participant lists, radar views, etc., have
to be incorporated in the UI of the shared workspace.
Besides identifying application-agnostic APIs (DOM APIs, framework
APIs) and deriving an abstract GCI, a major research contribution of this
dissertation is the architecture of the CCA and WAA components. These
adapter components form the GCI foundation that provides concurrency
control and workspace awareness functionality. Moreover, these adapter
components are essential for the development efficiency because the degree
of required adapter integration effort determines whether the approach can
substantially increase efficiency. For example, the effort to link a web appli-
cation to a GCI adapter may range from completing a simple configuration
file to implementing a specific integration module. In subsequent sections,
we explore ways that require minimal effort to integrate GCI adapters with
web applications.
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4.3 Core Components
While the last section introduced the high-level GCI architecture and il-
lustrated the component interplay, we now briefly discuss the GCI core
components: (1) the DOM adapter, (2) the framework adapter and (3)
the workspace awareness adapter. The DOM adapter and the framework
adapter are both CCA embodiments offering concurrency control function-
ality. Both adapters rely on different APIs (the DOM API or a framework
API). The workspace awareness adapter provides workspace awareness ca-
pabilities in a generic manner interoperating with both concurrency control
adapters.
4.3.1 DOM Adapter
The standardized DOM interface and associated APIs are a prerequisite for
application-agnostic document synchronization and conflict resolution. To
implement concurrency control an adapter bridging the gap between the
OTE and the application’s data model is necessary (cf. Figure 4.6). The
DOM adapter acts as the DOM API - OTE bridge capturing DOM changes
that are of interest, propagating those changes to the OTE and replaying
recorded changes remotely.
To illustrate the role of the DOM adapter, we employ an exemplary
graphics editor where a user creates a rectangle shape. Figure 4.7 depicts the
established editor layers (Editor UI, Editor API, DOM API, DOM) as well
as the top-down command translation. The creation of the rectangle starts
with a user interaction where an end-user constructs a rectangular shape
that becomes immediately visible on the editor UI. This user interaction is
mapped to the editor API call drawRectangle that gets split into numerous
DOM API calls. The createElementNS and setAttribute calls finally
provoke DOM modifications, i.e. the highlighted <rect> element is added
to the <svg> node.
In this example, the DOM capture process has to record three DOM
API calls that construct and adapt the <rect> node. Therefore, the DOM
adapter utilizes the DOM notification system allowing registering event lis-
teners on DOM nodes. The specific class of DOM events that announce
DOM manipulations are the so called DOM Mutation Events which com-
prise notifications about node insertions, node removals, attribute changes
and character modifications [106]. Once DOM changes are recorded, DOM
operations are translated into OT operations. The OTE serializes and dis-
tributes the OT operations to all remote clients but before replaying the
OT operations, an essential step is the transformation against concurrent
OT operations which allows resolving potential editing conflicts (cf. Section
2.2.1). Transformed OT operations are mapped to the corresponding DOM
operations which in our example are the same DOM calls that are shown
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Figure 4.7: Exemplary translation of an editor-specific function call into
standardized DOM API calls
in Figure 4.72. Carrying out these DOM operations leads to a synchronized
and consistent application state among all participating clients.
This introduction to the DOM adapter establishes a basic understanding
for the responsibilities of the specific concurrency control adapter. Chap-
ter 5 goes beyond this brief discussion and elaborates thoroughly on DOM
adapter concepts, implementation details, the evaluation procedure as well
as evaluation results.
4.3.2 Framework Adapter
In addition to the DOM adapter, another CCA embodiment is the frame-
work adapter. While the DOM adapter supports web applications with
DOM-based data models, the framework adapter provides concurrency con-
trol capabilities for web applications that are built on top of a framework
and that facilitate a JavaScript-based data model.
Figure 4.8 illustrates the different approaches for data model imple-
mentations. The graphics editor in Figure 4.8a uses a DOM-based data
model that is represented by the subtree spanned by the <svg> element.
By contrast, Figure 4.8b represents a text editor where multiple paragraphs
can be visualized in the Text node that is linked to the <textarea> ele-
ment. Even though the DOM is exploited as a view component in form
of the <textarea> element, the data model is materialized as an isolated
JavaScript data structure adhering to the UML class diagram in Figure 4.8b.
Isolating the view from the data model is a common pattern known as the
Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern [111] where the controller updates
the model upon view changes and vice versa.
A significant share of web applications adopts the MVC pattern. To
increase the applicability of the GCI, we aim to support MVC web applica-
tions using a dedicated framework adapter. The framework adapter works
in a similar way as the DOM adapter, i.e. results of application-specific op-
2Note that parameter values may vary in the replay function calls since they might
have been adapted through OT transformations.
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Figure 4.8: Example of a DOM-based data model and an isolated JavaScript-
based data model
erations are applied to the data model and thereby, model changes trigger
the synchronization that exploit a generic OTE. However, to leverage the
GCI, framework-based MVC applications have to fulfill the following set of
requirements:
• Data Model Isolation: To synchronize numerous data model instances
in a device- and browser-independent manner, the data model should
be isolated.
• Notification Mechanism: To record model changes, a notification mech-
anism should be provided by the framework API.
• Traversable Data Model: To access the data model in its entirety, the
data model should be traversable from a single entry point.
A detailed discussion about frameworks that satisfy these requirements
is presented in Chapter 6. Moreover, Chapter 6 also describes the frame-
work adapter architecture, the implementation, the evaluation as well as the
applicability.
4.3.3 Workspace Awareness Adapter
In contrast to the CCAs that allow synchronizing application states and
resolving editing conflicts, the workspace awareness adapter is crucial for
participants to understand how others interact with the shared space. The
prevalent means to establish an understanding about other participants are
workspace awareness widgets (e.g. participant list, radar view, etc.) and
therefore, the WAA is primarily a container for reusable awareness widgets.
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Creation Coloring
Telecaret
Artifact Marking
Radar View
Figure 4.9: Awareness widget examples enhancing a text editor
Figure 4.9 shows for example a text editor and a selection of awareness
widgets that are useful in shared editing scenarios. The participant list, the
telecaret, the telepointer, the radar view as well as the widgets for creation
coloring and artifact marking all convey information about other partici-
pants in the shared workspace. The conveyed information considers aspects
like location, presence, authorship, etc. (cf. Section 2.2.2).
To facilitate and operate a reusable awareness widget library for web
applications, the workspace awareness adapter mainly accommodates two
types of modules: event modules and widget modules.
• Event Modules: Capturing relevant awareness information is the task
of event modules. Therefore, application-agnostic APIs (e.g. DOM
APIs) are leveraged providing low-level events (e.g. keydown, mouse-
over, or scroll events) that are translated into a set of predefined
awareness events such as CaretMove, ViewportChange, etc. Awareness
events abstract from the actual underlying event source and can thus
be handled in a uniform way.
• Widget Modules: Awareness events originating from event modules
are consumed by widget modules that process and visualize incoming
awareness information. To receive notifications, widget modules have
to subscribe to awareness events. Each widget module materializes a
specific awareness widget (e.g. telepointer, telecaret, artifact marking,
etc.) implementing the IWidget interface. Exposing a fixed IWidget
interface also allows extending the library of awareness widgets.
Those core modules are accompanied by the initialization, the identifi-
cation, the participant, the network and the operation origin module that
are explained in Chapter 7. Furthermore, Chapter 7 discusses the detailed
WAA architecture, the WAA evaluation as well as the WAA applicability.
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4.4 Development Methodology
In addition to the proposed GCI, we also establish a methodology to sup-
port developers adopting the GCI and its core components. Primarily, the
methodology guides programmers through transformation as well as from-
scratch development scenarios.
In Section 2.1, we introduced two use cases for the development of col-
laborative web applications. On the one hand, we outlined the capabilities
of the single-user graphics editor SVG-edit and defined functional require-
ments that allow leveraging SVG-edit for collaborative work. On the other
hand, we specified the envisioned CoBAT application representing a tool to
collaboratively carry out cost-benefit analyses that has to be implemented
from-scratch.
Even though both use cases aim to develop collaborative web applica-
tions, the requirements for the two development approaches differ. While
an efficient approach for transformation scenarios requires non-invasiveness
since it cannot be assumed that this evolution step is processed by the
original developers; developing shared editing applications from scratch can
assume source code familiarity and therefore, the non-invasiveness require-
ment is not of utmost importance. For the from-scratch implementation it
is important that the integration of multi-user features is streamlined with
the overall development process.
Hence, the overall methodology3 depicted in Figure 4.10 varies the strat-
egy to incorporate collaboration functionality. Developers have to first de-
cide whether they want to transform an existing web application or build a
new collaborative web application from scratch. Once the scenario type is
fixed, the subsequent methodology steps as depicted in Figure 4.10 differ to
a large extent.
For transformation scenarios, where non-invasiveness is crucial, not all
kinds of web applications are supported. Therefore, the necessary criteria
check (cf. Section 5.4.1) determines whether the existing web application is
eligible to leverage the GCI. In particular, web applications have to fulfill
the requirements induced by the DOM adapter, i.e. the W3C standards
compliance and the existence of a DOM-based data model. W3C standards
compliance means that web applications rely on open W3C standards (e.g.
the DOM Core [40] or the DOM Events Specification [106]) rather than on
plugin technologies (e.g. Adobe Flash or Microsoft Silverlight) that do not
expose application-agnostic APIs and thus, are not suited for the adoption
of the DOM adapter. The DOM-based data model represents a second
necessary criterion since the DOM adapter is solely capable of tracking and
replaying changes targeting the DOM.
3Note that even though we introduce the overall methodology in this section, we refine
the corresponding methodology part when discussing the respective GCI core component
in the Section 5.4.1, 6.4.1 and 7.2.5.
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Figure 4.10: Overall development methodology
If the necessary criteria check is successful, the actual integration of
the web application and the DOM adapter takes place (cf. Section 5.2.1).
First, the DOM subtree that represents the data model has to be identi-
fied. While the data model accommodates content artifacts (e.g. text or
graphic objects), other DOM elements embodying UI elements such as tool-
bar icons, scrollbars, resize handles, etc., should not be synchronized among
all participants and therefore, have to be excluded from the data model.
Second, developers need to configure the GCI which includes specifying var-
ious properties, e.g. the sync server URL or the identifier of the DOM sync
tree representing the data model. Moreover, the GCI has to be anchored
in the original web application. A final test of the DOM synchronization
functionality concludes the transformation-specific methodology. This check
validates the proper sync of multiple DOM instances and may reveal issues
associated to the DOM sync (e.g. performance degradation for vast sets of
DOM changes, improper synchronization behavior, etc.).
After the DOM synchronization is setup, the process of workspace aware-
ness integration (cf. Section 7.2.5) follows. Note that this subprocess is equal
for transformation and from-scratch development projects. It comprises se-
lecting and configuring workspace awareness widgets that are encapsulated
by the workspace awareness adapter. The selection from the awareness wid-
get library4 allows adapting the shared workspace to the end-users’ needs.
For example, a telepointer widget might support efficiency in a shared draw-
4The workspace awareness widget library encompasses a participant list, a telepointer,
a radar view, a telecaret as well as widgets for creation coloring and artifact marking.
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ing session with few participants but can also be confusing if a large number
of participants collaborate in the same shared workspace.
In addition to the transformation branch in Figure 4.10, there is also the
from-scratch branch illustrating the methodology for new groupware devel-
opment projects (cf. Section 6.4.1). In contrast to transformation projects
where non-invasiveness is essential, the prevalent characteristic for from-
scratch projects is the seamless integration with existing development ap-
proaches. Nowadays, developers commonly adopt web development frame-
works5 to exploit higher-level functionality and to abstract from browser-
specific implementations (e.g. Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, etc.) or
concrete form factors (e.g. PCs, tablets or smartphones). To support estab-
lished web development processes and to exploit the familiarity of developers
with widely adopted frameworks, the methodology in Figure 4.10 allows de-
velopers to adopt their web framework of choice. That is a key aspect for
the from-scratch methodology to support development efficiency.
Thereafter, in line with the transformation approach, necessary criteria
addressing web development frameworks have to be verified (cf. Section
6.4.1). Eligible frameworks have to structure web applications in a MVC
fashion and have to expose a model notification API and a model manip-
ulation API. First, the encapsulated data model exposed by MVC applica-
tions is crucial to synchronize numerous application instances in a device-
and browser-independent manner since application models are a means to
store data without including specifics about their presentation. Second, web
frameworks should offer a notification API to inform about model changes
and a manipulation API to change the data model. Notification and ma-
nipulation API are required to record and replay model changes.
The next methodology activity asks developers to check whether a frame-
work-specific CCA implementation is already available. If that is not the
case, the CCA for the selected framework has to be implemented. Note that
this CCA is specific for a dedicated framework but not for the actual ap-
plication, i.e. collaborative applications built on top of the same framework
leverage the very same CCA.
To link the GCI and the web application, a GCI configuration is again
required to define basic properties such as the sync server URL. Depending
on the framework adapter flavor (cf. Section 6.2), the configuration may also
include the step of annotating the web applications source code. A specific
annotation language (encompassing expressions like @Sync, @Class, etc.)
allows enriching the source code. Annotations are a means to mark partial
data models that shall be synchronized, to specify constructor functions for
replay operations, etc. After the configuration activity, a check validates the
proper GCI operations, in particular, regarding the synchronization and the
5For example, according to Web Technology Surveys the jQuery framework [27] is used
by 54.8 percent of all web pages [112].
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conflict resolution capabilities. As depicted in Figure 4.10, the remaining
methodology steps representing the workspace awareness configuration are
identical for transformation and from-scratch projects.
The presented methodology introduced the basic building blocks for both
supported development approaches and highlighted the differing objectives.
While the transformation methodology emphasizes that the source code does
not require changes and that the GCI adoption is non-invasive; the from-
scratch methodology aims to streamline the development process exploiting
the benefits of web frameworks and leveraging the familiarity of developers
with respect to widespread development frameworks.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed an approach to support development efficiency
for web-based real-time groupware that is based on the generic collaboration
infrastructure. Thereby, we first revisited decisive aspects like development
requirements for concrete use cases, common inefficiency challenges in group-
ware implementation projects and related state of the art approaches that
influenced the GCI design. Second, we discussed challenges offering reusable
concurrency control and showed how these challenges can be overcome ex-
ploiting application-agnostic APIs. Third, the overall GCI architecture and
the GCI core components (the DOM, the framework and the workspace
awareness adapter) were described. Finally, the associated methodology for
transformation as well as from-scratch scenarios was specified.

Chapter 5
DOM Adapter
In this chapter, we will elaborate on the DOM adapter [104, 105, 113] that al-
lows transforming single-user web applications into collaborative ones. First,
we present research questions regarding the DOM adapter approach that tar-
get the technical feasibility, the end-user acceptance and the applicability to
web applications. Second, we revisit the first research question and demon-
strate the technical feasibility of the DOM adapter approach. Therefore, we
introduce the DOM adapter architecture as well as processes that are car-
ried out by the DOM adapter. Third, we present our evaluation approach
and report on a usability study that aims to assess end-user acceptance.
Fourth, we investigate the applicability by showing web applications that
can leverage the DOM adapter and by discussing DOM adapter limitations.
5.1 Research Questions
To define the research focus for the DOM adapter discussion, we specify
research questions that we will examine throughout the chapter. The set of
research questions comprises the following three:
• Research Question 1: Is the design of a DOM adapter in a generic
and non-invasive fashion technically feasible?
• Research Question 2: Does a generic, non-invasive DOM adapter
appropriately support real-life collaborative editing sessions?
• Research Question 3: Can a generic, non-invasive DOM adapter be
adopted by a large set of single-user web applications?
Research Question 1 analyzes, on the one hand, if the end-to-end cap-
ture, propagate and replay process can be implemented at all on top of
standardized DOM APIs and, on the other hand, if that is achievable in a
non-invasive fashion. Consequently, we study whether relevant DOM mod-
ifications (e.g. insert or remove DOM nodes, change DOM attributes, etc.)
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can be recorded leveraging the DOM Events API [106]. Moreover, we in-
spect whether the means provided by the DOM Core API [40] are sufficient
to carry out replay operations. To satisfy the concurrency control require-
ment (cf. Section 2.3), we investigate how DOM changes can be mapped to
OT operations and vice versa. And again, we explore non-invasive means
to realize the DOM adapter functionality, i.e. changes to the source code of
the original web application are not necessary.
Research Question 2 aims to verify whether a DOM adapter as part of
the GCI (cf. Section 4.2.3) suits the needs of end-users in real-life collab-
oration sessions such as shared text editing or shared drawing. Note that
end-user acceptance, even though it requires the technical feasibility, goes
beyond the discussion of research question 1. For example, even though a
DOM adapter can be constructed, the high load of DOM changes may im-
pair overall system performance and thus, the resulting end-user experience
might be poor. Analyzing research question 2 requires a proper evaluation
design including the selection of editors, study participants, collaborative
tasks as well as evaluation characteristics (e.g. reliability, usability, learn-
ability, etc.). Additionally, evaluation results have to be interpreted to allow
for meaningful conclusions.
Research Question 3 targets the viability of the approach, i.e. what frac-
tion of single-user web applications can effectively be supported by the DOM
adapter. Therefore, an analysis of the web application landscape is neces-
sary, in particular, in terms of collaboration domains (e.g. collaborative
writing, shared graphics editing, etc.) and potential transformation candi-
dates. Concrete single-user web applications have to be identified and it has
to be investigated to what extent these applications may adopt the DOM
adapter. Moreover, the discussion of this research question also includes
determining DOM adapter limitations.
5.2 DOM Adapter Architecture and Integration
The objective of the DOM adapter is to promote reuse by supplying col-
laboration services (real-time model synchronization as well as automatic
conflict resolution) to standards-based web applications. The DOM adapter
design targets the reuse challenges (cf. Section 4.2.1) that disallow pro-
viding generic concurrency control support. Heterogeneous editor-specific
operations, the OT complexity induced by vast sets of editor operations
as well as the invasiveness of a naive approach can only be overcome if an
application-agnostic API instead of an editor-specific API is adopted. Thus,
the DOM adapter is exclusively built on top of standardized DOM APIs (e.g.
DOM Core [40], DOM Events [106], etc.) satisfying the application-agnostic
API requirement (cf. Section 4.2.1).
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To validate our assumption that an application-agnostic collaboration in-
frastructure is technically feasible, we devised the DOM adapter architecture
shown in Figure 5.1, which is derived from the high-level GCI architecture
(cf. Figure 4.6). The architecture exposes three kinds of components: the
single-user editor components, DOM adapter components as well as SAP
Gravity components. Like in Figure 4.6, the original single-user editor con-
sists of four layers whereas the application-agnostic API layer is represented
by DOM APIs and the data model is embodied by the DOM. Moreover, the
concurrency control adapter depicted in the GCI architecture in Figure 4.6
is represented by numerous DOM adapter components. They are in charge
of initializing the DOM adapter (DOM Adapter Initializer), recording DOM
manipulations (DOM Change Recorder), mapping DOM operations to OT
operations and vice versa (Operation Transformer) as well as replaying local
DOM manipulations remotely (DOM Manipulator). The third class of com-
ponents is represented by SAP Gravity components materializing the OTE.
We made the design decision to exploit SAP Gravity [29] as the operational
transformation engine of choice since it has a proven track record of serving
real applications, e.g. being adopted by the industrial-strength product SAP
Process Flow [29]. However, instead of using SAP Gravity, other OTEs can
also be adopted.
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Figure 5.1: DOM adapter architecture
In the following, we will describe the individual DOM adapter compo-
nents, the component interplay as well as the underlying processes that these
components implement (e.g. capture or replay DOM changes). Therefore,
we introduce a tangible example of a minimal graphics editor that will be
revisited throughout the component description sections.
In this example, the DOM adapter should be adopted to convert the
single-user graphics editor depicted in Figure 5.2 into a multi-user version.
Thus, numerous participants can freely edit the very same graphic simulta-
neously. Figure 5.2 shows three representations of the original single-user
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<html>
   <body>
      <svg 
        id="MyEditor"
        contenteditable="true">
        <circle 
           fill="red" 
           cx="30" 
           cy="30" 
           r="20">
        </circle>
        <text 
           fill="green" 
           x="100" y="100" 
           font-size="24" 
           font-family="serif">
           Hello World
        </text>
      </svg>
   </body>
</html>
(a) Serialized HTML Code
Element
<html>
Element
<body>
Element
<circle>
Element
<text>
fill: red
cx: 30
cy: 30
r: 20
fill: green
x: 100
y: 100
font-size: 24
font-family: serif
Text
"Hello World"
Element Node
Text Node
Attribute
(b) Corresponding DOM Tree
Element
<svg>
id: myEditor
contenteditable: true
(c) Rendered Web Site
Hello World
Figure 5.2: Minimal graphics editor example
graphics editor: the HTML source code, the DOM as well as the rendered
web site. The current content of the graphics editor comprises a circle
shape and a text node that are accommodated in a <svg> element node.
All content encapsulated by the <svg> element can be modified since the
contenteditable attribute is set to true. Note that the contenteditable
attribute is interpreted by the browser and therefore, the browser engine
determines how the editor palette looks like and what options are offered to
change existing content1. In the specified form, the minimal graphics editor
is limited to single-user scenarios. However, collaboration capabilities could
broaden the graphics editor adoption and thus, we will revisit this example
and show how the graphics editor can be transformed into a multi-user tool
supporting shared drawing.
5.2.1 DOM Adapter Incorporation
Single-user to multi-user editor conversions require incorporating the DOM
adapter and client-side SAP Gravity components into the original single-user
editor. To ease the incorporation of these components, multi-user capabil-
ities are bundled in one dedicated JavaScript dependency file: the gci.js.
This gci.js has to be embedded in the editor’s HTML code. For instance,
for the exemplary graphics editor, Figure 5.3a depicts the inclusion of the
required JavaScript dependency. Once a browser loads the updated HTML
page, the gci.js is executed by the browser’s JavaScript engine.
Besides facilitating the required multi-user capability logic, the gci.js
script also references a default configuration file gci-config.js that has to
be completed to capture configuration properties. Currently, the configura-
1Note that most browsers nowadays only support the contenteditable attribute for
text elements (e.g. <p> or <h1> elements). However, browser implementations will evolve
and also support the contenteditable attribute in the context of the <svg> element.
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<html>
  <head>
    <script type="text/javascript" src="gci.js">
    </script>
  </head> 
  <body>
    <svg id="MyEditor" contenteditable="true"> 
       ...
    </svg>
  </body>
</html>
(a) Editor HTML Skeleton (b) Configuration File 
// gci-config.js Configuration File //
//////////////////////////////////////
// Sync Server URL Configuration
sync-url = 
 "http://www.tu-chemnitz.de/mysyncserver"; 
// DOM Sub-Tree Selector Configuration
dom-node-id = "MyEditor";
// more DOM nodes could be added here
Figure 5.3: DOM adapter incorporation and configuration for the exemplary
graphics editor (cf. Figure 5.2)
tion requires setting the sync server URL as well as defining DOM subtrees
that should be included in the DOM synchronization.
Figure 5.3b shows the definition of a custom sync server URL. Addi-
tionally, the configuration file accommodates DOM subtree selectors that
reference DOM nodes using identifiers. While the specified DOM nodes and
the spanned subtrees are synchronized, not encompassed DOM nodes are
excluded from the synchronization. Application developers have to distin-
guish between application parts that are included in the sync and those that
are not included, i.e. changes only affect the local workspace. For example,
a collaborative text editor should propagate all manipulations targeting the
actual text document. However, selecting the bold or italic formatting op-
tion in the toolbar should not affect the workspace of all participants. In the
configuration file in Figure 5.3b the <svg> root node MyEditor is marked as
the DOM subtree selector, i.e. changes to the root node and its descendants
are synchronized.
In essence, the DOM adapter incorporation only requires to embed a
specific JavaScript file and to adapt an additional configuration file.
5.2.2 DOM Adapter Initialization
After embedding and configuring the DOM adapter, the Initializer Compo-
nent (cf. Figure 5.1) is in charge of setting up all routines that allow the
DOM adapter to continuously capture, propagate and replay DOM changes.
Initializing the DOM adapter consists of the following mandatory steps:
1. Model Identification Setup: Assign unique identifiers to DOM model
nodes to establish a system-wide referencing mechanism.
2. Notification Mechanism Initialization: Install DOM listeners on rele-
vant nodes to be informed about DOM changes.
3. OT Model Initialization: Construct an initial OT data model that is
in sync with the corresponding DOM.
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Model Identification Setup
The initializer component starts with the routine to establish a Global Iden-
tification Scheme (GIS). The GIS is a prerequisite for replaying DOM ma-
nipulations because it represents a means to refer to a DOM node unambigu-
ously at all sites. For example, if a user resizes a circle using a collaborative
graphics editor, this change has to be replayed among all sites. Assuming
that the SVG document already contains numerous circles, an unambigu-
ous reference is necessary to assure that the replay operation resize circle
addresses the correct circle.
Therefore, the initializer component exposes GIS functionality capable
of identifying the relevant DOM artifacts that are element nodes, text nodes
and attributes (cf. Figure 5.2b). To support element nodes, the initializer
component generates Universally Unique Identifiers (UUIDs) and assigns
them to the id attribute of the element node. However, for text nodes and
attributes there is no id attribute that can be set. Thus, the parent is
exploited since the parent of a text node or attribute is always an element
node with a unique ID. For text nodes, the combination of the parent node
ID and the index position within the list of attached text nodes constitutes
an unambiguous reference. For attributes, combining the parent node ID
with the attribute name also represents a unique key to identify a DOM
attribute.
Notification Mechanism Initialization
Once the GIS setup is completed, the initialization of the notification mech-
anism follows. To get notified about DOM changes (e.g. the insertion or
removal of a DOM node), listeners and event handlers have to be registered
on relevant DOM nodes. Relevant nodes are the ones which are included
in the DOM synchronization process. For example, in Figure 5.2b changes
regarding the MyEditor element and the respective descendant nodes are
relevant and therefore, they have to be observed. To execute the listener
registration and to handle fired events, the Initializer Component leverages
the DOM Change Recorder component. Details about the setup and the
operations mode of the notification mechanism are exposed in Section 5.2.3
discussing the DOM Change Recorder.
OT Model Initialization
The last process step executed by the initializer component is the creation
of the OT model that adheres to the existing DOM. This step is required
since we reuse the Gravity OTE2. The Gravity OTE allows synchronizing
2The GCI architecture is by no means bound to a specific OTE implementation. For
example, the first GCI prototype was built on top of the Apache Wave OTE [32].
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graph-structured documents. Thereby, SAP Gravity maintains document
consistency and resolves editing conflicts automatically. Since the Grav-
ity OTE is tightly coupled to a specific OT model, using the concurrency
control services necessitates mapping the DOM tree structure to a Grav-
ity graph structure. Because a tree represents a subset of a graph, this
mapping is technically feasible. The initializer component initiates the OT
model construction and then hands over the actual Gravity model creation
to the Operation Mapper component. Thus, details about the mapping of
DOM nodes to Gravity nodes are exhibited in Section 5.2.4 introducing the
Operation Mapper.
5.2.3 DOM Change Recorder
As mentioned in the previous section, the DOM Change Recorder’s first
responsibility is the setup of the notification mechanism. In addition to the
setup, the continuous propagation of relevant DOM changes to the operation
mapper represents a second responsibility.
As depicted in Figure 5.1, the DOM change recorder is built upon DOM
APIs, in particular, on top of the DOM Events API [106]. The DOM
Events API, which is supported by all modern browsers, allows monitor-
ing a variety of events such as UI events (resize, scroll), mouse events
(click, mouseover), keyboard events (keydown, keyup) or mutation events
(DOMNodeInserted, DOMNodeRemoved). Nevertheless, for the synchro-
nization of multiple DOM copies, only mutation events are of interest since
they report changes regarding the DOM instead of informing about user
interactions (e.g. that the mouse pointer was moved). Currently, the
change recorder implementation supports all DOM mutation events (i.e.
DOMNodeInserted, DOMNodeRemoved, DOMAttrModified and DOMChar-
acterDataModified) that are defined in the DOM events specification [106].
To illustrate the task of setting up the notification mechanism, Figure
5.4 shows a skeleton of the implementation. This code snippet demon-
strates how DOM mutation event listeners are attached to the DOM ele-
ment MyEditor (cf. Figure 5.2). The addEventListener method takes two
arguments. While the first argument represents the event type, the second
// select the node that should be observed
var rootNode = document.getElementById("MyEditor");
// register the DOM mutation event handler functions
rootNode.addEventListener("DOMNodeInserted", function () { ... });
rootNode.addEventListener("DOMNodeRemoved", function () { ... });
rootNode.addEventListener("DOMAttrModified", function () { ... });
rootNode.addEventListener("DOMCharacterDataModified", function () { ... });
Figure 5.4: Registration of DOM mutation event handlers
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argument is the actual handler function which is executed once the event
is fired. Note that the registration of DOM mutation event handlers is not
required for each DOM node since registered handlers fire upon changes
regarding the node where the handler is registered but also upon changes
regarding respective descendant nodes. Hence, the event handler registra-
tion in Figure 5.4 is capable of monitoring all DOM changes affecting the
MyEditor node or the associated subtree.
The second task of propagating DOM changes is shown in form of a
coarse-grained process model in Figure 5.5. Besides the process steps it-
self, the responsible DOM adapter components are also depicted. A DOM
manipulation triggered by a user interaction fires a DOM mutation event
which notifies the corresponding listener. The listener logic has to extract
information about the DOM manipulation (e.g. the ID of a affected DOM
node) and forwards this extracted information to the operation mapper. In
the next step, the operation mapper has to convert the DOM change to a
corresponding Gravity operation.
Gravity
Model
Gravity Operation
DOM
Event
Handler
DOM Change Set
DOM
Mutation
Listener
DOM Event
DOM APIs Change Recorder Operation Mapper OT Engine
Figure 5.5: DOM change recording process
5.2.4 Operation Mapper
The Operation Mapper component has two functions: on the one hand,
during the initialization of the DOM adapter the current DOM needs to
be mapped to a Gravity model representation; on the other hand, in the
operations mode of the DOM adapter, DOM changes have to continuously
be transformed to Gravity model changes and vice versa.
In order to execute on both of these tasks, the operation mapper has to
implement a mapping that transforms DOM elements into Gravity elements
and vice versa. The essential DOM elements that have to be converted
into a Gravity model representation are element nodes, element attributes,
text nodes and parent-child relations linking nodes. The Gravity Model
(GM) provides nodes bound to a unique ID, attributes, atomic references
and ordered references. While atomic references point to exactly one node,
ordered references are capable to establish links to a set of nodes. The
devised mapping adheres to the following rules:
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1. A DOM element node is represented by a GM node. If the element
node does not yet have an ID, a UUID is generated and assigned
to the DOM element node as well as to the GM node. Moreover,
atomic element values referencing a single object such as nodeType or
nodeName are expressed using GM attributes.
2. A DOM element attribute is represented by an atomic reference and a
GM node whereas the GM reference name is the attribute name and
GM node attributes hold the atomic attribute values such as nodeType,
nodeValue, etc.
3. A DOM text node is represented by a GM node and atomic values
such as nodeType or data are expressed as GM node attributes.
4. A DOM parent-child relationship associating DOM nodes (e.g. ele-
ment and text nodes) is represented by a GM ordered reference.
Assigning the same identifier to a DOM node and to the corresponding
GM node establishes a bijective mapping, i.e. a DOM node can unam-
biguously be associated to a GM node and vice versa. Therefore, DOM
manipulations can be captured and represented in the GM. Furthermore,
changes to the GM can also be replayed in the DOM.
Even though the mapping rules are specified on DOM and GM nodes, the
actual mapping produces a set of operations including calculated parameter
values (cf. Figure 5.5). Thus, the implementation of the operation mapper
component determines Gravity operations that correspond to DOM changes
or DOM operations that correspond to GM changes.
Figure 5.6 shows an example of a DOM-to-GM mapping. The SVG
element introduced in Figure 5.2 and its child nodes are transformed into
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namespaceURI: ...
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Figure 5.6: Mapping of the graphics editor DOM tree (cf. Figure 5.2b) to a
Gravity model graph
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the GM representation according to the established rules. In the center of
Figure 5.6b are the counterparts of the four DOM nodes. The additional
nodes (UUID-4 to UUID-12) had to be created to reflect DOM attributes.
5.2.5 Operational Transformation Engine
The introduced Operation Mapper component passes Gravity operations
to the Operational Transformation Engine (OTE) that is in charge of (1)
applying incoming operations to the Gravity model and (2) synchronizing
all Gravity model instances. Note that instead of reimplementing an OTE,
we reuse the existing SAP Gravity OTE (cf. Section 3.1.1). To grasp the
complete capture and replay process, we include a concise Gravity OTE
description in this section.
The first task of applying Gravity operations is crucial to finalize the
sync of the DOM and the Gravity model. Figure 5.7a presents an excerpt
of the Gravity API to modify Gravity models. The ModelHandler method
changeModel is the exclusive entry point for all GM changes and the pa-
rameter command represents a function embodying GM changes. Figure 5.7b
shows an example of a GM change. Thereby, all manipulating operations
accommodated in the body of the anonymous function are considered as one
complex operation that is either applied entirely or not at all. The latter
case occurs if two operations are not compatible and the only way to resolve
the conflict is a complete rollback of one of the operations (e.g. two users
set the fill color of a rectangle to differing values).
changeModel
addModelListener
undoChange
redoChange
...
ModelHandler
addNode
getNode
removeNode
addModelListener
...
Model
1
model1
setAttribute
deleteAttribute
getAttribute
setAtomicReference
deleteAtomicReference
listAttributes
addOrderedReference
removeOrderedReference
listOrderedReferences
...
Node
nodeAdded
nodeRemoved
attributeSet
atomicReferenceSet
orderedReferenceAdded
...
«interface»
ModelListener
1
nodes
*
*
modelListener
*
(command)
var change = modelHandler.changeModel(
  
   // manipulate the Gravity model
  
   function (model) {
     var rootNode = model.getNode("MyRootNode");
     var gravityNode = model.addNode(...);
     gravityNode.setAttribute(...);
   }
);
change.onAcknowledge(
   function () {
      alert("Changes accepted.");
   });
change.onCollision(
   function () {
      alert("Changes rejected due to a collision.");
   });
(a) Gravity Model Change API (b) Example of a Gravity Model Manipulation
Figure 5.7: Gravity API specification and usage example
Once the local GM is in sync with the local DOM, the Gravity opera-
tions are serialized into a JSON format [114] and propagated to the central
Gravity server. For the client-server communication, Gravity leverages the
CometD open source library [115] which allows bi-directional communica-
tion while hiding protocol specifics from developers. CometD autonomously
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adapts to the supported bi-directional means at runtime and abstracts from
the concrete implementation that uses the WebSocket protocol or HTTP
polling or streaming techniques (cf. Section 2.2.3). After the operation
transmission, the Gravity server deserializes the JSON message and incor-
porates the Gravity operation into its own internal GM adopting the OT
algorithm (cf. Section 2.2.1). Concurrent operations received from other
clients have to be transformed against the incoming operation to maintain
GM consistency. Transformed Gravity operations are again converted into
a JSON string and propagated to all clients except the sender client. Just
like the Gravity server component, receiving clients deserialize Gravity op-
erations and transform them against concurrent local operations to resolve
editing conflicts and to maintain a consistent GM.
5.2.6 DOM Manipulator
To carry out the last step of the capture, propagate and replay process, the
DOM Manipulator component plays a pivotal role. The DOM manipulator
realizes the sync of the remote Gravity model and the remote DOM, which
means that local DOM changes are finally incorporated in all associated
remote DOMs.
Figure 5.8 shows the overall change replay process starting with an event
fired by the Gravity notification mechanism that is caught by the listener
belonging to the operation mapper component. Registering listeners on the
GM is processed similarly to registering DOM listeners. The correspond-
ing API is exhibited in Figure 5.7a and, in particular, represented by the
ModelListener interface. According to the bijective mapping rules spec-
ified in Section 5.2.4, the operation mapper determines the proper DOM
operation to represent the Gravity model change.
DOM APIs DOM Manipulator Operation Mapper OT Engine
Gravity
Model
GM Event
GM
ListenerDOM
Change Set
DOM
Replay
Handler
DOM Operation
Figure 5.8: DOM change replay process
Applying the DOM operation is accomplished by the DOM manipula-
tor leveraging the regular DOM API [40]. Functions like createElement,
createTextNode, setAttribute, removeAttibute, etc., are contained in
the DOM API and allow for arbitrary DOM modifications. Using the global
identification scheme (cf. Section 5.2.2) enables the DOM manipulator to
retrieve the proper DOM node and to apply changes at the correct location
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in the DOM tree. Synchronizing the DOM with the Gravity model requires
temporarily disabling registered DOM listeners since they would propagate
DOM changes to the OTE even though this manipulation is already reflected
in the Gravity model.
After the local DOM change is incorporated in the remote DOM, the
end-to-end capture and replay workflow has been processed successfully, i.e.
the process from recording DOM changes to distributing and transforming
corresponding Gravity operations as well as replaying original DOM changes
has been carried out completely.
5.3 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the collaboration capabilities provided by the
introduced DOM adapter. Therefore, we devise an evaluation methodology
capable of assessing software and collaboration qualities of transformed ed-
itors. Furthermore, we report on a conducted usability study encompassing
two converted editors.
5.3.1 Evaluation Methodology
The specification of the DOM adapter architecture and the DOM adapter
implementation in Section 5.2 demonstrated the technical feasibility of the
proposed transformation approach. However, to validate that end-users are
appropriately supported by the DOM adapter when working collaboratively
requires a thorough evaluation.
An evaluation of a software system is “a significant check of a system’s
capacity to deliver what is required of it” [116]. For the proposed transfor-
mation approach, we claim that successfully transformed applications allow
for shared editing and provide reasonable collaboration support.
Designing the evaluation methodology, we selected numerous quality as-
pects that should be assessed. A collaborative application, on the one hand,
should decently support general software characteristics like functionality,
usability or reliability. On the other hand, our evaluation should specifically
target collaboration qualities like communication and coordination which
are not sufficiently covered by general software metrics. Therefore, we com-
piled the quality criteria catalog from two established software metrics: the
ISO/IEC 9126 standard for product quality [117] and the groupware-specific
Mechanics of Collaboration (MoC) catalog [118].
ISO/IEC 9126 Software Quality Characteristics
The ISO/IEC 9126 [117] defines a quality model comprising six quality char-
acteristics that are further subdivided into more detailed aspects in Figure
5.9. Depending on the type of usability study, some quality characteristics
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Figure 5.9: The ISO/IEC 9126 quality model [117]
might be out of the scope. While functionality, reliability, usability and
efficiency are quality-in-use aspects that are of interest in end-users stud-
ies [119], maintainability and portability represent aspects that are relevant
for developer studies. Since our evaluation targets end-users exclusively we
only consider quality-in-use characteristics.
Mechanics of Collaboration Quality Characteristics
Besides the ISO/IEC 9126 quality characteristics, we also included the MoC
catalog which defines “small-scale actions and interactions that group mem-
bers must carry out in order to get a task done in a collaborative fash-
ion” [118]. Hence, they are useful in groupware evaluations since “the me-
chanics are observable, collaboration can be analyzed and broken down into
specific actions that evaluators can assess one at a time” [118]. The MoC
characteristics are grouped into the communication categories explicit com-
munication and information gathering as well as into the coordination cat-
egories shared access and transfer. While explicit communication defines to
what extent collaborative applications are capable to supply sufficient com-
munication support, information gathering specifies to what extent these
applications are able to support their users retrieving sufficient informa-
tion about other participants and their actions. In contrast, shared access
represents a measure for the capability to support unconstrained access to
shared document artifacts and tools. The transfer characteristic targets the
support to exchange document artifacts and synchronize shared documents
correctly.
• Explicit Communication: The extent to which collaborative applica-
tions are capable to supply sufficient communication support (e.g. spo-
ken, written or gestural messages).
• Information Gathering: The extent to which collaborative applica-
tions are capable to support their users retrieving sufficient informa-
tion about other participants and their actions (e.g. basic awareness
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information answering questions like who is in the workspace or where
are other participants working).
• Shared Access: The extent to which collaborative applications are
capable to support unconstrained access to shared document artifacts
and tools (e.g. obtain or reserve a resource).
• Transfer: The extent to which collaborative applications are capable
to exchange document artifacts and synchronize shared documents
correctly (e.g. handoff an object).
Since the DOM adapter does not provide any support for explicit com-
munication, we excluded this aspect in the evaluation. However, explicit
communication support is typically provided by external tools such as in-
stant messengers, teleconference systems, etc. We also excluded the transfer
characteristic from the evaluation since this aspect is already covered by the
ISO/IEC 9126 functionality aspect. Consequently, we only considered the
information gathering and the shared access categories in the evaluation.
5.3.2 Usability Study
After selecting the appropriate evaluation characteristics, we conducted a
laboratory experiment with various converted editors. To cover numerous
domains, we didn’t solely focus on one editor but selected two representative
single-user tools that were eligible to adopt the presented DOM adapter.
First, we selected the graphics editor SVG-edit [36] that was introduced
in the use case description in Section 2.1.1. In addition to the graphics
editing domain, we also aimed to analyze the prevalent shared editing do-
main, namely, collaborative writing and thus, selected a text editor named
CKEditor [35]. Both single-user editors were transformed into multi-user
versions as specified in Section 5.2.1. Our demonstration page http://vsr.
informatik.tu-chemnitz.de/demo/GCI/ exposes several videos showcas-
ing the shared editing capabilities of the collaborative versions of SVG-edit
and CKEditor.
Study Procedure
In summary, thirty participants studying computer science or a related sub-
ject worked in teams of two to complete joint tasks. All fifteen teams had to
finish a shared text editing assignment using the multi-user version of the
CKEditor and a shared drawing assignment using the collaborative SVG-
edit. For both assignments, the teams had to follow a fixed evaluation
procedure consisting of (1) a 5 min editor tutorial, (2) a 15 min shared edit-
ing session and (3) a 10 min questionnaire completion phase. In the first
phase of the evaluation procedure, participants had to get familiar with the
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offered editor features. Therefore, each student had to complete ten small
exercises on its own (cf. Appendix A.1). For example during the SVG-edit
tutorial, participants had to create, fill, move and delete rectangle shapes.
Detailed written instructions were given to all participants, so they could
easily identify the suitable editor tool to accomplish the task.
Subsequently, participants were placed in one room equipped with two
separated desks and two standard PCs running the collaborative applica-
tions (the converted CKEditor and the transformed SVG-edit). While par-
ticipants could talk to each other, they were not able to see each other nor
could they look at the other participant’s screen since the office was parti-
tioned by a room divider (cf. Figure 5.10). This setting tried to mimic a
conventional setting where teams work geographically dispersed supported
by an audio conferencing system. We applied this simplification to mini-
mize the evaluation costs. Moreover, an evaluator was located behind the
participants’ desks to observe the entire evaluation procedure and to resolve
potential setup issues. However, the evaluator did not actively interfere and
influence the evaluation session.
GCI Sync
Server
Participant 1
Room Divider
Evaluator
Participant 2
Figure 5.10: Physical usability study setup
Once the evaluation setup was prepared, the two team members had a
time slot of 15 minutes at their disposal to complete one shared editing task.
While authoring the shared editing tasks, we adhered to the following list
of requirements:
1. Tasks should urge participants to work continuously and interactively.
2. Tasks should be independent of the subjects’ knowledge, culture and
skill set.
3. Tasks should reflect realistic assignments.
4. Tasks should not restrict participants in the way they use the collab-
orative application.
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Eventually, we prepared two joint tasks (cf. Appendix A.2). The first ex-
ercise embraced the collaborative SVG-edit and participants had to jointly
draw the floor plan of the evaluation office. This floor plan should be as
detailed as possible including furniture, IT equipment and other inventory
items. Moreover, the teams should enrich the floor plan with desirable items
which could improve the work atmosphere (e.g. plants). The second exer-
cise targeted the collaborative CKEditor which was used by team members
to author a document containing an inventory list of the evaluation office.
Besides the name of the inventory item, the document should also expose
estimations about inventory characteristics like purchase price, maintenance
costs, lifespan, etc. Furthermore, participants were asked to write a letter
to the office manager listing inventory items that they suggest for purchase
and a justification why these inventory items are beneficial for the work
atmosphere.
In the last step of the evaluation procedure, participants had to complete
a questionnaire in a 10 minutes time slot. The questionnaire comprised 22
questions (cf. Appendix A.3) that aimed to assess the software quality
characteristics functionality, reliability, usability and efficiency as well as
the collaboration characteristics information gathering and shared access.
Respondents to the questionnaire could choose from a balanced seven-level
Likert scale [120] exposing the options: (1) strongly disagree, (2) disagree,
(3) disagree somewhat, (4) neither agree nor disagree, (5) agree somewhat,
(6) agree and (7) strongly agree. In total, our laboratory experiment resulted
in 60 completed questionnaires. While 30 questionnaires addressed the SVG-
edit evaluation, the other 30 questionnaires targeted the evaluation of the
collaborative CKEditor.
Study Results
The results reflecting the aggregated answers of all 30 participants are sum-
marized in Figure 5.11 and 5.12 (cf. Appendix A.4). Both figures show the
questions associated to the targeted quality characteristics. Moreover, the
results of the SVG-edit and CKEditor evaluation are specified in form of the
calculated mean μ and standard deviation σ. While grey bars represent the
mean μ, black error bars symbolize the standard deviation σ.
In general, the results regarding the ISO/IEC 9126 characteristics (cf.
Figure 5.9) allow for the following conclusions with respect to the trans-
formed SVG-edit and CKEditor:
1. Overall, the transformed editors decently support collaborative work.
2. The specific collaboration features are easy to use.
3. Users are satisfied with the editors’ performance.
4. Users struggle with reliability issues.
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Functionality (Suitability: Q1)
Q1) Overall, the editor supported me completing the task in a collaborative way.
Reliability (Maturity: Q2, Q3; Recoverability: Q4, Q5)
Q2) The editor’s resynchronization mechanism did not significantly hinder my work.
Q3) Required browser page reloads did not significantly hinder my work.
Q4) Whenever an error occurred, I was able to recover easily.
Q5) I am satisfied how fast the system recovered after a browser page reload.
Usability (Learnability:Q6; Operability: Q7, Q8; Satisfaction: Q9)
Q6) The editor’s collaboration feature was easy to learn.
Q7) Overall, the editor’s collaboration feature was easy to use.
Q8) Actions by other participants did not significantly hinder my work.
Q9) Overall, working collaboratively with the editor was an enjoyable experience.
Efficiency (Efficiency Compliance: Q10 - Q12)
Q10) I am satisfied with how fast the editor responds to my input.
Q11) I am satisfied with how fast changes by others were displayed on my monitor.
Q12) It was appealing how the editor could quickly synchronize the document
among all participants.
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Results of the Experiments for N=30 
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Figure 5.11: Questions and results regarding the ISO/IEC 9126 quality
characteristics
Interpreting the individual ISO/IEC 9126 categories, we carved out the
following findings:
Functionality ratings μsvg = 5.63, μck = 6.10 showed that users were
comfortable with the provided collaboration support.
Reliability was assessed with ratings only slightly above the neutral rat-
ing neither agree nor disagree (4.48 ≤ μ ≤ 5.43) representing the poorest
assessment within the ISO/IEC 9126 categories. Those ratings are mainly
due to rare browser crashes or situations where the browser remained unre-
sponsive for some time. Both phenomena occurred only when high processor
loads were observed3.
Usability scores of μ ≥ 5.20 and σ ≤ 1.52 show that the majority of
participants was able to easily learn and adopt collaboration features. Fur-
thermore, users felt that the collaborative work was an enjoyable experience
(cf. Q9: μsvg = 6.33, μck = 5.87). However, answers addressing question Q8
delivered modest results (μsvg = 5.37, μck = 5.20) demonstrating that the
work of remote participants occasionally impaired the local editing process.
This is partially due to the single-threaded JavaScript programming model,
where background tasks (e.g. transforming OT operations) can decrease the
UI responsiveness.
Efficiency questions were constantly assessed with high ratings (μ ≥
5.33). However, there is small gap between ratings for the local user feedback
(cf. Q10) and the feedback resulting from remote operations (cf. Q11,
Q12). We assume that users who communicated during the collaborative
3In Section 5.4.2, we explain the root cause for high processor loads.
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Communication (Information Gathering: Q13 - Q16)
Q13) I could easily recognize the presence of other participants.
Q14) I could easily recognize changes made to document objects.
Q15) I could easily recognize actions of other participants.
Q16) It was appealing how the editor highlighted the work of other participants.
Coordination (Shared Access: Q17 - Q22)
Q17) I could easily start editing any document object at any time.
Q18) I could easily edit any document object as long as I desired.
Q19) The editor preserved changes, I made to the document.
Q20) I could easily start using any tool at any time.
Q21) I could easily use any tool as long as I desired.
Q22) It was appealing how I could collaboratively edit the document.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Neither Agree 
nor Disagree
Results of the Experiments for N=30 
(Mean  and Standard Deviation )
Questions regarding the
Mechanics of Collaboration Quality Characteristics
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Figure 5.12: Questions and results regarding the mechanics of collaboration
characteristics
assignment sometimes noted a small delay until the remote manipulation
was incorporated and therefore expressed that they were not fully satisfied.
Besides the ISO/IEC 9126 quality aspects, the MoC criteria were also
assessed for both collaborative editors. The results allow for the following
general conclusions:
1. Primitive awareness support can crucially improve the perceived aware-
ness of other users and their actions.
2. Both converted editors offer appropriate support for shared access.
A detailed analysis of the ratings in the communication and coordination
categories reveals the following findings:
Information gathering ratings are ambivalent. On the one hand, the
scores for the SVG-edit are poor (3.35 ≤ μ ≤ 5.27) and, on the other hand,
the assessment for the CKEditor is modest (5.38 ≤ μ ≤ 5.93). One apparent
reason for the divergence of the results is the differing workspace awareness
support. While for the textual editor a participant list and creation coloring
widget was provided, the graphics editor could solely offer a participant list.
Note that the workspace awareness adapter (cf. Section 4.3.3) including pre-
built widgets (e.g. the telepointer, the telecaret, the radar view, etc.) could
not yet be adopted since the implementation was still ongoing. In Chapter 7
we will present the workspace awareness adapter offering a variety of widgets
and investigate the impact of workspace awareness in collaborative editing
sessions in detail.
Shared access received consistently high ratings (5.27 ≤ μ ≤ 6.33) which
demonstrates that users appreciate the free and unconstrained access to
document objects as well as to editor tools. Shared tool access rankings (cf.
Q20 - Q22) are slightly better than the assessment of the shared artifact
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access (cf. Q17 - Q19). One explanation is that certain remote operations
occasionally impaired the ability to locally select an object. For example, if
a remote user moves a graphical shape, the local selection in the SVG-edit
did not always work properly.
5.4 Applicability
After elaborating on the technical feasibility of the DOM adapter and dis-
cussing the end-user satisfaction regarding converted editors, we will now
examine the applicability of the approach. Thereby, we discuss the two
main facets: applicability to web applications as well as limitations.
5.4.1 Applicability to Web Applications
To illustrate the applicability of the transformation approach, we analyzed
the web application ecosystem and established a systematic eligibility check
that is part of the overall transformation methodology. This eligibility check
encompasses a criteria catalog containing properties that single-user web
applications have to fulfill to adopt the DOM adapter. On the basis of
the eligibility check, we assessed a variety of existing web applications to
demonstrate the relevance of the devised transformation approach.
Eligibility Check Specification
Figure 5.13 embeds the two-step eligibility check into the overall transforma-
tion methodology that was introduced in Section 4.4. The eligibility check
is split into a necessary criteria and a critical criteria check and both eli-
gibility checks encompass a catalog of application properties. On the one
hand, necessary application properties have to be fulfilled in order to allow
for a single-user to multi-user transformation; on the other hand, the non-
fulfillment of critical properties does not exclude applications from the set
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Configuration
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Figure 5.13: Web application eligibility check embedded in the overall trans-
formation methodology
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of convertible applications. However, these applications may suffer from an
impaired GCI performance or functionality.
The list of necessary application properties comprises (1) the W3C stan-
dards compliance and (2) the DOM-based data model.
W3C standards compliance is required since the document change
capturing and the document change replay is built on top of W3C stan-
dards (cf. Section 5.2). Conventional plugin technologies such as Adobe
Flash [121] or Microsoft Silverlight [122] do neither comply with the DOM
Events specification nor with the DOM Core standard. Hence, the record
manipulations process (based on DOM Events) and the replay manipula-
tions process (based on the DOM Core) is bypassed which disqualifies web
applications leveraging plugin technologies.
A DOM-based data model represents the second necessary charac-
teristic. Since the DOM is the only standardized representation all modern
browsers can process in a uniform way, it is essential that the data model
is accommodated in the DOM. If the data model is not encapsulated in the
DOM, the DOM adapter synchronization mechanism breaks since standard-
ized DOM APIs can no longer be exploited. Web applications structured
according to the established Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern are one
example where the data model is not included in the DOM. In this case,
only the view is represented in the DOM and the model is represented by a
separate JavaScript data structure.
Besides the necessary application properties, there are also the critical
application properties: (1) model isolation, (2) DOM event frequency and
(3) multi-user ready identification.
Model isolation is a critical application property enabling the seamless
sync of the data model. In contrast to the data model, view-related aspects
like toolbar selections, window sizes, scrolling positions, etc., should not
be synchronized since these characteristics are individual to each virtual
workspace. However, web applications do not always strictly separate the
data model and view-related aspects in distinct DOM subtrees which impairs
the DOM adapter sync that operates on selected DOM subtrees (cf. Section
5.2.1). Hence, if the data model and view aspects are intermingled in the
same DOM subtree, the sync incorrectly includes view elements.
The DOM event frequency is critical with respect to the DOM adap-
ter performance. Currently, the DOM mutation event rate should not sur-
pass multiple hundreds of events a second since this is the upper limit the
latest GCI implementation is able to process. For example, these situa-
tions may arise carrying out drag-and-drop operations in graphics editors
whereas the dragged object (e.g. a circle shape) changes its x and y coor-
dinates hundreds of times a second. Another example are group operations
where dozens or hundreds of DOM nodes are affected, e.g. a cut-and-paste
operation involving numerous pages in a text document.
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Multi-user ready identification is the last critical application prop-
erty we identified. Web applications that were not meant to be used in
multi-user scenarios may adopt a simple naming scheme for referencing doc-
ument artifacts that breaks when linking various application instances. For
example, the graphics editor SVG-edit [36] references created shapes using
an incremented integer. If two users simultaneously construct a new shape
in different workspaces, both shapes receive the very same integer ID leading
to an incorrect application behavior.
Application Eligibility
Taking into account the necessary and critical application properties, we
analyzed a set of 12 single-user web editors that are listed in Table 5.1.
Thereby, we selected solely open-source applications that are widespread
and also adopted by a large community. The selection process ensured that
the applications cover a multitude of domains (e.g. text editing, source
code editing, etc.). Conducting the analysis, we tested web applications
with respect to the compiled criteria catalog. We excluded the DOM event
frequency property since an adequate test would require excessive and time-
consuming editor usage in a variety of scenarios. For example, peaks of
DOM events can occur carrying out a specific operation such as a copy-and-
paste operation affecting numerous DOM nodes. However, it is complex to
find and test all of these scenarios. Furthermore, if one of the two necessary
properties was not met, we omitted the test addressing critical application
properties.
Ultimately, 6 editors (marked bold in Table 5.1) from the set of 12 sat-
isfy the necessary application properties and hence are eligible for a GCI
Editor
Name
Editing
Domain
Standards
Compliance
DOM-based
Data Model
Model
Isolation
Multi-User
Readiness
ACE Editor Source Code Yes No - -
Canvas Painter Pixel Graphics Yes Yes Yes No
CKEditor Rich Text Yes Yes Yes Yes
Eclipse Orion Source Code Yes No - -
GelSheet Spreadsheets Yes No - -
ImageBot Pixel Graphics Yes Yes No Yes
jQuerySheet Spreadsheets Yes Yes Yes No
Ketcher Chemical Structures Yes No - -
Popcorn Maker Video Yes No - -
SVG-edit SVG Graphics Yes Yes Yes No
TinyMCE Rich Text Yes Yes Yes Yes
Zwibbler Pixel Graphics Yes No - -
Table 5.1: Results of the application eligibility test
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transformation. Note that 50 percent of the analyzed applications expose
an external data model which shows the large adoption of the MVC pattern
in the web application ecosystem. The notion of structuring applications
according to the MVC principle is promoted by numerous web application
frameworks (e.g. Knockout [30] or Backbone [37]) that enforce applications
to be divided into model, view and controller components. Nevertheless,
the analysis shows that the DOM adapter is a viable option for numerous
applications from multiple domains.
From the set of 6 eligible editors, we converted 4 applications (CKEditor
[35], jQuerySheet [123], SVG-edit [36] and TinyMCE [42]) and adopted the
resulting collaborative counterparts in real-life collaboration scenarios. For
example, the multi-user versions of the CKEditor and the SVG-edit were
exploited for the presented user study (cf. Section 5.3.2). In [113], we
leveraged the collaborative TinyMCE editor and the converted jQuerySheet
was adopted in an SAP-internal project.
5.4.2 Limitations
After demonstrating that the DOM adapter is a capable means to convert a
variety of existing single-user editors, we will discuss the current limitations
as well as approaches to overcome these limitations.
Plugin Technologies: As stated in Section 5.4.1, plugin technologies
such as Adobe Flash [121] or Microsoft Silverlight [122] are not qualified to
adopt the DOM adapter since they do not adhere to the four-layer web edi-
tor architecture depicted in Figure 5.1. Instead of leveraging the DOM as a
representation of the application model, plugin-based web applications use
the DOM only as a container to embed the plugin frame. User interactions
within the plugin frame cannot be monitored by the DOM adapter because
they bypass DOM APIs. Nevertheless, the importance of plugin-based so-
lutions in terms of developer adoption decreases rapidly. That is due to (1)
the rise of mobile platforms that do not support plugin technologies (e.g.
Apple’s mobile operating system iOS does neither support Flash nor Sil-
verlight) and (2) due to emerging web standards (encompassing for example
native audio and video playback [49] or device access to microphones or
cameras [124]) that are supported by modern browser engines and render
plugin technologies superfluous. Thus, future web applications will likely
not be affected by this limitation.
JavaScript-based Data Model: Analyzing numerous web-based ap-
plications, we observed that editors targeting large documents (e.g. multi-
page office documents) often separate the application model from the view
model. This decision is based on an established design principle known as
the Model-View-Controller pattern [111] that, in this particular case, can
reduce the memory footprint significantly. Having a multi-page document
comprising thousands of lines represented in a DOM can easily consume
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more than 100 MB of RAM. In contrast, creating a specific application
model using a tailored JavaScript implementation can efficiently compress
large size documents. Thereby, the DOM is only used as a view model re-
flecting an excerpt of the application model. In this case, the DOM adapter
is not able to access the model through the standardized DOM API and
cannot be adopted. However, the framework adapter, which is discussed in
Chapter 6, is complementary to the DOM adapter and specifically targets
MVC-based web applications. Hence, even though web applications incor-
porating a JavaScript-based data model cannot leverage the DOM adapter,
they may be eligible to exploit the framework adapter for the GCI (cf. Chap-
ter 6).
High DOM Event Load: Certain editor operations affect numerous
DOM nodes and produce vast sets of DOM events (cf. Section 5.4.1). Cur-
rently, all DOM mutation events are processed by the DOM adapter and are
reflected in form of DOM replay operations. In rare cases, high operation
loads can impair the performance and responsiveness of collaborative web
applications. Examples for high load scenarios are (1) fade animations or
drag shape operations (producing up to 150 DOMAttrModified events per
second), (2) copy and paste operations involving numerous objects (trigger-
ing multiple DOMNodeRemoved and DOMNodeInserted events) and (3) for-
mating operations affecting various DOM nodes (e.g. change the fill color of
100 table cells). In [125], Hauer addressed this issue incorporating an opera-
tion composer into the existing DOM adapter. The operation composer is in
charge of reducing the number of operations that have to be synchronized.
For instance, drag shape operations might change x and y attributes of a
shape 150 times a second. These translation operations can be aggregated
for short time intervals (e.g. 100 ms) without notably impairing the collab-
orative session. Hauer showed that the DOM operation load for high-load
scenarios can be significantly reduced. For instance, the number of synchro-
nized operations for a collaborative session using the SVG-edit application
was reduced by more than 90 percent compared to leveraging the original
DOM adapter. Thus, adopting an operation composer can eliminate high-
load peaks and allows operating the DOM adapter within manageable load
ranges.
Intention Violation: Besides maintaining document consistency, an-
other objective of groupware systems is the intention preservation property
[126]. Preserving the intention of all users’ means that triggered operations
are actually executed (e.g. a character is actually inserted into a text doc-
ument after a user triggered the insert operation). However, this cannot
always be guaranteed for any pair of editor operations. For example, if two
users simultaneously resize the same rectangular shape the question is how
can both intentions be preserved? Or what should be the combined effect if
two users move a rectangular shape to different canvas positions? Those con-
flicts are typically resolved adopting the single-operation effect policy [127]
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that preserves one operation entirely and dismisses the other operation com-
pletely. Even though SAP Gravity implements the single-operation effect
policy, the current DOM adapter implementation may violate this policy.
For example, if one user moves a shape from position (0, 0) to (10, 10) and
another user concurrently moves the very same shape to position (20, 20),
the shape might be placed at position (10, 10), (20, 20), (10, 20) or (20, 10).
Only if the shape is located at (10, 10) or (20, 20), the single-operation effect
is properly implemented. However, the DOM adapter propagates two indi-
vidual operations (x and y attribute changed) to the Gravity OTE instead
of combining these two operations to one atomic operation which would
ensure the single-effect policy. As described in Section 5.2.5, the Gravity
changeModel function can construct complex operations from various prim-
itive operations. In [125], Hauer presents a generic grouping mechanism
leveraging the DOM adapter to properly combine semantically associated
operations and thus, the single-operation effect can also be enforced using
the generic DOM-based sync scheme.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we discussed the DOM adapter representing a generic means
to transform existing single-user web applications into their collaborative
counterparts. Thereby, we showed the technical feasibility of the DOM
adapter presenting the high-level architecture as well as crucial implementa-
tion details. Furthermore, we conducted a thorough usability study exposing
two converted editors to 30 end-users and demonstrated the suitability of
the DOM adapter for collaborative work. Besides showcasing the feasibility
and the end-user satisfaction, we also illustrated the viability of the trans-
formation approach introducing 12 single-user web applications whereas 6
were eligible for the single-user to multi-user conversion. We concluded this
chapter discussing existing limitations accompanied by proposals how these
shortcomings can be overcome.
Chapter 6
Framework Adapter
Besides incorporating concurrency control capabilities into existing single-
user web applications as an evolutionary step, a second approach is the
from-scratch development. Thereby, shared editing requirements are al-
ready identified at the beginning of the development life cycle. The from-
scratch development is supported by the framework adapter [128, 129] that
is presented in this chapter. In line with Chapter 5, we divided this chap-
ter into research questions, an architecture part, an evaluation as well as
an applicability section. While the research questions highlight the scien-
tific challenges, the framework adapter architecture sheds light on the in-
dividual components and their implementation. In the evaluation section,
we expose information about a developer study comparing the framework
adapter approach with a conventional programming library for collaborative
web applications. We conclude this chapter discussing the applicability of
the framework adapter as well as the framework adapter limitations.
6.1 Research Questions
In the framework adapter discussion, we will explore ways to integrate col-
laboration features into the from-scratch development of multi-user web ap-
plications. Due to the familiarity web developers gained with widespread
web development frameworks such as Knockout [30], Backbone [37], etc., we
will focus on enhancement approaches enriching existing web frameworks.
Thereby, the following three research questions are of interest:
• Research Question 1: Can a generic collaboration infrastructure
effectively enhance general-purpose web frameworks?
• Research Question 2: Do developers benefit from a framework
adapter for a general-purpose web framework or do they prefer special-
purpose programming libraries to introduce collaboration features?
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• Research Question 3: To what extent can a framework adapter be
adopted by existing web development frameworks?
Research Question 1 explores ways to anchor concurrency control in
general-purpose web development frameworks to prove the feasibility of the
framework adapter approach. Thereby, the investigated approaches should
conceptually not be bound to a specific framework to allow reusing the
framework adapter design for other web development frameworks as well.
Research Question 2 elaborates on the benefits and deficiencies of a
framework adapter approach in contrast to a traditional programming li-
brary. The advantages and disadvantages are derived from a developer study
encompassing eight programmers. Thereby, programmers build collabora-
tive web applications using the framework adapter approach as well as using
a conventional programming library. In order to mine meaningful results,
we exploit completed questionnaires as well as produced source code.
Research Question 3 analyzes the web ecosystem in terms of popular web
development frameworks and assesses to what extent these web development
frameworks could profit from a framework adapter. Additionally, we also list
and describe existing limitations that are induced by the framework adapter
approach.
6.2 Framework Adapter Architecture
The architecture section presents design decisions for the framework adapter,
elaborates on framework prerequisites to adopt the framework adapter and
provides a conceptual view as well as implementation details regarding the
framework adapter component.
6.2.1 Design Decisions
Framework and DOM adapter share the common goal to increase program-
mer productivity developing collaborative web applications while supporting
differing development paths (cf. Section 4.4). In addition to the overarching
goal of supporting programmer productivity, Section 2.3 defined functional
requirements1 (concurrency control, workspace awareness) and efficiency re-
quirements (minimal invasiveness, encapsulation, learnability, reuse, univer-
sality). These requirements led to numerous design decisions that we will
illustrate subsequently.
Concurrency Control Implications: The offered collaboration func-
tionality should be mature and flexible in terms of concurrency control.
While maturity is key to satisfy end-user needs (e.g. reliability), flexibility
1From the set of functional requirements, we only considered concurrency control since
the workspace awareness support is promoted by the workspace awareness adapter (cf.
Chapter 7).
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is necessary to serve the plethora of web applications that can potentially be
built on top of the enhanced general-purpose development framework. Due
to its proven track record (e.g. powering SAP Process Flow [29]), we se-
lected SAP Gravity as the operational transformation engine of choice. The
decision to leverage SAP Gravity was also justified because of the flexible
graph model that is capable of supporting arbitrary application models (e.g.
array, tree or graph data structures).
Minimal Invasiveness and Learnability Implications: To support
the developer adoption of a framework adapter, the approach should be easy
to learn and require as few source code changes as possible2. If source code
changes are inevitable, we decided to exploit source code annotations since
they can easily be distinguished from the rest of the source code. Moreover,
source code annotations represent a widely adopted, lightweight means to
introduce additional application features. For example, Java frameworks
like Hibernate or Spring provide annotations (e.g. @Table, @Column, etc.)
to enhance applications with features like dependency injection, object per-
sistence or container configuration. In essence, a minimal annotation vocab-
ulary can ensure that developers easily grasp the mechanics to incorporate
collaboration functionality.
Reuse and Encapsulation Implications: To promote reuse and
encapsulation, component-based design represents an established software
principle that we took into account and that led to a strict component-based
architecture. Adhering to a component-based layout not only supports reuse
and maintainability but also eases the bundling of multiple product vari-
ants. For example, software vendors might want to offer single-user as well
as multi-user product variants. Thus, we clearly separated collaboration
components from other functional components.
Universality Implications: The universality objective is two-fold. On
the one hand, a universal framework adapter should not depend on a spe-
cific device or a specific browser platform which would strongly limit the
reach of the approach. This is particularly true since today’s web landscape
is largely fragmented in terms of devices (e.g. smartphones, tablets, PCs)
as well as in terms of browsers (e.g. Google Chrome, Internet Explorer,
Mozilla Firefox). Hence, the architecture should leverage an existing web
application framework providing a robust abstraction and hiding browser
inconsistencies as well as device specifics. Besides browser and device in-
dependence, the approach should also be universal in terms of framework
support, i.e. the conceptual architecture of the framework adapter should
be framework-agnostic and adoptable by numerous frameworks.
2Note that in contrast to the transformation approach (cf. Chapter 5), the minimal
invasiveness objective is not of such an importance for the framework adapter approach
since it can be assumed that developers are familiar with the source code.
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6.2.2 Framework Prerequisites
In contrast to the DOM adapter supporting the DOM API exclusively, the
framework adapter approach aims to support various framework APIs. To
implement the capture, propagate and replay processes, a minimal set of
framework prerequisites has to be fulfilled. These framework prerequisites
target the data model format and structure as well as the availability of a
notification mechanism.
Data Model Isolation: A first prerequisite that web development
frameworks have to fulfill is the separation of the presentation and the data
layer. The existence of an isolated data model is crucial to synchronize nu-
merous application instances in a device- and browser-independent manner
since application models are a means to store data without including specifics
regarding their presentation. Various web development frameworks enforce
applications to be built according to the MVC pattern [111]. Since MVC ap-
plications natively expose a separated data model, web development frame-
works enforcing the MVC paradigm comply with the data model isolation
requirement. Examples for MVC-compliant web development frameworks
are AngularJS [130], Backbone [37], Knockout [30], etc.
Notification Mechanism: A second framework prerequisite stems
from the fact that model changes have to be captured and propagated to
the collaboration engine. Implementing the change tracking behavior re-
quires a so called notification mechanism. This notification mechanism offers
publish-subscribe means to register listeners on data models and thus, the
collaboration engine can be fed with model changes and ultimately maintain
data model consistency. Notification mechanisms are widespread and most
modern web frameworks, in particular MVC frameworks like AngularJS,
Backbone or Knockout, provide means for notification.
Traversable Data Structure: Minimal invasiveness is a requirement
for the framework adapter and thus, the number of source code changes
should be kept to a minimum. Analyzing various frameworks, we identified
two approaches to structure data models that allow minimizing source code
changes. On the one hand, data models are scattered and divided into mul-
tiple partial models; on the other hand, there exist coherent data models
exposing exactly one root node. Figure 6.1 depicts the structure of a scat-
tered and a coherent data structure. To synchronize data model instances,
the entire data structure has to be monitored, i.e. the collaboration engine
has to be aware of all model changes. Thus, a model discovery mechanism
has to be able to identify each model object which can be easily achieved
for coherent and scattered data structures since they can be traversed from
the root nodes. While coherent data models require exactly one entry point
for traversal, scattered data structures necessitate one entry point for each
(partial) model. However, both data model types allow discovering the data
structure and thus are suited for injecting collaboration capabilities.
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(a) Scattered Data Structure (b) Coherent Data Structure
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Figure 6.1: Classification of typical data model structures
6.2.3 Architecture Overview
The presented design decisions, framework prerequisites as well as the high-
level GCI architecture (cf. Section 4.2.3) influenced the final architecture of
the framework adapter that is depicted in Figure 6.2.
The distributed system derived from the GCI overall architecture (cf.
Figure 4.6) accommodates numerous clients and a central server that com-
municate using the WebSocket protocol or HTTP. The architecture building
blocks are materialized by single-user editor components, framework adapter
components as well as concurrency control components.
The components belonging to the single-user editor include the applica-
tion-specific components Editor UI and Editor API as well as the application-
agnostic components Framework APIs and Data Model. Due to the univer-
sality requirement (cf. Section 2.3), the framework adapter components are
linked to the application-agnostic framework API layer.
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Figure 6.2: Framework adapter architecture
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In line with the DOM adapter architecture, the framework adapter is
divided into sub-components such as the Change Recorder, Model Manip-
ulator and Operation Mapper. While framework adapter components are
commonly bound to one specific web development framework, the Operation
Mapper also encapsulates reusable functionality. For example, the JSON-
to-OT Model mapping can be leveraged by various frameworks since it is
common to structure data models according to the JSON standard [114].
The concurrency control components OT Engine and OT Model are in
charge of synchronizing OT model instances and resolving editing conflicts.
As stated in the design decisions section (cf. Section 6.2.1), we leverage the
SAP Gravity OTE to implement concurrency control.
Due to the differing data structure types (scattered and coherent models)
that should be supported by the abstract framework adapter architecture,
we implemented two varying framework adapter flavors. On the one hand,
for coherent data models we created a wrapper approach that enriches the
original API with collaboration support. Instead of calling the framework
API directly, applications call a wrapper API that invokes the original frame-
work API and also triggers the model sync. On the other hand, we devised
an annotation-based approach for scattered data models where annotating
the data model allows injecting program logic to track and replay model
changes. Both approaches are presented in the following sections.
6.2.4 API Wrapper Approach for Coherent Data Models
Taking into account the abstract framework adapter architecture in Figure
6.2, we derived the API wrapper approach to incorporate concurrency con-
trol functionality. Thereby, it is assumed that there exists exactly one fixed
framework API to manipulate the application’s data model. For instance,
the SAPUI5 framework [38] or the SproutCore framework [110] expose such
a central API that allows manipulating various web application data mod-
els in a uniform fashion. Thus, it is sufficient to replace this uniform data
model API with a collaboration-enhanced version. Since web development
frameworks offering exactly one fixed data manipulation API commonly
also promote structuring data models in a coherent way, the API wrapper
approach is specifically suited for applications that accommodate coherent
data structures (cf. Figure 6.1b).
API Enhancement
A common way to adapt an API to the needs of a novel architecture is
the wrapper pattern which is also known as the proxy design pattern [131].
Leveraging a wrapper allows preserving the existing API declaration as well
as enriching the original functionality (e.g. interfering model manipulations
or propagating change notifications). An example of a wrapped API is de-
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picted in Figure 6.3. The interface IDataModel defines the API. Originally,
the DataModel class exclusively implemented the defined methods which
suited the use case of developing single-user web applications. To also sup-
port multi-user web applications, the class SharedDataModel was added.
The SharedDataModel class does not only implement the IDataModel in-
terface but also leverages the functionality of the DataModel class by calling
its methods. The methods of the SharedDataModel wrap and enhance the
DataModel functions. For example, the addObject method belonging to the
SharedDataModel class calls the addObject method from the DataModel
class and additionally triggers the sync process involving the collaboration
engine (cf. Figure 6.3).
1
addObject
getObject
removeObject
addListener
«interface»
IDataModel
addObject
getObject
removeObject
addListener
DataModel
addObject
getObject
removeObject
addListener
SharedDataModel
addObject(...) {
  dataModel.addObject(...);
  collabEngine.modelChanged(...);
  ...
}
Figure 6.3: Example of wrapping an existing API
Applying the wrapper pattern is the key idea to convert APIs in a
lightweight fashion while (1) promoting ease of use through a stable API
and (2) allowing API reuse in novel contexts. To validate the wrapper con-
cept, we have chosen to enhance the SAPUI5 framework [38]. SAPUI5 is a
web development framework primarily used to build rich client-side applica-
tions or sophisticated UIs for client-server applications. Thereby, SAPUI5
offers a rich set of UI controls (e.g. DataTable, DatePicker, MenuBar, etc.)
and a lightweight programming model embracing web standards such as
HTML, JavaScript or CSS.
SAPUI5 provides a data model API that allows managing coherent data
models in a uniform way and thus, it is qualified to adopt the wrapper
approach. When building MVC applications, developers can choose from
the following model representations: JSON [114], OData [132] or XML [133].
To bind the data model to the user interface, UI element constructors accept
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a binding path expression pointing to a specific model element. Figure 6.4a
shows the exemplary construction of the jsonModel that is bound to the text
fields tf1 and tf2, i.e. participant names are displayed in the corresponding
text fields.
To support the development of multi-user web applications with SAP-
UI5, the main task was to wrap the JSONModel API in the SharedJSONModel
class as depicted in Figure 6.4b3. Instead of instantiating the JSONModel
class, programmers leverage the SharedJSONModel that provides the same
interface but enhanced functionality. In the exemplary API transformation,
we focused on the JSON data model but the scheme could also be applied
to the OData or the XML data model provided by SAPUI5. In the next
sections, we will discuss the adoption of a collaboration-enhanced API as
well as the underlying processes such as the model mapping, change tracking
and change replaying. To illustrate the concepts in a tangible manner, we
will again adopt the SAPUI5 framework example.
(a)
 // setup the data model and initialize the JSON data
 var jsonModel = new sap.ui.model.json.JSONModel();
 jsonModel.setData(
 { "session": {
      "id": 100,
      "public": true,
      "participants": [
          { "name": "Alice" },
          { "name": "Bob" } ]
      }
 });
 
 // bind the JSON model to the UI
 sap.ui.getCore().setModel(jsonModel);
 var tf1 = new sap.ui.commons.TextField({
    value: "{/session/participants/0/name}"
 });
 var tf2 = new sap.ui.commons.TextField({
    value: "{/session/participants/1/name}"
 });
(b) 
setData
setJSON
setDefaultBindingMode
setProperty
loadData
getData
getJSON
getProperty
bindContext
bindList
bindProperty
bindTree
updateBindings
...
JSONModel
getData
...
SharedJSONModel
Figure 6.4: a) SAPUI5 model creation and UI binding example b) API
wrapper for the JSONModel class
API Wrapper Adoption
From the developer’s point of view, the adoption of the wrapped framework
API is straightforward since the API remains stable. Therefore, developers
can leverage their existing framework API knowledge since the invocation of
3Note that the classes responsible for the data binding also had to be reimplemented
since they would otherwise not inform UI elements about model changes entailed by replay
operations.
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object fields or object methods is preserved by the proxy pattern approach.
In comparison to the single-user programming model, the only difference is
the model instantiation. Instead of creating an instance of the single-user
model class, programmers have to adopt the multi-user model constructor.
For the example in Figure 6.4a, the adoption of the wrapped SAPUI5
API would result in exactly one change. The constructor instantiation in
line 2 needs to call the SharedJSONModel instead of calling the JSONModel.
The remaining code does not require any changes which demonstrates the
benefits of the proposed proxy pattern.
Data Model Mapping
An implementation of the wrapped framework API has to ensure that the
application’s data model and the generic OT model are in sync (cf. Figure
6.2). This requires (1) that all data model elements can be addressed in
an unambiguous fashion and (2) that all elements of the application’s data
model can be expressed as OT model elements.
The unambiguous addressing scheme is necessary for selecting the cor-
responding model nodes to replay captured changes. Two established ap-
proaches are widely adopted to implement unique identifiers: (1) Universally
Unique Identifiers (UUIDs) and (2) hierarchical identifiers. While UUIDs
offer a compact string representation and are supported by various program-
ming libraries (e.g. the Java Class Library or the .Net Framework Class Li-
brary), composite hierarchical identifiers are common in the web ecosystem
(e.g. URIs [66], XPath expressions [134]).
In contrast to the DOM adapter implementation leveraging UUIDs (cf.
Section 5.2.2), we adopted the hierarchical addressing scheme JSONPath.
Like XPath allows querying XML documents, JSONPath similarly allows
querying JSON documents. Figure 6.5a formalizes JSONPath in the Ex-
tended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) [135] and examples of JSONPath ex-
pressions are depicted in Figure 6.5b. We opted for JSONPath because it
can directly be derived from the JSON resource without having to construct
and store an extra identifier.
(a) (b) 
jsonPath = "/" | {pathFragment};
pathFragment = "/", (index | string);
index = "0" | "1" | "2" | ...
string = concatenation of arbitrary 
         characters except "/"
"/"                            -> Entire JSON document
"/session/id"                  -> ID of the session
"/session/participants"        -> Participant array
"/session/participants/0"      -> First participant object
"/session/participants/0/name" -> Name of the first partipant  
Figure 6.5: a) EBNF grammar defining JSONPath and b) JSONPath ex-
amples querying the JSON document depicted in Figure 6.4a
Besides establishing identifiers, being able to express application model
elements in the OT model representation is the second requirement for a
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successful model mapping. To illustrate the process, we consider again the
SAPUI5 framework example and show how the JSON data model can be ex-
pressed as a Gravity data model. As described in Section 5.2.4, the Gravity
model provides nodes with a unique identifier, attributes, atomic references
and ordered references.
The JSON language [114] comprises primitive data types (string, num-
ber, boolean, null), objects as well as arrays. The following mapping rules
are sufficient to map an arbitrary JSON model to a Gravity Model (GM)
representation.
1. The JSONPath expression of a JSON element represents the ID of a
GM node.
2. A primitive JSON value is represented by GM node with a type and a
value attribute. While the type attribute holds the JSON data type,
the value attribute stores the corresponding JSON value.
3. A JSON object is represented by a GM node and a type attribute set
to “object”. Key-value pairs belonging to the JSON object are mapped
to atomic references where the key corresponds to the reference name.
4. A JSON array is represented by a GM node and a type attribute set
to “array”. Array values are mapped to an ordered reference where
the array index corresponds with the index of the ordered reference.
id: "/session/public"
type: "boolean"
value: "true"
id: "/session/id"
type: "number"
value: "100"
id: "/"
type: "object"
session
id: "/session"
type: "object"
id public
id: "/session/participants"
type: "array"
0 1
id: "/session/participants/0/name"
type: "string"
value: "Alice"
id: "/session/participants/0"
type: "object"
id: "/session/participants/1"
type: "object"
id: "/session/participants/1/name"
type: "string"
value: "Bob"
name name
Node
index
Ordered Referencename Atomic ReferenceAttribute
participants
 
 { "session": { 
      "id": 100,
      "public": true,
      "participants": [
          { "name": "Alice" },
          { "name": "Bob" } ]
      }
 } 
Figure 6.6: Exemplary mapping of a JSON model to a Gravity graph model
Figure 6.6 depicts exemplary mappings for primitive types (e.g. the
node with the ID /session/id), for arrays (e.g. the node with the ID
/session/participants) and for objects (e.g. the node with the ID /ses-
sion).
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Change Tracking
A second workflow, the framework adapter is in charge of, is the change
tracking workflow that captures local model manipulations. To monitor
local model changes, the following steps have to be executed.
1. Local Data Model Sync: Once a user interaction triggered a UI change,
the data binding logic has to ensure that this change is reflected in the
local data model. Since the binding of the UI and the data model is
standard functionality provided by most web development frameworks,
the API wrapper delegates this process step.
2. Local Shared Data Model Sync: After the local data model is in sync
with the UI, the API wrapper has to map the recorded manipulation
to the local shared data model. This encompasses to re-create local
changes in the shared data model representation and to sync identifiers
between the local and the shared model instance.
3. Remote Shared Data Model Sync: The local OTE has to propagate
the change to all remote instances. Thus, remote OTE instances can
incorporate the change, resolve editing conflicts and ultimately main-
tain document consistency.
For the concrete SAPUI5 example, we implemented the change tracking
process using the SAP Gravity OTE. The process steps carried out by the
SAP Gravity OTE are similar to the ones that are executed in the DOM
adapter implementation described in Section 5.2.5. The major difference is
the defined model mapping taking into account the JSON representation
and converting it to the Gravity model format.
Change Replaying
The third workflow realized by the framework adapter is the change replay
workflow. Change replaying includes the following process steps.
1. Local Data Model Sync: Once a client-side OTE has incorporated a
received change operation into the shared data model, the application’s
native data model has to be synchronized. This comprises re-creating
changes in the local data model and synchronizing model identifiers.
2. User Interface Sync: Finally, the replayed change has to be rendered on
the UI of the application. The API wrapper implementation commonly
delegates the sync to the underlying data binding API exposed by the
web development framework.
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For the interplay of the SAPUI5 framework wrapper and the SAP Grav-
ity OTE, the only specific implementation aspect varying from other im-
plementations is the model mapping. Inverting the previously established
JSON to Gravity mapping rules produces the required set of mappings.
6.2.5 ColADA Approach for Scattered Data Models
While the presented wrapper approach is adoptable by frameworks expos-
ing a uniform data model API and a coherent data model structure, we also
aim to support scattered data models with application-specific model ac-
cess. Thus, we propose the Collaborative Applications via Data Annotations
(ColADA) approach [128] representing a second framework adapter materi-
alization. In the ColADA approach, source code annotations are leveraged
to mark partial data models for document synchronization. An annota-
tion processor replaces these source code annotations with executable code
to convert the local data structure into a shared data model instance that
allows for collaborative editing.
The ColADA adapter, which materializes a second framework adapter,
also allows bridging the gap between single-user application components
and the OTE (cf. Figure 6.2). In the following sections, we specify the
annotation language, the annotation incorporation process as well as the
annotation replacement process. Moreover, we describe the synchronization
workflows that are carried out by the runtime components of the framework
adapter (e.g. the change recorder, the model manipulator, etc.).
To be able to validate the ColADA approach, we selected a web develop-
ment framework that fulfills the framework prerequisites (cf. Section 6.2.2)
and that has a substantial distribution in the web development ecosystem.
Due to the massive adoption with more than 1 million downloads in 2012
alone [136], we chose the Knockout web development framework [30]. The
Knockout framework allows building rich MVC web applications offering a
notification mechanism, declarative bindings as well as template mechanics.
The concrete framework adapter implementation for the Knockout frame-
work will be used in the entire ColADA discussion to illustrate the concept
in a tangible manner.
Annotation Language
Annotation vocabularies are popular for enhancing applications with addi-
tional runtime features. For instance, object persistence or container con-
figurations are commonly implemented through annotation approaches (e.g.
in the Hibernate or Spring framework). In our use case, the ColADA anno-
tation language represents a means to configure synchronization processes.
For the Knockout-specific implementation, the following annotations are re-
quired.
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• @Sync: The @Sync(modelName) annotation marks the Knockout data
model that should be synchronized among all application instances
sharing the same session. The parameter modelName identifies the
name of the JavaScript variable pointing to the data model.
• @Class: The @Class(className) annotation acts as a selector for the
object constructor. In order to allow for a proper replay of a local
object creation at all remote sites, an object constructor has to be
leveraged since the object creation might incur side effects. For exam-
ple, creating a new object might entail to increment a global counter.
This side effect of incrementing a counter cannot be replayed in a
generic fashion and thus, the collaboration engine requires a handle to
the actual object constructor.
This compact set of annotations is sufficient for the annotation processor
to inject the record and replay logic.
Annotation Incorporation
Besides getting familiar with the annotation vocabulary, developers have
to accomplish a number of tasks to enrich web applications with ColADA
collaboration support. For the Knockout framework, these development
tasks include:
• Annotation Insertion: Insert source code annotations in all files en-
capsulating data model definitions.
• Annotation Processor Configuration: Complete a dedicated configu-
ration by listing all files which contain annotations.
• Knockout Collaboration Adapter (KCA) Import: Adapt the view def-
inition in order to replace the original model import with the kca.js
import.
To show how source code annotations can be adopted to implement
collaborative Knockout applications, we introduce the minimal example of
a todo list application. This collaborative application should allow multiple
users to concurrently add, remove or edit tasks that are organized in a
list. Knockout applications commonly comprise two distinct parts: a view
definition as well as a model definition which are automatically associated
at runtime.
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...
  <!-- <script type="text/javascript" src="model.js"/> -->
  <script type="text/javascript" src="kca.js"/> 
...
  <input data-bind="value: input"/>
  <button data-bind="click: addTask">Add Task</button>
  <ul data-bind="foreach: tasks">
     <li>
         <span data-bind="text: name"></span>
         <a href='#' data-bind="click: delete">
            Delete Task</a>
     </li>
  </ul>
  
...
  
 // @Class("Task")
 var Task = function (data) { 
            this.name = ko.observable(data.name) }
 
 Task.prototype.delete = function() { 
                         model.tasks.remove(this) }
    
 // @Sync("model")
 var model = { input: ko.observable(),  
               tasks: ko.observableArray() }
 
 model.addTask = function() {
        model.tasks.push(
          new Task({'name': model.input()}));
        model.input("") }
 
 ko.applyBindings(model);
... 
(a) (b)
Figure 6.7: a) Exemplary Knockout view definition and b) the corresponding
annotated Knockout data model
Figure 6.7 depicts the collaboration-enabled view as well as the model
for the exemplary todo list application. The view definition (cf. Figure
6.7a) mainly comprises regular HTML tags intermingled with a Knockout-
specific data-bind attribute. While HTML tags define the UI to enter new
tasks and to enumerate them in a dedicated list, the data-bind attribute
establishes the link to the data model. The only difference between the
original and the collaboration-enabled view definition is the script import
section. Instead of embedding the original Knockout model (encapsulated
in the <!- - / - -> tags), the collaboration adapter kca.js has to be in-
cluded. The kca.js script exploits a dedicated configuration file to retrieve
associated model definitions. Finally, the parser encapsulated in the kca.js
locates all annotations and replaces them with the synchronization logic.
In Figure 6.7b, an annotated model definition associated to the view
definition in Figure 6.7a is depicted. The @Class annotation marks the
object constructor to allow for the creation of new task objects and the @Sync
annotation points to the model variable to get a handle to the actual data
model. Note that all annotations are encapsulated in JavaScript comments
since JavaScript does not offer a native annotation concept.
Annotation Processing
To grasp the mechanics of the Knockout-specific implementation, it is cru-
cial to understand the annotation processor that replaces annotations with
JavaScript source code at runtime. The annotation processing starts by
parsing all model definition files specified in the configuration and thereby in-
serted annotations are identified. Those annotations are expanded to blocks
of JavaScript source code which for the @Class annotation is straightfor-
ward. The logic replacing the @Class annotation expands to a function call
storing a reference to the constructor method in a global map. In contrast to
this simple substitution, the replacement of the @Sync annotation is chal-
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function traverseModel(knockoutModel) {
    ... // list includes all nodes of the Knockout model
    return koNodeList;
} 
  
foreach(koNode in traverseModel(knockoutModel)) {
  
    koNode.setUUID();
 
    if(koNode.isType(Primitive)) {
 
        // create Gravity node and set inital value
        gravityNode = gravityModel.addNode(...);
 
        // propagate local changes
        koNode.subscribe(function(newValue) {...});
  
        // subscribe to Gravity model changes
        gravityModel.addModelListener(...);
    }
 
    if(koNode.isType(Array)) {...} 
} 
I
II
III
IV
V
Figure 6.8: Skeleton of the JavaScript function replacing the @Sync anno-
tation
lenging since the injected source code has to bridge the gap between the
Knockout model and the OTE which enables to propagate and to replay
local manipulations. Figure 6.8 depicts a skeleton of the inlined function
replacing the @Sync annotation. Note that this pseudocode is bound to the
specific SAP Gravity OTE.
To sync an application, the Knockout model has to be mapped to the
Gravity data structure and vice versa. This bi-directional mapping is mate-
rialized by the functions depicted in Figure 6.8. Establishing the mapping is
subdivided in (I) traversing the Knockout model, (II) assigning a unique ID
to Knockout nodes, (III) creating Gravity counterparts for Knockout nodes,
(IV) registering listeners on Knockout nodes to inform about local changes
and (V) attaching listeners to Gravity nodes to replay remote changes. In
comparison to inserting a one-line annotation, the complex inlined function
supporting arbitrary Knockout models adds up to more than a thousand
lines of JavaScript code. This complexity originates from the generic appli-
cability of the function that supports: the traversal of all graph-structured
Knockout models, the mapping of various Knockout node types, the callback
registration for different model change operations, etc. Note that inserting
the source code for a specific Knockout model would drastically reduce the
code complexity but the five major code blocks (cf. Figure 6.8) are still
required.
Synchronization Workflows
After all annotations were replaced with corresponding JavaScript functions,
the synchronization workflows as depicted in Figure 6.9 are executed by the
browser’s JavaScript engine. The synchronization is divided into two pro-
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Figure 6.9: ColADA synchronization workflows for the Knockout prototype
cesses: the local change propagation and the remote change incorporation
(cf. Figure 6.9).
The local change propagation workflow encompasses numerous steps.
First, listeners registered on the Knockout model translate all kinds of model
manipulations (e.g. change, create or delete operations) into Gravity API
calls (cf. Section 3.1.1) and inform the model handler. As soon as the model
handler is notified, the Gravity API calls are applied to the Gravity model.
These changes to the Gravity model are observed by the operation generator
which is in charge of extracting and grouping the resulting OT operations.
Grouping OT operations is a specific Gravity OTE concept allowing to en-
capsulate multiple primitive OT operations in one complex OT operation
that is executed in a transactional manner, i.e. complex operations are ei-
ther completely executed or completely rolled back. For example, inserting
a table in a word processor might comprise creating various table cells. The
compound create-table operation can be easily translated to Gravity’s com-
plex operation concept. Aggregated OT operations are forwarded by the
model handler to the JSON serializer. Ultimately, the JSON serializer con-
verts OT operation objects into a JSON representation that is transmitted
to the server.
The server distributes the JSON messages to all clients except the sender
client. Clients receiving JSON change sets trigger the remote change incor-
poration process (cf. Figure 6.9b). Initially, the JSON deserializer trans-
forms JSON messages into JavaScript objects accommodating OT opera-
tions. The model handler then transforms these operations against concur-
rent local operations and the resulting transformed operations are applied
to the Gravity model. Thereby, the operation generator is detached from
the Gravity model to avoid propagating the change back to remote clients.
Finally, the model handler leverages the inlined code to reflect the changes
in the Knockout model.
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6.3 Evaluation
To assess development productivity, we conducted a developer study com-
paring a traditional concurrency control library with the framework adapter
approach. Due to resource constraints, we selected one adapter implemen-
tation from the set of two (SAPUI5 collaboration adapter and Knockout
collaboration adapter). We opted for the Knockout Collaboration Adapter
(KCA) since the Knockout web development framework is available as open-
source and much more proliferated. Hence, the results of the study are more
valuable for the web development community.
Discussing the evaluation, we report on evaluation characteristics, the
evaluation procedure, development tasks and evaluation results.
6.3.1 Evaluation Characteristics
In order to yield meaningful results conducting a developer study, we again
adopted standardized software quality metrics. In particular, we took into
account the product quality model and the quality in use model which are
both defined in the ISO/IEC 25010 standard4 [48]. While the product qual-
ity model determines the static quality of a software system, the quality
in use model emphasizes characteristics that are relevant in concrete usage
scenarios. Both models encompass quality aspects that are not appropriate
for the assessment of development productivity. Figure 6.10 shows relevant
characteristics that we embraced in the developer study as well as irrelevant
characteristics that we chose to neglect.
Functional Suitability
Compatibility
Usability
Maintainability
Performance Efficiency
Reliability
Security
Portability
Product Quality
Effectiveness
Efficiency
Satisfaction
Freedom from Risk
Context Coverage
Quality in Use
Relevant Characteristics Irrelevant Characteristics
Figure 6.10: Product quality and quality in use model defined in the
ISO/IEC 25010 [48]
4The ISO/IEC 25010 standard represents the successor of the ISO/IEC 9126 [117] that
was adopted for the usability study in Section 5.3.2.
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6.3.2 Evaluation Procedure
Before conducting the actual developer study, several aspects had to be
planned in advance. For example, developers were recruited, introductory
lectures about the ColADA approach and the selected concurrency control
library were prepared, a suitable task description for the development of
a collaborative application was devised and a questionnaire to assess the
selected quality characteristics was authored.
To limit the evaluation costs, we offered a three months course at the
Dresden University of Technology instead of recruiting professional develop-
ers. Students were only eligible for the course if they were enrolled at the
faculty of computer science. Eventually, eight students participated. All
students completed a questionnaire to assess their programming expertise.
The completed questionnaires showed that all students were familiar with
numerous programming languages (e.g. Java, C, etc.). However, no student
was acquainted with the development of shared editing applications.
The offered course was divided into three development sprints. First, stu-
dents were asked to develop a single-user web application using the Knockout
framework. Afterwards, students had to enhance the single-user web appli-
cation with collaboration capabilities. On the one hand, they had to use the
devised ColADA solution and, on the other hand, they had to adopt the con-
currency control library SAP Gravity. Each development sprint started with
a specific lecture targeting (1) the Knockout framework, (2) the annotation-
based programming model and (3) the SAP Gravity API.
To compare the traditional concurrency library SAP Gravity with the
ColADA solution, a development task had to be designed. In this devel-
opment study, we leveraged the introduced CoBAT use case (cf. Section
2.1.2). CoBAT should represent an efficient means to support collaborative
cost-benefit analyses. A mockup of the envisioned CoBAT tool as well as
the functional requirements are discussed in Section 2.1.2.
After receiving an introductory session about programming Knockout
applications, the task specification (cf. Section 2.1.2) was distributed among
all participants. In the first development sprint, students had to program
the single-user application which served as the base application for the de-
velopment of the collaborative CoBAT applications. In the second sprint,
students programmed the collaborative CoBAT application adopting the
Knockout collaboration adapter and in the third sprint, they were asked to
introduce shared editing capabilities using the SAP Gravity API. Adopt-
ing the SAP Gravity API means students had to manually write the source
code to synchronize the Knockout and the Gravity model which includes
traversing the models, registering callback functions, etc. During the entire
development period, students had to work and implement their prototypes
autonomously. However, a weekly meeting was setup to discuss issues with
other participants or with a dedicated supervisor.
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To properly analyze the students’ work, various qualitative and quanti-
tative data sources were captured. In particular, the following data sources
were used to compare the two approaches for collaborative application de-
velopment:
• Development Documentation: In every development sprint, students
were asked to complete a form. This form was divided into two parts:
the time recording and the issues section. In the time recordings’ part,
students had to enter a subtask description associated to the time
spent for the completion. In the issues section, students explained
encountered problems.
• Source Code: The source code handed in at the end of each sprint was
analyzed to assess the fulfillment of the functional requirements and to
measure the resulting lines of code. The lines-of-code analysis divided
the code contributions into the individual programming languages (e.g.
JavaScript, HTML, etc.).
• Questionnaire: After completing the three development sprints, all
students had to fill out a questionnaire comprising 34 questions. While
17 questions addressed the Gravity-based development, the other 17
questions aimed to assess the annotation-based development approach.
The questionnaire (cf. Appendix B.1) depicted in Figure 6.13 was
designed to evaluate product quality characteristics (cf. Q1 - Q12)
and quality in use characteristics (cf. Q13 - Q17).
6.3.3 Evaluation Results
To compare the effectiveness and efficiency of the ColADA approach with a
conventional concurrency control library, we first employed two quantitative
measures: (1) the development time and (2) the lines of code measure. We
used data collected in form of development documentation and in form of
handed-in source code. Only if all functional requirements were fulfilled,
the collected data was included in the effectiveness and efficiency assess-
ment. From eight students seven were able to completely finish the three
development tasks (the one single-user application and the two collaborative
applications).
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Consequently, when calculating the mean μ of the total development
time, we only considered the timesheets from seven students. On average,
students spent 54 hours to get familiar with the Gravity API and to program
the Gravity-based collaborative application. In contrast, 42 hours were on
average used to create a collaborative CoBAT application adopting source
code annotations (cf. Figure 6.11). Hence, employing the annotation-based
approach could reduce the development effort by 22 percent. The spent de-
velopment times for the collaborative applications in Figure 6.11 include 25
hours that were dedicated for the implementation of the single-user appli-
cation. Thus, the actual development effort for introducing shared editing
capabilities adds up to 29 hours for the Gravity approach and 17 hours for
the KCA approach. This represents a 41 percent reduction when adopting
the annotation-based KCA approach.
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Figure 6.11: Calculated mean μ in the development time analysis
Even though the evaluation only encompassed eight developers and in-
cluded solely one concurrency control library and one annotation-based ap-
proach, the trend is apparent that configuring a collaboration engine using
source code annotations is beneficial in terms of efficiency and can signif-
icantly outperform conventional collaboration libraries. In terms of effec-
tiveness, both development approaches are suitable to develop collaborative
applications since the resulting implementations were able to fulfill all func-
tional requirements.
The second quantitative measure analyzed the Lines of Code (LoC) met-
ric. In the LoC analysis, seven valid source code contributions were included.
The code contributions were divided into the individual categories (1) HTML
code, (2) JavaScript code, (3) annotation code and (4) configuration code.
Figure 6.12 shows the LoC measurements whereas in each category the mean
μ is depicted. One distinguishing factor between the use of the Gravity API
and the use of annotations is the JavaScript LoC measure. On average, de-
velopers needed 97 lines of JavaScript code accompanied by 4 annotations
and 7 configuration lines to inject collaboration capabilities in contrast to
515 lines of JavaScript code for adopting the Gravity API. This represents a
considerable reduction of 81 percent in terms of JavaScript code when lever-
aging the proposed annotation-based approach. Even though the HTML
LoC exposes only minor differences, the overall LoC measure resulting in
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Figure 6.12: Calculated mean μ in the lines of code analysis
878 LoC versus 462 LoC once again shows a 47 percent source code re-
duction adopting the introduced ColADA solution. The substantial LoC
reduction is another demonstration of the efficiency an annotation-based
solution can deliver.
Besides employing quantitative measures, we also exploited qualitative
evaluation techniques. Therefore, we created a questionnaire (cf. Figure
6.13) that targeted the selected evaluation characteristics (cf. Figure 6.10).
For both development approaches, eight completed questionnaires were used
to calculate the mean μ as well as the confidence interval [137]. While the
mean μ is depicted in Figure 6.13 by grey bars, the confidence interval is
visualized using black error bars. Confidence intervals are associated to a
confidence level of 90 percent and the significance level of α = 0.1. The
confidence level expresses the likelihood that further equally conducted de-
veloper studies would also expose a mean within the limits of the confidence
interval. Moreover, confidence intervals are a viable means to detect whether
the difference of various mean constants (e.g. the means calculated for the
two development approaches) are significant or not. If confidence intervals
do not overlap, the differences of the means are significant [137]. If, on the
contrary, confidence intervals do overlap, deriving an assured conclusion is
not possible.
In general, the results of the experiment (cf. Appendix B.2) demonstrate
that the ColADA approach constantly received superior ratings compared
to the conventional approach leveraging the Gravity API. The functional
suitability ratings could confirm that both approaches provide the neces-
sary functionality to develop collaborative applications (Q1: μKCA = 4.50,
μGra = 3.88). However, the ColADA approach could significantly outper-
form the Gravity approach with respect to the ease of development (Q2:
μKCA = 4.50, μGra = 3.25). Regarding the compatibility characteristics
(Q3 - Q4) developers stated that both programming methodologies did
not restrict their choice of technology and that the technology interplay
worked well. Even though the KCA ratings for compatibility characteristics
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Functional Suitability
Q1) The Gravity API/the KCA provides the necessary functionality to develop collaborative applications.
Q2)  The functionality of the Gravity API/the KCA eases the development of collaborative applications.
Compatibility
Q3) The Gravity API/the KCA restricted the choice of other technologies.
Q4) Other selected technologies worked well with Gravity/the KCA.
  
Usability 
Q5) I could easily learn how to use the Gravity API/the KCA.
Q6) After the initial learning phase, the Gravity API/the KCA was easy to use.
Q7) The Gravity API/the KCA prevented me from making mistakes during the development of the 
collaborative web application.
Maintainability
Q8) The Gravity API/the KCA helped me to separate sync code from the rest of the application.
Q9) The impact of changes made to the application's source code could be foreseen easily.
Q10) The cause of failures could be reconstructed with modest effort.
Q11) Parts of a developed application that have to be modified could be easily determined.
Q12) The developed application could be easily enriched with additional application features without 
introducing defects.
Satisfaction
Q13) The Gravity API/the KCA is useful to develop collaborative applications.
Q14) The Gravity API/the source code annotations lead to the expected behavior.
Q15) The callback mechanism/the property exclusion mechanism is convenient.
Q16) It is very easy to use the Gravity API/the KCA to add collaboration capabilities to an application.
Q17) The Gravity API/the KCA is a comfortable means for developing real-time applications.
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
Mean  of the KCAMean  of SAP Gravity Confidence Interval  = 0.1
Experiment ResultsQuestionnaire
Neither Agree 
nor Disagree
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
Figure 6.13: Developer study questionnaire and the corresponding evalua-
tion results
are slightly better (Q35: μKCA = 2.25, μGra = 2.38, Q4: μKCA = 4.00,
μGra = 3.25), the difference is not substantial. The same trend with slightly
better ratings for the KCA approach continued in the usability category
where students were asked to assess the learnability, the ease of use and the
error prevention. We would, however, have expected a larger difference, in
particular in terms of learnability (Q5: μKCA = 3.63, μGra = 2.88). Main-
tainability ratings once again exhibited considerable advantages for the KCA
approach. In particular the separation of synchronization code from the rest
of the application code is appropriately supported by the annotation-based
approach (Q8: μKCA = 3.88, μGra = 2.63). Nevertheless, the ability to
detect and reconstruct failures leaves room for improvement. For the KCA
approach error detection and debugging is especially cumbersome since an-
notations are replaced at runtime and consequently, the design time and the
runtime definitions differ. The satisfaction category once again assured that
the KCA is easily adoptable (Q16: μKCA = 4.00, μGra = 2.63) and that
the KCA represents a comfortable means to develop collaborative applica-
tions (Q17: μKCA = 4.38, μGra = 2.88). The non-overlapping confidence
intervals in Q16 and Q17 exhibit that this difference is significant.
5Note that in Q3 the principle the lower the mean μ the better the rating applies.
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6.4 Applicability
In addition to describing the feasibility of the framework adapter approach
and demonstrating the induced development efficiency, we also discuss the
framework adapter applicability with respect to existing web development
frameworks. Moreover, we exhibit identified framework adapter limitations.
6.4.1 Applicability to Web Development Frameworks
When designing the framework adapter, one objective was the universality of
the approach aiming to support a large variety of existing web development
frameworks. To analyze the universality requirement, we studied numerous
popular web development frameworks.
Adopting the framework adapter approach requires applying the pre-
sented development methodology (cf. Section 4.4) that is refined for the
from-scratch branch in Figure 6.14. First, a web development framework
has to be selected and the criteria test has to be executed. If all criteria
are fulfilled, it depends on the data structure (coherent or scattered) and
the data model API (uniform or not uniform for all models) whether the
wrapper approach or the ColADA approach can be leveraged. While Sec-
tion 6.2 focused on describing the wrapper and the ColADA approach, we
now present common web development frameworks that are eligible for the
framework adapter approach.
Test
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YesNo
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Selection and
Configuration
Framework
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Framework
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Scenario
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Figure 6.14: Refined from-scratch branch of the overall development
methodology (cf. Section 4.4)
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In this analysis of existing web development frameworks, we did not only
focus on the defined framework perquisites (cf. Section 6.2.2) but also in-
vestigated additional framework properties providing valuable development
insights. Having these insights at hand eases the task for developers to de-
cide what framework is appropriate for their envisioned collaborative web
application.
Hence, in addition to the identified framework prerequisites data model
isolation, notification mechanism and traversable data structure (cf. Section
6.2.2), we included the following framework properties in our analysis.
• Software License: The source code license is of interest since it manages
terms and conditions to use, to modify or to share the framework
software artifact.
• Integration Process: The way the framework is integrated in the ap-
plication development process impacts development efficiency. On the
one hand, most frameworks only require including a JavaScript file;
on the other hand, some frameworks require a preprocessing step.
• UI Implementation: For implementing user interfaces, frameworks
commonly offer either widget-based libraries or templating mecha-
nisms. Widgets represent sophisticated UI components that are in-
stantiated with minimal effort and templating provides flexibility in a
more verbose fashion.
• Programming Language: The programming language is a valuable
characteristic indicating whether developers can leverage the native
web scripting language JavaScript. In rare cases, frameworks require
developers to adopt specific languages (e.g. CoffeeScript) necessitating
additional tooling (e.g. an extra compiler).
• Popularity: To illustrate the popularity of a framework, we monitored
forks and watchers on the predominant hosting platform GitHub [138].
While forks represent the number of projects copying the original
framework’s source code and starting an independent development,
watchers are people that want to be notified about project changes.
A summary of the framework analysis is presented in Table 6.1. Even
though we screened numerous web development frameworks, Table 6.1 only
includes frameworks that are eligible to adopt the framework adapter ap-
proach. Thus, all listed frameworks fulfill the framework prerequisites data
model isolation, the existence of a notification mechanism as well as the
availability of a traversable data structure.
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AngularJS S MIT JI T JS 126/919
Backbone S MIT JI T JS 1070/7998
Batman.js S MIT PP T CS 80/868
Cappuccino S LGPL PP W -1 239/1655
Ember.js S MIT JI T JS 304/2807
JavaScript MVC S MIT JI T JS 72/405
Knockout S MIT JI T JS 221/1873
SAPUI5 C -2 JI W JS -3
SproutCore C MIT PP W JS 222/1739
1Cappuccino uses the Objective-J programming language.
2The SAPUI5 license is proprietary.
3SAPUI5 is not hosted on GitHub.
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Table 6.1: Eligible web development frameworks for the framework adapter
approach
In first place, the framework analysis shows that the framework adapter
approach is relevant in terms of applicability. This conclusion is supported
by the number of eligible frameworks but also by the GitHub statistics.
Except the proprietary SAPUI5 framework, all frameworks have more than
70 forks and 400 watchers meaning the web community strongly embraces
these widespread libraries.
A second derived conclusion is that the ColADA approach is more rele-
vant in practice than the wrapper approach since supported data structures
are mostly scattered ones. Solely SAPUI5 and SproutCore developers can
leverage the presented wrapper approach.
Additionally, the selected frameworks are mainly distributed under the
MIT license. Since the MIT license is a permissive free software license,
developers are allowed to also use these frameworks in proprietary projects.
Moreover, the majority of frameworks adheres to established web develop-
ment best-practices, i.e. dependencies are commonly included via JavaScript
imports and the preferred programming language is JavaScript.
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6.4.2 Limitations
The framework adapter approach represents a viable solution for a variety
of web development frameworks and a plethora of collaborative use cases.
To conclude the applicability discussion, we present identified framework
adapter limitations.
Impaired Debugging: Stepping through source code by means of a de-
bugger is one effective way to identify the cause of an application issue (e.g.
a thrown exception, peculiar input or output values, etc.). This approach
to detect the cause of an error assumes that the design-time representation
of the source code is equal to the runtime source code representation. How-
ever, for the ColADA approach, the annotation processor replaces annota-
tions with blocks of JavaScript source code. When debugging the annotated
application, developers are confronted with generated code and not with the
familiar annotation representation. This representation switch6 may impair
the debugging efficiency since developers have to adapt to the injected source
code.
Notification Bypassing: The notification mechanism is essential to
capture data model changes and to trigger the replay process. However,
skilled application developers may for whatever reason adapt or bypass the
notification mechanism. Consequently, updates regarding model changes
may get lost, i.e. the collaboration engine is not notified and the replay pro-
cess breaks. One example is the Knockout notification mechanism. Knock-
out notifications are established through observable functions that allow
monitoring model elements (cf. Figure 6.7b). Model properties are declared
as observable leveraging the observable() function for simple properties,
the computed() function for aggregated properties or the observableAr-
ray() function for arrays. If model elements are not declared as observable,
the synchronization process will fail.
Disregarded Model Enhancements: The prototype-based JavaScript
language allows enhancing model objects with arbitrary fields and functions
at runtime. However, dynamically added model fields are not always au-
tomatically included in the corresponding record and replay processes. For
example, the annotation processor belonging to the Knockout adapter lo-
cates and replaces annotations once the Knockout adapter script is loaded. If
the model definition changes at runtime, the Knockout adapter will not take
notice and will fail synchronizing this novel model property. Periodically ex-
amining all runtime objects for property enhancements could eliminate this
limitation but at the cost of performance degradation.
6Note that the wrapper approach (cf. Section 6.2.4) is not affected by this limitation.
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6.5 Summary
In this chapter, we discussed how established general-purpose web frame-
works can be leveraged for the implementation of collaborative web applica-
tions. Thus, we introduced the framework adapter concept that is capable
to inject collaboration functionality into existing frameworks and presented
two exemplary implementations (the SAPUI5 and the Knockout framework
enhancements). To show the benefits of the framework adapter approach, we
conducted an extensive developer study comparing a collaboration-specific
library with an enhanced general-purpose framework. The evaluation re-
sults demonstrated that the framework adapter is superior in terms of effort
reduction and developer satisfaction. We concluded this chapter by identi-
fying nine popular web development frameworks that are eligible to adopt
the framework adapter approach which illustrates the broad applicability.

Chapter 7
Workspace Awareness
Adapter
In addition to concurrency control implemented by the DOM and frame-
work adapter, workspace awareness is the second functional requirement
for collaborative web applications. This chapter therefore introduces the
workspace awareness adapter [139, 140] that is in charge of non-invasively in-
corporating workspace awareness widgets (e.g. telepointer, participant list,
etc.) into standards-based web applications. First, we discuss the emerging
research questions regarding the feasibility, end-user satisfaction as well as
the applicability of a workspace awareness adapter. Second, we expose the
awareness adapter architecture and highlight relevant implementation de-
tails. Third, we present an end-user study evaluating software quality char-
acteristics of the materialized workspace awareness adapter. And fourth,
we assess the applicability of the awareness adapter in terms of awareness
element coverage and web application coverage.
7.1 Research Questions
In line with previous chapters (cf. Chapter 5 and 6), we define research
questions that we will discuss in the subsequent sections. In the context
of the workspace awareness adapter, we identified the following research
questions:
• Research Question 1: To what extent is a generic workspace aware-
ness adapter technically feasible?
• Research Question 2: Do reusable workspace awareness widgets
meet the end-user expectations in collaborative scenarios?
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• Research Question 3: Is the coverage of the workspace awareness
adapter in terms of awareness element support and applicability to
web applications substantial?
Research Question 1 embraces the feasibility of the workspace aware-
ness adapter approach which is challenging due to the universality require-
ment. Nowadays, the web application ecosystem is heterogeneous and dif-
fers especially in three dimensions: the application-, the browser- and the
device-dimension. First, web applications vary in terms of their application
domain (e.g. text editing, graphics editing, etc.). Second, there are numer-
ous browser implementations for differing operating systems (e.g. Google
Chrome, Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, etc.). And third, web-enabled
devices differ with respect to form factors (e.g. PCs, tablets or smartphones)
and hardware (CPU, RAM, etc.). Thus, devising a generic workspace aware-
ness adapter necessitates finding a suitable abstraction to serve applications
in a manner that does not strongly depend on the application domain, the
executing browser engine or the underlying hardware platform.
Research Question 2 targets the end-user acceptance of workspace aware-
ness widgets that enhance collaborative web applications. Since the techni-
cal feasibility does not necessarily entail a compelling usability, we carry out
another end-user study tailored for assessing workspace awareness qualities.
On the one hand, this includes evaluating established metrics for software
systems (e.g. usability, efficiency, reliability, etc.). On the other hand,
characteristics like coordination and communication that are of utmost im-
portance for shared editing applications should also be represented in the
evaluation.
Research Question 3 analyzes the applicability of the workspace aware-
ness adapter. Consequently, two facets have to be considered: (1) the
workspace awareness coverage and (2) the limitations impairing the aware-
ness adapter adoption. Workspace awareness coverage regards the distinct
elements of workspace awareness (e.g. location, intention, reach, etc.) that
were introduced in Section 2.2.2. Each awareness widget (e.g. participant
list, radar view, etc.) covers the various awareness elements to a certain ex-
tent. Hence, a comprehensive and balanced awareness widget library has to
ensure that the awareness elements are equally addressed. Secondly, this re-
search question explores the adoption prerequisites and the limitations that
may impair the usage of the awareness adapter.
7.2 Awareness Adapter Architecture
To address the feasibility research question, we set out to devise an awareness
adapter architecture. In contrast to the presented DOM and framework
adapter providing application-agnostic concurrency control, the awareness
adapter analyzes the second functional GCI requirement which is the need
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for workspace awareness (cf. Section 2.3). Besides offering comprehensive
workspace awareness support, the awareness adapter should also target the
efficiency requirements: minimal invasiveness, encapsulation, learnability,
reuse and universality.
Subsequently, we will discuss the coarse-grained awareness adapter ar-
chitecture, the individual modules accommodated in the awareness adapter
(e.g. widget or event modules) as well as the integration with existing web
applications.
7.2.1 Overview of the Awareness Adapter
Taking into account the requirements from Section 2.3, we constructed the
awareness adapter architecture depicted in Figure 7.1, which is derived from
the abstract GCI architecture shown in Figure 4.6. The distributed system
consisting of a central server and an arbitrary number of clients comprises
three types of components: (1) the single-user editor components, (2) the
concurrency control components and (3) the workspace awareness compo-
nents.
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WebSockets
Editor UI
Editor API
Client Server
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Model
OT
Model DOM
Editor UI
Editor API
Client
CCA OTE HTTP/
WebSockets
Aware-
ness
Service
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CCAOTE
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Event Modules Init. Module
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ModuleNetwork Module
Op. Origin Mod.
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Figure 7.1: Architecture of the workspace awareness adapter
The well-known stack of single-user components encompasses the appli-
cation-specific layers (Editor UI and Editor API) as well as the application-
agnostic layers (W3C APIs and DOM). Again, the important architectural
aspect is that the workspace awareness and concurrency control components
exclusively leverage standardized W3C APIs instead of application-specific
ones1. Linking web applications and collaboration infrastructure by means
of a standardized layer is the essential aspect to allow for a reusable and
application-agnostic GCI.
1Note that the concurrency control adapter can also leverage framework APIs (cf.
Chapter 6 discussing the framework adapter) which is neglected in Figure 7.1.
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For the sake of completeness and due to the fact that workspace aware-
ness features only can unleash their potential in combination with real-time
synchronization, Figure 7.1 includes concurrency control components. The
concurrency control adapter can for instance be materialized by the DOM
adapter (cf. Chapter 5) or by the framework adapter (cf. Chapter 6).
However, since the awareness adapter is well encapsulated and external de-
pendencies are linked via predefined interfaces, other concurrency control
providers can also profit from the provided awareness support.
In this architecture discussion, we will focus on the individual workspace
awareness components. Awareness widgets have to constantly receive up-
dates from all clients in order to instantly inform participants about actions
and activities of others in the shared space. Therefore, relevant changes in
the shared workspace have to be captured, propagated and processed by the
corresponding awareness widget. For example, the mouse cursor position
has to be tracked to update the telepointer widget or newly entered text has
to be recorded to feed the creation coloring widget.
To implement the capture, propagate and process awareness information
workflow, the awareness adapter includes seven distinct modules. While
Figure 7.1 integrates these modules into the global architecture, Figure 7.2
shows the modules and exposed interfaces as well as the grouping into main
and support modules. The central initialization module is in charge of con-
figuring and initializing the workspace awareness adapter. While event mod-
ules listen and notify about workspace modifications, widget modules lever-
age this input to update the awareness widget UI. Like the initialization
module, the remaining ones (identification, participant, network and oper-
ation origin module) represent support modules. The identification module
ensures workspace elements are addressable in an unambiguous way; the par-
ticipant module handles leaving or joining participants; the network module
IIdentification IParticipant INetwork IOperationOrigin
IWidget IEvent
Operation 
Origin Module
Main Module Support Module
Network
Module
Participant
Module
Identification
Module
Initialization
Module
Widget
Module
Event
Module
Figure 7.2: UML component diagram representing awareness modules
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abstracts from the actual transport layer and the operation origin module
distinguishes user-created operations from operations that are generated by
the concurrency control provider.
To grasp the mechanics of the awareness adapter, we continue discussing
the technical details of the introduced awareness modules.
7.2.2 Event Modules
To keep the view of an awareness widget up-to-date, widgets continuously
require input (e.g. updates of mouse cursor coordinates for the telepointer).
Offering information about changes in the shared workspace is the task of
the various event modules. In essence, each event module takes care of (1)
registering to DOM event sources, (2) deriving higher-level awareness events
and (3) distributing awareness events.
Registration to DOM Event Sources: Standards-based web appli-
cations that do not leverage plugin-technologies (e.g. Adobe Flash [121],
Microsoft Silverlight [122], etc.) materialize their user interface in form of
the document object model. Thus, manipulations and interactions regarding
the DOM can be monitored exploiting a vast set of standardized events that
are defined in the DOM events specification [106]. Figure 7.3 lists event
groups and selected event examples that are defined in the DOM events
specification. Various events may be used to trigger awareness widget up-
dates. For instance, there are UI events like resize or scroll affecting
the radar view; mouse events like mousemove triggering telepointer updates;
keyboard events such as keydown changing the telecaret position or muta-
tion events like DOMNodeInserted inducing updates for the creation coloring
widget. All these events can be captured adding event handler functions
via the addEventListener(DOMString type, EventListener listener)
method (cf. Figure 5.4).
Mouse Events
click
mousedown
mouseover
mouseout
User Interface Events
resize
scroll
select
Mutation Events
DOMAttrModified
DOMCharacterDataModified
DOMNodeInserted 
DOMNodeRemoved
Keyboard Events
keydown
keypress
keyup
DOM Event Types
focusin
focusout
focus
Focus Events
Figure 7.3: Examples of standardized DOM event types [106]
Deriving Awareness Events: Handling the multitude of low-level
DOM events creates a lot of overhead in terms of code duplication since
numerous DOM events may provoke the same awareness widget change.
For instance, selecting a word in a text editor can be accomplished using the
mouse device or the keyboard device. Even though the result in the artifact
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marking widget is the very same, the thrown events differ depending on
the used device. Therefore, we established a higher-level event abstraction
called awareness events. Currently, awareness events encompass the events
depicted in Figure 7.4 whereas these event types are generated from DOM
events according to Table 7.1a. Besides considering DOM events, other event
providers can also be included in the set of awareness events. For example,
the collaboration engine (e.g. SAP Gravity [29]) can act as the participant
event provider notifying about joining or leaving participants.
Awareness Event Types
Join
Leave
Participant EventsView Events
ViewportChange
EditorResize
WorkspaceResize
WorkspaceScroll
Intention Events
CaretMove
CursorMove
Action Events
ArtifactSelect
ArtifactDeselect
ModelChange
Workspace 
Events
External Event 
Providers
Figure 7.4: Defined awareness event types
Distributing Awareness Objects: Once awareness event objects are
assembled, all web clients have to have access to awareness updates. The
task of distributing awareness objects is executed by the network module
that is discussed in Section 7.2.4.
To illustrate the event generation process, we utilize the example shown
in Figure 7.5. A user of a collaborative editor pastes the word World into
the shared document which results in the new value Hello World of the
corresponding text node. Thereby, a DOMCharacterDataModified event is
thrown encapsulating values like the identifier of the changed text node,
the old value, the new value, etc. This mutation event is caught by the
ModelChange event module which converts the mutation event to an aware-
ness event. Besides copying values (e.g. the text node identifier), the event
handler also computes additional values. For instance, the difference of
the old and new text node value is calculated since awareness widgets only
consume and visualize change sets. Moreover, a Range object [141] is deter-
Changed DOM
{ id: myTextNode,
type: 'Workspace_Modified',
diff: 'World',
rangeStart: {
    parentNode: ... ,
    relPos: ... ,
    offset: ... },
rangeEnd: { ...},
}
Hello World
<head>
<html>
<body>
<p>
added Text
DOMCharacter-
DataModified Object
target: myTextNode
oldValue: 'Hello '
newValue: 'Hello World'
...
ModelChange Object
id: myTextNode
type: 'ModelChange'
difference: 'World'
range: 
{ ... }
DOM Mutation Event Awareness Event JSON Representation
Figure 7.5: Example of the event generation process
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(a) (b)
resize EditorResize, WorkspaceResize
scroll WorkspaceScroll
focusin ArtifactSelect
focusout ArtifactDeselect
mousedown CaretMove
mouseup CaretMove
click CaretMove, ArtifactSelect
mouseover CursorMove
mouseout CursorMove
keydown CaretMove, ModelChange
keypress ModelChange
keyup CaretMove, ModelChange
DOMNodeInserted ModelChange
DOMNodeRemoved ModelChange
DOMAttrModified ModelChange
DOMCharacterDataModified ModelChange
DOM Event Type Created Awareness Event Types
Participant List Join, Leave
Creation Coloring Leave, WorkspaceResize,
WorkspaceScroll, ModelChange
Telepointer Join, Leave, CursorMove,
EditorResize, WorkspaceResize,
WorkspaceScroll
Radar View Leave, WorkspaceModified
Telecaret Leave, CaretMove,
WorkspaceResize,
WorkspaceScroll, ModelChange
Artifact Marking Leave, ArtifactSelect,
ArtifactDeselect,
WorkspaceResize,
WorkspaceScroll, ModelChange
Awareness Widget Used Awareness Event Types
Table 7.1: a) DOM event to awareness event mapping and b) Awareness
widget to awareness event mapping
mined representing a minimal relative rectangle covering the newly created
text World. Such a visual range is, for instance, of value for a creation col-
oring widget that highlights newly created text. Once the properties of the
ModelChange event object are set, the network module serializes the object
into a JSON representation that can be propagated to all clients.
7.2.3 Widget Modules
Besides capturing events, the awareness adapter has to notify about work-
space changes and user interactions caused by other participants. Therefore,
the awareness adapter can install a number of widget modules. Each widget
module is in charge of the event processing workflow.
Event Processing Workflow
Carrying out the event processing workflow consists of (1) filtering, (2) pro-
cessing and (3) visualizing awareness event objects.
Filtering Awareness Events: Awareness events as shown in Figure
7.4 can inform about a variety of manipulations and interactions in the
shared space. Each widget is exclusively interested in a limited number of
specific input sources (e.g. the participant list consumes the Join awareness
event but neglects the EditorResize event). Thus, a publish-subscribe
mechanism is offered to link widget modules to specific awareness events.
Table 7.1b shows the distinct awareness widgets and the consumed awareness
event types.
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Processing Awareness Event Objects: Once an awareness event ob-
ject is routed to a widget module, the awareness processing step is carried
out by the widget module. The main task is to set up the awareness canvas
to isolate awareness elements from the data model. This isolation is re-
quired because otherwise the model synchronization mechanism would also
synchronize awareness objects. In contrast to model artifacts, awareness ob-
jects are individual for each user and should therefore not be synchronized.
For example, the radar view depends on the local scrolling position which
differs for each user and consequently, radar views should not be synchro-
nized.
Visualizing Awareness Event Objects: After the awareness canvas
is established, the widget module calls an update method to repaint the wid-
get UI. Hence, end-users are aware of the current situation which promotes
efficient collaborative work.
To illustrate the filter, process and visualize workflow, we revisit the
example from Figure 7.5 where pasting the text World resulted in a Model-
Change event. After the transmission and deserialization, the awareness
event is dispatched to the creation coloring widget. As shown in Figure 7.6,
a <div> element is created representing the awareness canvas. The specific
<div> is the subtree root for all awareness elements that are added to the
DOM. This awareness subtree is disjoint from the sync subtree spanned by
the sync root node (cf. Figure 7.6). Finally, the update call from the creation
coloring widget establishes a minimal transparent <div> highlighting the
text World in the rendered web page.
id: myTextNode
type: 'ModelChange'
difference: 'World'
range: 
{ ... }
ModelChange Object
Awareness Event
<div>
Hello World
<div>
<body>
<div>
<p>
Awareness
Canvas
Sync Root
Node
Retangular
Shape to 
Highlight Text
Awareness Element Creation in the DOM
Hello World
Highlighted
Rectangle
Rendered Visualization
Figure 7.6: Example of the awareness event processing workflow
The Widget Interface
Even though the awareness adapter comes with a comprehensive awareness
widget library encompassing a telepointer, telecaret, radar view, etc., cer-
tain applications may require augmenting the shared workspace with special-
purpose awareness widgets (e.g. a multi-user scrollbar). Thus, the awareness
adapter provides an extension mechanism materialized by the IWidget in-
terface. All widgets that are managed by the awareness adapter have to
implement the IWidget interface which is depicted in Figure 7.7. The fol-
lowing methods have to be implemented by an IWidget implementation:
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init(Node container)
update(AwarenessEvent event)
getId()
getName()
getEventTypes()
«interface»
IWidget
Figure 7.7: The IWidget interface
• init(Node container): The initialization module (cf. Figure 7.2)
calls this function to set everything up for the widget’s operation mode.
This includes drawing an initial widget view on the passed-in container
node.
• update(AwarenessEvent event): The update function is called to
repaint the widget view taking into account the provided awareness
event.
• getId(): To allow other awareness adapter modules to reference a
specific widget, the getId function provides a unique identifier that is
linked to the specific widget instance.
• getName(): To establish an expressive human-readable name for UI
dialogs or headings, the getName function is offered.
• getEventTypes(): The getEventTypes function returns an array of
relevant awareness events triggering widget updates. This list of aware-
ness events is used to establish the publish-subscribe mechanism that
informs about workspace changes and user interactions.
Widget Library
In addition to external widget providers, the presented IWidget interface is
also implemented by widgets that are contained in the widget library. As
part of the awareness adapter, the widget library provides reusable awareness
widgets that have to be configured for each individual application. Figure 7.8
shows the implemented widgets: a telepointer, a radar view, a participant
list, an artifact marking widget, a telecaret and a creation coloring widget.
Participant List: The participant list widget establishes awareness
about who is currently in the shared workspace by listing all collaborators.
Each participant is represented by a profile name and picture as well as a
dedicated color. Assigning a color to each profile is an important aspect
that is exploited by other awareness widgets. For example, the telepointer
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(III) Telepointer(II) Radar View
(IV) Artifact Marking (V) Telecaret (VI) Creation Coloring
(I) Participant List
Figure 7.8: Awareness widgets encompassed in the widget library of the
awareness adapter
or the telecaret embodiments are colored according to the color code es-
tablished by the participant list widget. From an implementation point of
view, the participant list is constructed using ordinary <div>, <span> and
<img> elements that are added as child nodes to the <div> that represents
the awareness canvas.
Radar View: To locate other participants in the shared space, the radar
view shows semi-transparent end-user viewports. In addition to the color-
coded viewports, constructed document artifacts are also depicted minia-
turized. Scaling HTML documents is not trivial since HTML consists of a
variety of differing media objects that cannot be miniaturized in a uniform
manner (e.g. scaling fonts differs from scaling images). Hence, we used the
html2canvas JavaScript library [142] to generate a pixel-based representa-
tion from the DOM view that can in turn be uniformly scaled to fit the
radar view.
Telepointer: To be aware of the mouse cursor of other participants,
the local cursor movements are emulated by a telepointer remotely. The
path of the telepointer movement typically has to be adapted to the vary-
ing workspace settings (e.g. zoom level, window size or window resolution).
Instead of leveraging x and y window coordinates, we use the underlying
DOM node (e.g. a text node representing a heading or an SVG node visual-
izing a circle) as the reference point for positioning calculations. This results
in more accurate positions in heterogeneous environments. To circumvent
performance issues induced by SVG draw operations, the telepointer imple-
mentation uses a pixel-based HTML5 canvas layer to visualize the moving
telepointer.
Artifact Marking: Local artifact selections (e.g. text selections) are
highlighted remotely by the artifact marking widget that constructs a semi-
transparent colored overlay. Again, for the implementation, absolute coor-
dinates are not an option due to heterogeneous window sizes, scrolling po-
sitions, etc. Therefore, the HTML5 Editing API [141] provides a so called
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Range object that allows specifying continuous selection parts based on con-
tent rather than on coordinates. These range objects are used to draw a
properly dimensioned, semi-transparent <div> node on top of selected doc-
ument artifacts.
Telecaret: Communicating the local text cursor position to teammates
is the task of the telecaret which is achieved by drawing a blinking cursor.
Corresponding to the overlay calculations of the artifact marking widget, the
range object is also leveraged to compute the telecaret position. In case of
the telecaret, the range object does represent a position and not a continuous
selection. Positions are expressed through range objects by setting the start
and end property to the same value. Finally, the visualization is realized
through an extra <div> element that is added to the awareness canvas.
Creation Coloring: To establish awareness about newly created con-
tent (e.g. text segments or graphical shapes), the creation coloring widget
highlights recently inserted artifacts. Commonly, the overlay highlighting
new content fades out after a fixed time interval to avoid user interface
clutter. Our implementation of the creation coloring widget again relies on
the HTML5 Editing API [141] that allows calculating bounding boxes for
the colored overlay. The <div> elements materializing the overlay are also
added to the awareness canvas.
7.2.4 Support Modules
In addition to the described main modules, there are a number of support
modules providing essential services to carry out the capture and visualize
awareness event processes. The set of support modules comprises the iden-
tification, the participant, the network, the operation origin as well as the
initialization module. These support modules will be discussed briefly in
the following paragraphs.
Identification Module
The identification module represents one support module that is leveraged
by various widget and event modules. Its primary task is to ensure that
DOM nodes are addressable in an unambiguous manner, i.e. each DOM
node is associated to a unique identifier. Such an identification service is
required for all position and range calculations that reference the underlying
DOM node. For instance, when a mouse pointer hovers over a toolbar
icon materialized as <img> element, this <img> element is leveraged as the
reference point for calculating the relative mouse cursor position. In order
to position the remote telepointer accurately, the <img> element has to be
determined remotely which necessitates a global unique identifier.
The algorithm to add identifiers to DOM nodes is conceptually equal to
the global identification scheme leveraged by the DOM adapter (cf. Section
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5.2.2). Relevant DOM nodes such as element nodes and text nodes are
addressable. While element nodes expose an id attribute where the value
field represents the actual identifier, text node identifiers are a combination
of the parent node ID, which is always an element node, and the index
position within the list of attached text nodes.
Participant Module
A second support module is the participant module which is apparently
of interest for the participant list widget since it provides a collection of
participants. Moreover, the services from the participant module are also
consumed by other widgets (e.g. telecaret, telepointer, etc.) since it allows
retrieving the color code that is associated to a specific participant.
To consume services from the participant module, we specified the IPar-
ticipant interface (cf. Figure 7.9). Consequently, an arbitrary software
module implementing the IParticipant interface can act as the partici-
pant event provider (e.g. SAP Gravity). The IParticipant interface offers
the method getSessionId to retrieve the identifier from the session where
the local participant is active in. The subscribeJoin and subscribeLeave
methods allow passing in functions that are called if participants join or leave
the session. Furthermore, getParticipants and getLocalParticipant
represent APIs to retrieve all participants or only the local one. And fi-
nally, the getParticipantColor retrieves the color code that is assigned to
a specific participant.
getSessionId()
subscribeJoin(Function callback)
subscribeLeave(Function callback)
getLocalParticipant()
getParticipantColor(String userId)
«interface»
IParticipant
getParticipants()
Figure 7.9: The IParticipant interface
Network Module
The network module is responsible for transporting awareness events from
the originating client to other connected clients. Awareness event objects
therefore have to be serialized into a text representation, propagated using
a suitable protocol (e.g. the WebSocket protocol or HTTP) and deserialized
to reconstruct the original awareness event.
In essence, the current network module implementation exposes three
basic capabilities. First, the network module establishes communication
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channels among all clients that are associated in the same session. Second,
the broadcast capability allows distributing an awareness event object to all
linked clients. And third, a publish-subscribe mechanism is offered to get
notified about specific awareness events.
To implement bi-directional communication, we employ the JavaScript
CometD library [115]. CometD is beneficial since it already exposes broad-
cast and publish-subscribe notification schemes. Additionally, CometD sup-
ports the modern two-way WebSocket protocol as well as the backwards-
compatible HTTP providing bi-directional workarounds (e.g. HTTP polling
or HTTP streaming techniques).
Operation Origin Module
As outlined in the GCI requirements section (cf. Section 2.3), synchronous
groupware applications have to offer two distinct services: workspace aware-
ness capabilities, on the one hand, and concurrency control, on the other
hand. Concurrency control and workspace awareness are to a large extent
independent of each other. Nevertheless, the workspace awareness adapter
has to differentiate between local change operations initiated by end-users
and replay operations triggered by the concurrency control engine. For ex-
ample, inserting a text in a collaborative word processor locally represents
relevant input for the creation coloring widget. However, the remote replay
of the text insert operation should be neglected by installed awareness wid-
gets. Therefore, the operation origin module provides information about the
source triggering DOM manipulations.
To implement the operation origin service, the awareness adapter exposes
the IOperationOrigin interface (cf. Figure 7.10). The interface offers the
beforeOperationReplay method installing a function callback that trig-
gers necessary prerequisites to neglect future DOM operations. Moreover,
the afterOperationReplaymethod installs another callback function that
activates listeners to again monitor future DOM operations.
beforeOperationReplay(Function callback)
afterOperationReplay(Function callback)
«interface»
IOperationOrigin
Figure 7.10: The IOperationOrigin interface
Initialization Module
The initialization module is in charge of bootstrapping the awareness adap-
ter infrastructure which consists of the following steps.
Configuration Read: The initialization module reads and processes
the dedicated configuration file gaa.config that collects setup properties. On
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the one hand, the configuration file lists the JavaScript files that accommo-
date the implementation of the various modules (e.g. the implementation of
the IOperationOrigin interface). On the other hand, the configuration con-
tains a list of awareness widgets that should enrich the specific application.
Note that awareness widgets do not increase efficiency in every collaboration
scenario. For example, adopting telepointers for large-group collaborations
may decrease collaboration productivity, since the plethora of telepointer
embodiments can confuse participants.
Initialization of Support Modules: Before setting up event and wid-
get modules, support modules have to be initialized. The initialization is
carried out according to the following setup order: (1) participant module,
(2) identifier module, (3) network module and (4) operation origin module.
During this initialization, the session identifier and the participants are de-
termined, DOM nodes are enriched with identifiers, communication channels
are established, etc.
Initialization of Main Modules: Once the infrastructure bootstrap is
finished, the awareness widgets and event modules are initialized. First, the
awareness canvas is created representing the <div> container that encapsu-
lates all awareness-related visuals. Second, the init method of each widget
module is called which renders an initial widget user interface. Third, the
getEventTypes method is invoked to retrieve the list of relevant awareness
events. The publish-subscribe mechanism leverages this list to link widgets
to the corresponding event modules.
Switch to Operation’s Mode: After the initialization module con-
cludes setup tasks, the awareness adapter starts to work in the operation’s
mode. Then, awareness events are created upon user interactions or model
changes, event objects are distributed and dispatched and awareness widgets
are updated.
7.2.5 Awareness Adapter Incorporation
Before the initialization module bootstraps the awareness infrastructure
at runtime, developers have to carry out a number of design time tasks.
This includes adopting a concurrency control provider, specifying awareness
adapter properties in the configuration file and embedding the awareness
adapter in the web application.
Figure 7.11 embeds the awareness adapter integration in the overall de-
velopment methodology for collaborative web applications (cf. Section 4.4)
and illustrates the individual steps for anchoring the awareness adapter in
standards-based web applications. The overall methodology shown in Fig-
ure 7.11 starts with the concurrency control integration that depends on the
development project type (transformation approach or from-scratch develop-
ment). Once the concurrency control capabilities are successfully embedded
(cf. Section 5.2 and Section 6.2), programmers have to select the appropriate
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Figure 7.11: Workspace awareness integration embedded in the overall de-
velopment methodology
awareness widgets from the widget library. If a required awareness widget is
not available, further widgets can be implemented and the implementations
have to adhere to the IWidget interface. The selection of awareness wid-
gets has to be specified in the gaa.config file. Setup properties such as the
URL of the central collaboration server, implementations of external event
providers (e.g. the participant event provider) or the interface of the con-
currency control provider also have to be defined in this configuration. After
the configuration step, the gaa.js file materializing the workspace awareness
adapter has to be embedded in the web application’s HTML code. This
requires including the gaa.js as an additional script in the <head> section
of the application’s HTML code. The enhanced web application can be ex-
ecuted using a modern browser (e.g. Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, etc.)
and workspace awareness features can then be tested. If the awareness fea-
tures do not work correctly, a re-configuration may fix the issue. However,
the application may also suffer from an awareness adapter limitation (cf.
Section 7.4.2) which impairs the awareness adapter adoption.
7.3 Evaluation
Besides showing the technical feasibility of a generic workspace awareness
adapter, a second research question is the usability of reusable awareness
widgets. To analyze the acceptance of awareness widgets from the wid-
get library (cf. Section 7.2.3), we conducted a usability study where 20
participants assessed various software quality characteristics using two col-
laborative editors. In line with the usability study evaluating the DOM
adapter (cf. Section 5.3.1), we again leveraged the collaborative graphics
editor SVG-edit [36] and the multi-user word processor CKEditor [35].
In the following sections, we discuss the considered software quality char-
acteristics, the evaluation procedure as well as the evaluation results.
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7.3.1 Evaluation Characteristics
In this usability study assessing primarily the quality of facilitated workspace
awareness support, we rely on the quality model established in the evaluation
of the DOM adapter (cf. Section 5.3.1). This quality model incorporated
a general software quality catalog (the ISO/IEC 9126 standard for product
quality [117]) as well as a collaboration-centric catalog (the mechanics of
collaboration [118]). The quality model defined in Section 5.3.1 embraces
the ISO/IEC 9126 characteristics functionality, reliability, usability and effi-
ciency as well as the mechanics of collaboration aspects communication and
coordination.
Since we aimed to specifically assess the workspace awareness capabil-
ities, we adjusted the weight for each individual quality characteristic by
changing the number of questions targeting a certain aspect. First, in con-
trast to the DOM adapter evaluation, we highlighted the functionality as-
pect, since awareness widgets cover a broader functionality range. While it
is simple to assess if the synchronization engine is working properly, aware-
ness widgets inform about presence and identity of participants, document
changes, collaborators’ viewports, etc., and therefore, the functionality as-
sessment is more complex. Second, the reliability facet covering maturity
and recoverability did not receive as much attention as in the DOM adapter
study, since implementing lightweight widgets like participant lists or tele-
carets is by no means as sophisticated and intricate as building a DOM
adapter for OT-based synchronization. And third, because the literature
[143, 144] already shows that adopting awareness widgets in collaboration
scenarios increases efficiency, we also lowered the effort to assess the effi-
ciency characteristic. The mechanics of collaboration aspects (communica-
tion and coordination) as well as the usability dimension are just as impor-
tant for the analysis of the workspace awareness adapter as for the DOM
adapter analysis. Thus, the significance of the communication, coordination
and usability aspect did not change.
7.3.2 Evaluation Procedure
Before conducting the usability study, various evaluation aspects had to be
planned in advance. These aspects include recruiting participants, selecting
representative groupware applications, creating proper collaborative tasks,
composing an evaluation schedule and designing a suitable questionnaire.
Participants
In essence, we attracted 20 volunteers to take part in the usability study.
Recruited subjects for the usability study were students or employees from
the SAP Research Center in Dresden. All participants had an information
technology background, since they were still studying computer science or
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they already had a degree in a related subject. To carry out the collaborative
editing tasks, the multi-national group of 20 volunteers was divided into
teams of two. We considered the provenance of participants and grouped
people with the same cultural background.
Application Selection
To validate the workspace awareness adapter and the accompanied widget
library, we had to select representative tools. Primarily, we aimed to cover
multiple application domains to show the universality of the approach. Sec-
ondly, we wanted to design a usability study that was comparable to the
DOM adapter evaluation because this allows proving the additional value
of workspace awareness support for joint work. And third, the effort for the
20 participants should be moderate, i.e. not exceed a one-hour assessment.
Taking into account the listed objectives, we decided to reuse the collabo-
rative word processor CKEditor and the multi-user graphics editor SVG-edit
that were adopted in the DOM adapter evaluation. Both editors can bene-
fit from the widget library since incorporated workspace awareness features
are either rudimentary or not available at all. Moreover, because both tools
already facilitate the second required collaboration service, namely, concur-
rency control, the editors can immediately take advantage of the workspace
awareness adapter.
Tasks
When designing collaborative tasks, we again adhered to the task design
principles introduced in the DOM adapter evaluation (cf. Section 5.3.1).
Hence, (1) tasks should encourage participants to work continuously and
interactively; (2) tasks should be independent of the subject’s knowledge and
skill set; (3) tasks should embrace realistic assignments and (4) tasks should
not constrain participants in the way they use the groupware application. To
leverage awareness widget features to a large extent, we divided the overall
tasks into various task types [145] such as artifact construction, identification
and exploration as well as organization and arrangement.
The first assignment aimed to reproduce a given graphic picturing a
snowman. Consequently, teammates received a handout of the envisioned
snowman graphic (cf. Appendix C.2). The initial collaborative SVG-edit
was preloaded with a preliminary draft of the snowman vector graphic. This
draft version included some parts of the final graphic (e.g. the hat or the
scarf) that were arranged in an arbitrary manner. Other parts (e.g. the
eyes or the nose) were missing and had to be constructed. Providing some
parts and having to construct some parts of the graphic ensured the desired
mix of task types (e.g. arranging and creating objects).
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The second assignment asked teammates to author an invitation letter
for a Christmas party. Again, participants received a printout picturing
the expected result (cf. Appendix C.2). The invitation should accommo-
date varying material (formatted text, tables and graphics) where some
artifacts were already given and some artifacts needed to be created. Us-
ing the multi-user version of the CKEditor, teammates had to coordinate
and communicate responsibilities for creating, arranging and formatting the
invitation letter.
Physical Setup and Schedule
In the evaluation of the workspace awareness adapter, we adopted the es-
tablished physical setup that was used in the DOM adapter evaluation (cf.
Figure 5.10). Hence, each participant worked on its own desk equipped with
a PC running the collaborative web applications (SVG-edit and CKEditor).
The two desks were located in the same room but separated by a room di-
vider. Thus, participants could talk to each other without being able to see
the other participant or the other participant’s screen. This mimics a tele-
conference setting where participants are connected via an audio channel.
The schedule is also in line with the DOM adapter evaluation compris-
ing (1) a 5 min tutorial, (2) a 15 min shared editing session and (3) a 10
min questionnaire completion phase. Both collaborative tools are evaluated
according to the defined schedule which results in a one-hour assessment.
First, the tutorial prepares each participant individually to get acquainted
with the editor’s capabilities. Therefore, written instructions are provided
(cf. Appendix C.1) to carry out 10 simple tasks (e.g. draw a circle). Second,
teammates work jointly on the given collaborative tasks (snowman graphic
or invitation card) and third, a questionnaire has to be completed.
Data Collection
To measure the perceived awareness quality, we created the questionnaire
(cf. Appendix C.3) depicted in Figure 7.12 and in Figure 7.13. The ques-
tionnaire comprises 22 questions divided into the software quality aspects
functionality, reliability, usability and efficiency as well as the collabora-
tion aspects communication and coordination. As stated in the evaluation
characteristics section (cf. Section 7.3.1), we focused on the functionality
characteristic and did not pay as much attention to reliability and efficiency.
Therefore, in contrast to the DOM adapter evaluation, we increased or re-
duced the number of questions targeting the corresponding characteristic.
During the one-hour assessment procedure, each participant had to fill
out two questionnaires. While one questionnaire addressed the awareness
capabilities of the SVG-edit, the other questionnaire was tailored for the
CKEditor. Participants of the usability study could rate questions according
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to the seven-level Likert scale that offers the options: (1) strongly disagree,
(2) disagree, (3) disagree somewhat, (4) neither agree nor disagree, (5) agree
somewhat, (6) agree and (7) strongly agree.
7.3.3 Evaluation Results
To analyze the data captured by 40 completed questionnaires, we calculated
the mean μ and the standard deviation σ for the SVG-edit and for the
CKEditor assessment. Figure 7.12 and Figure 7.13 summarize the results (cf.
Appendix C.4) derived from the questionnaires. In Figure 7.12 and Figure
7.13, the mean μ is represented by grey bars and the standard deviation σ
by black error bars.
Functionality aspects in general received high ratings with μ ≥ 5.10. As
expected, users were aware of the presence and identity of other participants
(cf. Q1: μsvg = 6.35, μck = 6.25). Apparently, the participant list could
precisely convey who is actually present in the shared workspace. Another
awareness property answering the question where people are currently work-
ing also received high ratings (cf. Q6: μsvg = 6.40, μck = 6.50). This rating
can mainly be attributed to radar views and telepointers. Even though rat-
ings were slightly lower, the questions regarding the origin of changes and
the work focus of collaborators still had compelling results (cf. Q2, Q3 and
Q5: μ ≥ 5.75). Surprisingly, question Q7 considering the visibility of ob-
jects could not deliver exceptional results (cf. Q7: μsvg = 5.55, μck = 5.70).
Maybe, the viewport visualization in the radar view was not clear to all
Functionality
Q1) It was easy to recognize the presence and identity of other participants. 
Q2) It was easy to recognize who changed a document artifact. 
Q3) I could easily recognize what other participants were doing. 
Q4) I could easily recognize others' intentions. 
Q5) I could easily identify the artifacts others were working on. 
Q6) It was easy to identify where others were working. 
Q7) It was easy to identify which document artifacts are visible to others.
Reliability 
Q8) The awareness features operated as expected.
Usability
Q9) The editor's awareness features were easy to learn. 
Q10) After the initial learning phase the awareness features were easy to use. 
Q11) The awareness features decently supported my work. 
Q12) All in all, it was an enjoyable experience to work with the collaborative editors. 
Efficiency
Q13) Overall, the awareness features are valuable to complete collaborative tasks.
Mean  of the collaborative CKEditorMean  of the collaborative SVG-edit Standard Deviation 
Results of the Experiments for N=20 
(Mean  and Standard Deviation )
Questions regarding the
ISO/IEC TR 9126 Standard for Product Quality Characteristics
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Figure 7.12: Questions and results regarding the ISO/IEC 9126 quality
characteristics
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Communication
Q14) Overall, it was easy to follow others' actions in the workspace.
Q15) It was easy to gesture and refer to items in the workspace.
Q16) It was easy to see and understand what others were pointing to.
Coordination
Q17) I could easily modify any document artifact at any time.
Q18) It was easy to avoid conflicts with other participants.
Q19) It was easy to avoid the duplication of actions during the task.
Q20) I could easily follow other participant's actions.
Q21) I was able to assist others when they needed help.
Q22) I did not accidentally alter or destruct others' work.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
Neither Agree 
nor Disagree
Results of the Experiments for N=20 
(Mean  and Standard Deviation )
Questions regarding the
Mechanics of Collaboration Quality Characteristics
Mean  of the collaborative CKEditorMean  of the collaborative SVG-edit Standard Deviation 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Figure 7.13: Questions and results regarding the mechanic of collaboration
characteristics
participants. Recognizing the intention of others was moderately supported
receiving the lowest functionality ratings with a large dispersion (cf. Q4:
μsvg = 5.15, σsvg = 1.59; μck = 5.10, σck = 1.41). Note that conveying
users’ intentions is intricate in groupware applications because the intention
is expressed through gaze, gestures and facial expressions that are difficult
to capture with conventional workspace awareness widgets.
Usability ratings were the highest in the entire usability study. Subjects
of the laboratory experiment confirmed that it was easy to learn and use
awareness widgets (cf. Q8, Q9: μ ≥ 6.50). Moreover, people stated that
their joint work profited from the provided awareness widgets (cf. Q10:
μsvg = 6.40, μck = 6.25) and that the awareness support was suitable (cf.
Q11: μsvg = 6.55, μck = 6.30).
Reliability was assessed by means of question Q12. The result of μsvg =
6.20 and μck = 5.95 demonstrates the quality of the awareness infrastructure
in terms of system stability, fault tolerance and recoverability. Due to the
low technical challenges that were imposed implementing awareness widgets,
we expected these high ratings.
Efficiency in joint work scenarios strongly depends on the offered work-
space awareness support which is again confirmed by the rating of question
Q11 (μsvg = 6.55, μck = 6.40). We anticipated these results since they are
in line with similar studies described in the literature [143, 144].
Communication results were in the range of 5.65 ≤ μ ≤ 5.90 representing
a good rating. Following other users’ actions or pointing to specific objects
could easily be accomplished. In particular, the telepointer widget allows
highlighting certain objects to ensure users communicate about the very
same artifact and thus, the telepointer is mainly responsible for this high
rating.
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Coordination assesses how participants can steer their collaborative work
which constantly received high ratings. The only slight outlier is represented
by the lower rating for question Q18 asking if participants can easily avoid
conflicts (cf. Q18: μsvg = 5.55, μck = 5.30). Since the synchronization
mechanism always induces a minimal delay to incorporate remote changes,
these conflicts might arise. The remainder of the coordination ratings ad-
dressing unconstraint changeability, the avoidance of work duplication, the
monitoring and assistance of participants’ actions as well as the protection
from destructing others’ work obtained high ratings μ ≥ 5.65.
In essence, this study shows the quality of workspace awareness support
that can be reached using reusable awareness widgets. The high ratings
demonstrate the suitability of application-agnostic widgets for real-life use
cases. Moreover, the minimal rating difference between SVG-edit results and
CKEditor results reveals that provided workspace awareness can indeed de-
cently support various editors and multiple domains. The importance of
workspace awareness could again be demonstrated comparing this study
with the DOM adapter evaluation where only a participant list and creation
coloring widget was supplied. Calculating the average for each analyzed
quality characteristic (e.g. functionality, etc.) showed that all character-
istic averages from the awareness adapter study are higher than the ones
computed for the DOM adapter study (cf. Section 5.3.2). For example, the
communication averages μDOMAd. = 4.99 and μAw.Ad. = 5.82 differ substan-
tially and the usability averages μDOMAd. = 6.02 and μAw.Ad. = 6.55 still
vary considerably.
7.4 Applicability
To assess whether the workspace awareness adapter including its widget li-
brary can be leveraged by a substantial fraction of web applications, we
analyzed the awareness adapter applicability. When investigating the appli-
cability, two aspects are of interest: (1) the range of awareness capabilities
that is covered by the widget library and (2) the limitations that may impair
the adoption of the workspace awareness adapter.
7.4.1 Awareness Element Coverage
In [63], the pioneers of workspace awareness Carl Gutwin and Saul Green-
berg introduced a workspace awareness framework that consolidates and
groups elements of workspace awareness (cf. Section 2.2.2). This awareness
framework was developed “for the purpose of aiding groupware design” [63].
Since the established workspace awareness framework represents the de facto
standard, our awareness coverage analysis is based on it.
The objective of this coverage analysis is to identify whether group-
ware applications are comprehensively supported by the widgets from the
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awareness adapter library. Hence, we took into account the 6 widgets en-
compassed in the awareness library (cf. Section 7.2.3) and estimated to
what extent they can support the specified elements of awareness [63]. Note
that Gutwin and Greenberg explain in [63] which awareness element ben-
efits from what awareness widget. We transformed the textual description
into a 4-level scale dividing the awareness assistance into (1) no support,
(2) minimal support, (3) good support and (4) excellent support (cf. Figure
7.14). The 10 awareness elements categorized into the who, what and where
classes and our estimation of awareness support are depicted in Figure 7.14.
Subsequently, we discuss the awareness elements and their support through
library widgets.
Awareness Widgets
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Figure 7.14: Awareness element support offered by library widgets
Presence illustrates if there is anybody in the shared workspace. As
shown in Figure 7.14, widgets like the participant list or the telepointer
indicate the presence of collaborators. Since presence is the most basic
awareness element, numerous widgets are able to convey it reasonably.
Identity shows who is participating in the workspace. Primarily, the
participant list identifies users with a name, a picture, etc. Furthermore,
widgets adopting a color code (e.g. telepointer, artifact marking, etc.) may
also convey the identity property to some extent.
Authorship depicts who is doing a create or change operation. Appar-
ently, the dedicated creation coloring widget is in charge of displaying the
authorship element. Moreover, the proximity of an action and a person’s
representation is also a strong authorship clue which qualifies the telepointer
to report about authorship.
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Action awareness exhibits what participants are doing. The best sup-
port for the action element provides the creation coloring widget that briefly
highlights the modified artifact leveraging the color code from the partic-
ipant list. But also a radar view showing the entire workspace including
recently changed objects can announce actions. The telepointer’s proximity
to an action also represents a valuable indicator.
Intention communicates what the goal of an action is. Understanding
the intention of other users requires being able to anticipate. Even though
the intention support is not excellent, the telepointer movement allows pre-
dicting what people are going to do. For example, if a telepointer moves
directly to a certain toolbar icon, it is likely that the icon will be selected.
Artifact awareness discloses what objects participants are working on.
Artifact marking and creation coloring widgets transmit meaningful aware-
ness clues about objects that are in the work focus. The proximity of a
telepointer and the artifact can also be leveraged to derive insights about
the work focus.
Location shows where people are working. The telepointer and the tele-
caret precisely report about the location of participants in the shared space.
The creation coloring and the artifact marking widgets can only temporar-
ily supply clues about the locations since participants do not always modify
artifacts or select objects.
Gaze conveys where participants are looking at. Commonly, the par-
ticipant’s gaze and the telepointer’s position correlate, which allows for a
rough gaze estimate. The current widget library leaves room for improve-
ment supporting the gaze element. For example, a video link showing other
participants could decently inform about the gaze of others.
View awareness communicates which document part collaborators see.
This is the main purpose of the radar view exposing viewports of other
participants. Hence, visualizing viewports entails that participants are very
aware of the view of others.
Reach discloses where people can immediately reach out to. The view-
ports exposed by radar views enable participants to assess the reach. Nev-
ertheless, this estimation is only a rough indicator.
In essence, Figure 7.14 represents a good summary of the workspace
awareness support offered by the awareness widget library. The trend be-
comes apparent that the 6 awareness widgets cover a broad range of the
distinct elements of workspace awareness. Moreover, the widgets altogether
can provide strong and comprehensive awareness support for collaborative
web applications. However, the support for gaze, reach and intention is
only modest and these awareness elements could profit from further widget
implementations.
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7.4.2 Limitations
Besides analyzing the awareness coverage of the widget library, we identi-
fied a set of limitations that may impair the applicability of the workspace
awareness adapter.
Differing Document Representations: Web applications may in-
corporate components with changeable view representations. For instance,
a spreadsheet application may provide the following options: (1) view the
data in a table representation or (2) visualize the data in a chart. Such a
representation switch incurs a DOM change, i.e. the DOM subtree repre-
senting for instance a table is disjoint from the DOM subtree showing the
corresponding chart. Hence, position calculations for widgets (e.g. the tele-
pointer) that leverage the underlying DOM nodes as reference points will
break. Figure 7.15 illustrates the described situation. On the one hand,
Figure 7.15a shows the table representation associated with the respective
DOM subtree. And on the other hand, Figure 7.15b depicts the chart view
and the associated DOM materialization. A mouse cursor pointing to the
Google Chrome sector in the pie chart can currently not be mapped to the
corresponding table field.
Browser Usage Share
Google Chrome 46.02
Internet Explorer 20.71
Mozilla Firefox 17.47
Others 15.80
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Mozilla Firefox
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<body>
<td> <td>
<html>
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...<path><path><path>
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Visualization)
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.15: Example of differing component representations and the corre-
sponding disjoint DOM subtrees
Cross-Browser DOM Inconsistencies: Differing browser engines
(e.g. Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, etc.) do not always produce the
same document object model after applying the very same set of DOM
manipulations. Generated inconsistent DOM instances may affect the oper-
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ation’s mode of the awareness adapter. For example, a concrete experiment
showed that adding a line break in an HTML textarea results in splitting
one text node into two text nodes. Removing this line break once again
results in diverging DOM instances. While some browser engines merge
the text nodes, other browser engines keep two separate text nodes. These
DOM inconsistencies lead to reference problems if awareness widgets (e.g.
telecaret, telepointer) refer to DOM nodes that are not available in all DOM
instances.
Plugin-based Web Applications: As described in Section 7.2, the
awareness adapter relies to a large extent on existing W3C specifications
(e.g. DOM Core [40], DOM Events [106], HTML5 Editing API [107], etc.)
that are implemented by all major browsers. For example, DOM events such
as mouseover or DOMNodeInserted are used to capture workspace changes
or DOM manipulations, the HTML5 Editing API is used to compute ranges
for artifact marking or creation coloring widgets and regular DOM Core
commands like createElement or createAttribute are adopted to high-
light certain areas or to construct entire widgets (e.g. the participant list).
However, plugin-technologies like Adobe Flash, Microsoft Silverlight or Java
Applets do not comply with W3C specifications and are thus not eligible to
adopt the workspace awareness adapter.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter, we elaborated on the workspace awareness adapter that al-
lows enriching standards-based web applications with comprehensive aware-
ness support. Besides offering numerous reusable awareness widgets in
form of a pre-built library, the awareness adapter can be incorporated in
a non-invasive manner. The presentation of the awareness adapter encom-
passed three major parts. First, we showed the technical feasibility of an
application-agnostic awareness adapter. Second, a usability study with 20
participants demonstrated the decent awareness support provided by the
current implementation of the awareness adapter. And third, we illustrated
that the awareness widget library covers Gutwin’s elements of workspace
awareness [63] to a large extent. Additionally, we also presented limitations
hindering the adoption of the workspace awareness adapter.

Chapter 8
Overall Evaluation
After having presented the generic collaboration infrastructure and its core
components, we expose the overall evaluation in this chapter. The overall
evaluation is based on the conducted evaluations of the DOM adapter (cf.
Section 5.3), the framework adapter (cf. Section 6.3) and the workspace
awareness adapter (cf. Section 7.3).
First, we revisit the introduced use cases: the SVG-edit single-user to
multi-user transformation as well as the CoBAT from-scratch development
(cf. Section 2.1). Thereby, we discuss to what extent the defined collabora-
tion requirements (cf. Section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2) can be fulfilled. Second, we
explore to what extent the overall methodology (cf. Section 4.4) meets the
groupware development requirements that were established in Section 2.3.
8.1 Requirements Fulfillment Analysis for Intro-
duced Use Case Scenarios
In Section 2.1, we introduced two development use cases for web-based
groupware. Each use case aimed to analyze one prevalent development
approach. While the graphics editor SVG-edit was selected to carry out
a single-user to multi-user transformation, CoBAT represented the from-
scratch development. The introduction of the two use cases was accom-
panied by a set of individual requirements that should ensure the resulting
collaborative web applications are suited for shared editing. In the following,
we will discuss the fulfillment of these requirements.
8.1.1 SVG-edit Transformation
In Section 2.1.1, we defined 5 concurrency control requirements (CCR1 -
CCR5) and 2 workspace awareness requirements (WAR1, WAR2). Obeying
these requirements and adopting the GCI, we were able to transform the
SVG-edit into a collaborative multi-user version.
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Thereby, we processed the concurrency control enhancement using the
DOM adapter which includes checking necessary and critical transforma-
tion criteria, selecting the DOM sync tree as well as embedding and config-
uring the DOM adapter (cf. Figure 5.13). Additionally, we accomplished
the workspace awareness enhancement adopting the workspace awareness
adapter which encompassed selecting suitable awareness widgets as well as
embedding and configuring the awareness adapter component (cf. Figure
7.11).
The converted SVG-edit was leveraged for the DOM adapter usability
study as well as for the awareness adapter usability study. In summary, in
these studies, 50 participants worked collaboratively in teams of two. The
corresponding end-user ratings (cf. Section 5.3.2 and 7.3.3) overall show
the decent support for concurrency control as well as workspace awareness.
Nevertheless, we discuss each requirement in detail taking into account ap-
propriate questions from the end-user studies.
CCR1 (support for joining and leaving participants): The most
basic collaboration requirement allowing participants to enter or leave a col-
laborative session was effectively supported. All collaborative sessions in the
two corresponding studies could be successfully initiated and collaborators
could eventually work jointly.
CCR2 (support for single-user capabilities): Another basic re-
quirement should ensure that the original single-user capabilities are also
properly facilitated by the collaborative editor. Single-user editor opera-
tions like creating, resizing, moving or coloring shapes were extensively used
in the draw floor-plan exercise (cf. Section 5.3.2) as well as in the arrange
and complete snowman graphic assignment (cf. Section 7.3.2). In both
studies, all questions targeting the usability characteristic received μ ≥ 5.37
demonstrating that basic editor operations did work as expected.
CCR3 (unconstrained manipulation support): The requirement
targeting unconstrained manipulation demands that the edit operations of
one user do not hinder the edit operations of other users. Specifically, ques-
tion Q20 in the DOM adapter study tests this ability asking if people could
easily start using any tool at any time. The rating of μ = 6.07 illustrates that
the multi-user SVG-edit was able to support unconstrained collaboration.
CCR4 (document synchronization): One of the most important
requirements is document synchronization ensuring participants work on
consistent document copies that are constantly synchronized in real-time.
For instance, question Q12 of the DOM adapter study assessing whether
participants were satisfied with the synchronization latency resulted in μ =
5.33 which reveals the compelling sync support.
CCR5 (conflict resolution): Another crucial requirement is conflict
resolution that allows automatically resolving a conflict from two change
operations pursuing a contradictory intension (e.g. resize shape and delete
shape). To some extent, question Q22 of the DOM adapter study assesses
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this quality asking if collaborators were satisfied how they could jointly edit
the document. Again, the rating μ = 5.77 demonstrates convenient conflict
resolution support.
WAR1 (participant list): A basic workspace awareness requirement
is the availability of a participant list. As described in Section 7.2.3, the
awareness adapter library accommodates such a widget. Subjects of the
awareness adapter usability study also acknowledged and appreciated the
presence information conveyed by the participant list. For instance, Q1 in
the awareness adapter study asks whether participants could easily recognize
presence and identity which was assessed with μ = 6.35.
WAR2 (comprehensive awareness support): Besides the elemen-
tary participant list, the WAR2 requirement demands comprehensive aware-
ness support exposed through further awareness widgets (e.g. telepointer,
radar view or creation coloring widget). The widget library includes cur-
rently 6 widgets (cf. Section 7.2.3) and can thus deliver comprehensive
awareness support. Again, the awareness adapter study underpins that the
workspace awareness support is advanced. For example, question Q13 as-
sessing whether awareness features are of value to complete collaborative
tasks was rated with μ = 6.55.
8.1.2 CoBAT From-Scratch Development
In contrast to the SVG-edit conversion scenario, where the evaluation fo-
cused on the usability of the resulting multi-user web application, the from-
scratch evaluation aimed to analyze the development efficiency. The reason
for the focus shift of the evaluation is twofold. First, creating a sophisti-
cated application comparable to the transformed editors (e.g. SVG-edit,
CKEditor, TinyMCE) is not realizable in a limited evaluation time frame
since it requires several person years of development. Hence, we selected
the modestly-sized CoBAT use case. Second, in contrast to adopting a
configuration-based transformation approach, injecting collaboration capa-
bilities using source code annotations is similar to the traditional invasive
programming model leveraging libraries. Hence, a direct comparison of a
conventional collaboration library and an annotation-based approach is of
value since developers can understand advantages as well as disadvantages
considering the related approaches. However, due to the focus shift of the
evaluation, we cannot additionally use data derived from a usability study
in order to validate CoBAT requirements (cf. Section 2.1.2).
Nevertheless, we briefly assess to what extent the defined CoBAT re-
quirements could be fulfilled. Therefore, we leverage results from the devel-
oper study (cf. Section 6.3.3) where 8 developers had to implement the col-
laborative CoBAT application. The CoBAT requirements (cf. Section 2.1.2)
included three single-user feature requirements (SUFR1 - SUFR3), four con-
currency control requirement (CCR1 - CCR4) as well as one workspace
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awareness requirement (WAR1). To implement the collaboration capabil-
ities the enhanced Knockout framework was adopted which represents an
embodiment of the framework adapter approach (cf. Chapter 6). Con-
ducting the developer study, a tutor was in charge of assessing whether the
requirements were or were not fulfilled. Finally, from 8 handed in prototypes
only 1 was rejected, i.e. 7 prototypes fulfilled all CoBAT requirements. In
the following, we concisely describe how students typically implemented the
given requirements.
The single-user requirements (SUFR1 - SUFR3) included implementing
the CoBAT user interface according to the given mockup (cf. Figure 2.3).
Moreover, end-users should be able to add, remove or reorder cost-benefit
factors. This was commonly accomplished using regular HTML elements.
Solely for the drag-and-drop functionality allowing to reorder items, students
usually adopted an extra JavaScript library (e.g. jQuery [27]).
The concurrency control requirements (CCR1 - CCR4) encompassed
support for simultaneous edits, document synchronization as well as auto-
matic conflict resolution. For the implementation, students used the given
annotation vocabulary @Sync and @Class to tag the Knockout data model
as well as the constructor functions. Due to the fact, that 7 out of 8 pro-
totypes successfully materialized the concurrency control requirements, the
given annotation vocabulary seems appropriate.
The workspace awareness requirement (WAR1) was limited to incorpo-
rate a participant list. Therefore, students configured the workspace aware-
ness adapter to include the participant list from the widget library.
8.2 Suitability of the Development Methodology
The presented use cases are a means to validate the proposed development
methodology for collaborative web applications. While the requirements ful-
fillment for the SVG-edit use case shows the feasibility of the transformation
approach, meeting the CoBAT requirements demonstrates the applicability
of the from-scratch approach.
Figure 8.1 illustrates the methodology validation leveraging the two
use case scenarios. Initially, developers have to decide whether to adopt
the transformation or the from-scratch development path. Leveraging the
transformation approach (e.g. the SVG-edit use case) starts out adding
concurrency control functionality by means of the DOM adapter (cf. Chap-
ter 5) and proceeds integrating workspace awareness capabilities using the
workspace awareness adapter (cf. Chapter 7). Adopting the from-scratch
methodology (e.g. the CoBAT use case) differs in terms of adding con-
currency control capabilities which is realized using the framework adapter
(cf. Chapter 6). Figure 8.1 again highlights the two essential collaboration
services: (1) concurrency control and (2) workspace awareness.
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Figure 8.1: Development methodology validation including corresponding
use cases and introduced collaboration services
Besides the supplementary methodology validation by means of use cases,
the requirements defined in Section 2.3 are decisive for the evaluation of the
development methodology. The requirements are divided into functional
requirements (concurrency control and workspace awareness) as well as effi-
ciency requirements (minimal invasiveness, encapsulation, learnability, reuse
and universality). In the following, we assess the individual requirements
exploiting the gained experience building collaborative applications as well
as the findings from the three conducted evaluation studies which are (1) the
DOM adapter usability study (cf. Section 5.3), (2) the framework adapter
developer study (cf. Section 6.3) as well as (3) the awareness adapter us-
ability study (cf. Section 7.3).
Concurrency Control: The GCI incorporates two capable concur-
rency control providers (the DOM adapter and the framework adapter) to
embrace differing development approaches. To rate the quality of the deliv-
ered concurrency control, we considered three dimensions: the completeness,
the flexibility as well as the integration dimension. Taking into account the
fulfilled use case requirements (cf. Section 8.1) and the evaluation results
(cf. Section 5.3 and 6.3), we conclude that the synchronization and con-
flict resolution support is complete and sound. Nevertheless, the framework
adapter furnishes more robust concurrency control since it is not plagued
by DOM inconsistencies which arise in cross-browser scenarios (cf. Section
5.4.2). Both concurrency control providers are flexible due to their broad
data structure support (e.g. tree or graph models) and extensive application
domain support (e.g. collaborative writing, shared graphics editing, etc.).
From an integration point of view, three interfaces are offered: the DOM
adapter’s configuration-based interface as well as the wrapper interface and
the annotation interface which are both provided by the framework adapter.
All three interfaces are lightweight and can easily be combined with existing
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development approaches which illustrates the ease of adoption furnished by
the GCI concurrency control providers.
Workspace Awareness: Assessing the functional requirement work-
space awareness, we again considered the completeness, flexibility and inte-
gration dimension. The workspace awareness adapter is the dedicated GCI
component offering awareness capabilities (cf. Section 7.2) that are materi-
alized by the awareness widget library. This widget library encompasses a
participant list, a radar view, a telepointer, a telecaret as well as widgets for
artifact marking and creation coloring. On the one hand, the completeness
of awareness support can be demonstrated by means of the successful imple-
mentations of the two introduced use case scenarios (cf. Section 8.1). On the
other hand, the analysis of the awareness element coverage for the widget
library (cf. Section 7.4.1) also shows the awareness comprehensiveness and
completeness. Since awareness widgets exclusively rely on the W3C APIs
(cf. Section 7.2), they can be used for a broad range of standards-based web
applications. This flexibility in terms of application support is only limited
by not supporting plugin-based applications (cf. Section 7.4.2). Like the
DOM adapter, the workspace awareness adapter also offers a configuration-
based interface. Embedding a single JavaScript dependency and completing
a specific configuration file facilitates a simple integration approach.
Minimal Invasiveness: The first development efficiency requirement is
especially key for the transformation approach where existing single-user ap-
plications are exploited for collaborative work. Thereby, having to invasively
change the source code requires familiarizing with the entire source code base
which is a time-consuming endeavor, in particular, for large web applications
comprising tens of thousands of lines of code. Thus, we designed the inter-
faces for the DOM adapter and the workspace awareness adapter, which are
both adopted for the transformation approach, in a non-invasive manner.
Both interfaces are configuration-based requiring to complete an external
configuration file. The sole invasive operation is to anchor a JavaScript
import in the main HTML file of the web application. Therefore, the trans-
formation approach is indeed minimal invasive. In contrast, a from-scratch
development can assume source-code familiarity and therefore, the invasive-
ness requirement is of secondary importance. Consequently, the devised
wrapper approach (cf. Section 6.2.4) and the annotation-based approach
(cf. Section 6.2.5) are more invasive than the transformation approach.
Both strategies necessitate anchoring library calls (in form of function calls
or annotations) directly in the application’s source code.
Encapsulation: Since well-encapsulated software artifacts offering clear
interfaces are easier to implement and maintain, we also considered en-
capsulation as beneficial for development efficiency. Devising the GCI, we
targeted the encapsulation requirement in two distinct fashions. First, we
implemented the GCI in a strictly component-based manner. For example,
the three GCI core components (DOM, framework and workspace aware-
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ness adapter) are clearly separated. Also the core components themselves
adhere to component-based design which is for instance illustrated by the
various modules (e.g. widget and event modules) that form the workspace
awareness adapter (cf. Section 7.2). Second, we aimed to embrace the sep-
aration of concerns principle not only from an architecture point of view
resulting in component-based design but also from an integration point of
view. The non-invasive DOM and workspace awareness adapter require an
external configuration that prevents intermingling single-user feature imple-
mentations with multi-user functionality. Incorporating annotations is also
a capable means to inject collaboration capabilities. Thereby, annotations
are apparently distinguishable from the single-user feature implementation.
Only the wrapper approach (cf. Section 6.2.4) falls short of clearly separat-
ing single-user and multi-user functionality in the respective source code.
Learnability: To quickly adopt a development methodology, learnabil-
ity is an essential requirement. Therefore, the interface design allowing
using GCI core components is paramount for developers. Hence, we have
to distinguish between the configuration-based interfaces for the DOM and
workspace awareness adapter as well as the wrapper and annotation-based
interfaces for the framework adapter. Learning to configure a number of
properties in a distinct file induces little effort and therefore, the DOM and
workspace awareness adapter can easily be adopted. Developers can also
easily get acquainted with the API exposed by the wrapper approach since
the multi-user API is actually equal to the original single-user API (cf. Sec-
tion 6.2.4). The last interface materialized by a set of annotations is also
lightweight in terms of learnability. As shown in Section 6.2.5, the annota-
tion vocabulary for example for the Knockout framework only encompasses
the two annotations @Sync and @Class. Developers have to solely under-
stand where these annotations have to be placed.
Reuse: To lower development effort and maintenance resources, the
reuse principle is one of the established measures. Devising the GCI, we
strongly obeyed this principle. First of all, we designed our collaboration
infrastructure in a generic fashion so that a plethora of web applications
can be built on top of the GCI. We demonstrated the reuse of the GCI in
multiple ways. On the one hand, we transformed numerous single-user ap-
plications (e.g. SVG-edit, CKEditor or TinyMCE) into collaborative ones
that all use the very same GCI (cf. Section 5.4.1). On the other hand,
we constructed two framework adapters. While the SAPUI5 framework
adapter can be utilized to implement a multitude of collaborative SAPUI5
applications (cf. Section 6.2.4), the Knockout framework adapter can be
adopted to create a variety of multi-user Knockout applications (cf. Section
6.2.5). In addition to the application-agnostic GCI core components (DOM,
framework and workspace awareness adapter), the operational transforma-
tion engine SAP Gravity was for example also reused for all implemented
shared editing applications.
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Universality: The last considered requirement analyzed to what ex-
tent the proposed development methodology for web-based groupware can
be applied to arbitrary development projects. Analyzing state of the art de-
velopment approaches (cf. Chapter 3), we carved out the two predominant
development strategies. There are from-scratch developments (supported by
libraries, frameworks and web engineering approaches) as well as applica-
tion conversions (supported by transformation approaches). As depicted in
Figure 8.1, the current development methodology supports from-scratch as
well as transformation projects. While from-scratch scenarios embrace the
framework and workspace awareness adapter, the transformation scenarios
adopt the DOM and workspace awareness adapter. The applicability dis-
cussions in Section 5.4.1, 6.4.1 and 7.4.1 underline the universal nature of
the devised methodology.
In Table 8.1, the assessments for the GCI transformation and the GCI
from-scratch approach are summarized and compared with existing state
of the art approaches (cf. Section 3.5). Thereby, the results demonstrate
that the GCI approaches outperform existing solutions in terms of provided
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Table 8.1: Overall assessment comparing the devised GCI approaches with
the state of the art (cf. Section 3.5)
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collaboration functionality but also in terms of delivered development effi-
ciency. Nevertheless, as already mentioned elaborating on the individual re-
quirements as well as discussing entailed limitations (cf. Section 5.4.2, 6.4.2
and 7.4.2), the proposed GCI approaches also leave room for improvement
(e.g. tackling DOM inconsistencies in cross-browser settings or broadening
the applicability of the transformation approach).
8.3 Summary
In this chapter, we aimed to validate the proposed development method-
ology for collaborative web applications. Thereby, we first revisited the
introduced use case scenarios (the SVG-edit transformation and the Co-
BAT from-scratch development) and showed that both use cases could be
implemented adopting the GCI and the accompanied development method-
ology. After discussing the requirements fulfillment for two specific scenar-
ios, we widened the methodology discussion deriving a general methodology
assessment. This assessment took into account functional and efficiency re-
quirements that were defined in Section 2.3. We concluded this chapter
showing that the proposed transformation and from-scratch development
approach for web-based groupware deliver required multi-user functionality
and increase development efficiency in comparison to existing state of the
art approaches.

Chapter 9
Conclusion
In this dissertation, we explored efficient means to develop collaborative
web applications offering shared editing functionality, i.e. numerous users
can edit the very same document simultaneously. Thereby, we analyzed
a transformation as well as a from-scratch development approach to facili-
tate the required synchronous groupware capabilities: concurrency control
and workspace awareness. Both development strategies exploited the de-
vised generic collaboration infrastructure that accommodates the three core
components, namely, the DOM adapter, the framework adapter as well as
the workspace awareness adapter. Conducting three usability and developer
studies demonstrated that implemented web-based groupware can, on the
one hand, satisfy established software quality characteristics (e.g. reliability,
usability, etc.). On the other hand, these studies showed that the proposed
development process improves development productivity in comparison to
state of the art development approaches for web-based groupware.
Subsequently, we summarize the main research contributions of this dis-
sertation. Furthermore, we discuss open research questions that could be
addressed in future work.
9.1 Research Contributions
In line with the research objectives defined in Section 1.4, we discuss the
contributions of this dissertation.
Efficient Workspace Awareness Support: The workspace aware-
ness adapter encapsulating a number of reusable workspace awareness wid-
gets (e.g. telepointer, telecaret, etc.) represents a first major research con-
tribution due to its non-invasive and generic nature. Being able to adopt
pre-built awareness widgets by completing a simple configuration and with-
out having to change the application’s source code massively eases the de-
velopment of web-based groupware and thus, substantially reduces the de-
velopment effort. Traditionally, workspace awareness widgets were not only
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implemented from-scratch but also required invasive source code changes
to anchor workspace awareness functionality in collaborative applications.
Besides the non-invasiveness of the approach, the generic applicability as
shown in Section 7.4 and by means of the two use case scenarios (cf. Section
8.1) illustrates the potential of reusable awareness support that embraces a
myriad of standards-based web applications. Thereby, the research contribu-
tion was to identify and leverage an application-agnostic API for workspace
awareness functionality instead of adopting the conventional approach where
workspace awareness features were implemented using application-specific
APIs.
Efficient Concurrency Control Support for From-Scratch De-
velopment Projects: The devised framework adapter speeds up from-
scratch groupware development through a framework enhancement concept
that allows efficiently introducing concurrency control capabilities. Thereby,
general-purpose web frameworks (e.g. Knockout, SAPUI5, etc.) are en-
hanced by a collaboration engine exposing a wrapper interface or an annota-
tion-based interface (cf. Section 6.2.4 and 6.2.5). Thus, web developers may
leverage their general-purpose web framework of choice not only to build
conventional web applications but also to create synchronous multi-user ap-
plications. Adopting a framework developers are already familiar with re-
duces development effort since there is no need to get acquainted with an
extra concurrency control library. Concurrency control functionality can be
incorporated using a wrapped API, which does not induce additional learn-
ing effort since the original and the wrapped API are equal in terms of the
exposed interface. Besides leveraging the wrapper approach (cf. Section
6.2.4), concurrency control can also be facilitated adopting a small set of
annotations (cf. Section 6.2.5) that again entails minimal learning effort.
Efficient Concurrency Control Support for Transformation Pro-
jects: The established DOM adapter (cf. Chapter 5) represents an efficient
means to integrate concurrency control non-invasively in existing single-user
web applications. In contrast to traditional libraries that require anchoring
concurrency control capabilities directly in the application’s source code,
the DOM adapter necessitates solely a completed configuration file which
drastically reduces development effort. Again, the research contribution is
to facilitate the concurrency control in a non-invasive fashion because the
non-invasiveness frees developers from the time consuming task of having to
understand and to adapt the existing source code. Thereby, we identified
application-agnostic programming interfaces and managed to link a generic
concurrency control provider to these application-agnostic APIs in a way
that is transparent to the original application.
Development Methodology for Web-Based Groupware: Besides
targeting development efficiency when integrating collaboration services for
specific development approaches, we carved out an overall development
methodology for web-based groupware. This methodology serves as a guide
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for developers supporting the task of selecting the appropriate development
strategy (from-scratch or transformation project) as well as choosing suit-
able GCI components (DOM, framework and workspace awareness adapter).
Moreover, the methodology guides programmers through the incorporation
of the distinct collaboration services (concurrency control and workspace
awareness). In essence, the methodology emerged from the extensive expe-
rience that we have gained exploring the research field of groupware devel-
opment and from implementing numerous collaborative web applications.
This groupware development experience condensed in the presented devel-
opment methodology allows avoiding common development pitfalls and thus
also increases development efficiency.
In summary, the four main research contributions of this dissertation
all support the common goal of increasing efficiency when developing syn-
chronous collaborative web applications.
9.2 Future Work
In addition to addressing GCI limitations, which are exposed in Section
5.4.2, 6.4.2 and 7.4.2, future research regarding the efficient development
of web-based groupware should mainly respond to ongoing industry trends.
These trends include (1) the evolution of native browser capabilities, (2) the
movement from on-premise hosting to cloud-based hosting as well as (3) the
growing device proliferation.
Browser Capability Evolution: In the light of the HTML5 move-
ment, various new capabilities such as the WebSocket protocol for bi-direc-
tional communication, the audio or video element for native media play-
back, etc., have emerged as new browser capabilities removing the need for
additional browser plugins. This trend continues and currently the W3C
standardization body finalizes the “WebRTC 1.0: Real-time Communica-
tion between Browsers” specification [146]. WebRTC proposes a set of APIs
that allow for in-browser voice call or video chat applications. In addition
to the primary collaboration services concurrency control and workspace
awareness, which were discussed in this dissertation, voice or video calls
also support distributed team work. Nevertheless, voice and video call ser-
vices are currently realized via non-native applications or even via specific
hardware (e.g. telepresence hardware). Exploring the native integration
of voice or video call functionality by means of the WebRTC APIs is one
research topic of interest. A tighter integration of existing collaboration
services could promote efficiency when working collaboratively since group-
ware applications may offer sophisticated human-computer interfaces (e.g.
speech- or gesture-based interfaces for shared editing).
Cloud-Based Collaboration Service Provisioning: Nowadays, pro-
viding collaborative web applications requires a dedicated server infras-
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tructure that delivers collaboration services such as concurrency control
or workspace awareness. Nevertheless, setting up and operating an extra
collaboration infrastructure is time-consuming and costly. Offering collab-
oration services as a cloud-based solution yields various research questions.
First, it is of interest to what extent operation expenses can be reduced
using off-the-shelf collaboration services. Second, the impact on initial de-
velopment expenses adopting pre-built services might also be investigated.
However, a third research question analyzing usage patterns from data col-
lected in hundreds or even thousands of recorded collaborative sessions might
be of particular interest. Captured usage patterns can shrink feedback loops
from end-users to developers and can help to rapidly improve collaborative
web applications. For example, auto-completion mechanisms for develop-
ment environments could be advanced leveraging interaction data or user
interfaces could be modified according to end-user preferences.
End-User Device Proliferation: A third ongoing trend is the device
proliferation producing a plethora of web-enabled devices that range from
traditional PCs to tablets and smartphones. From a technical prerequisites
point of view, all those devices are eligible for consuming collaborative web
applications. Nevertheless, even though browser capabilities increased over
time on all device types and keep converging to a common capable function-
ality set, the form factor ranging from small mobile displays to large com-
puter displays remains a major difference. This is especially critical for the
visualization of workspace awareness widgets that conventionally have been
tailored for large displays (e.g. participant lists or radar views). Thus, one
research question is how information that is conveyed by participant lists or
radar views can be mapped to small-screen devices. Another research field
that is worthwhile to investigate is the adaptation of concurrency control
algorithms to varying network connectivity settings. Concurrency control
algorithms have been established without taking into account rapidly chang-
ing connectivity settings which is common for mobile devices. Thus, shared
editing without network connectivity produces major document differences
that may induce merge issues or even information loss.
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Appendix A
DOM Adapter Evaluation
Material
A.1 Tutorials
A.1.1 SVG-edit Tutorial
1. Open SVG-edit
(a) Click on the SVG-edit bookmark.
2. Insert Objects
(a) Select the Rectangle tool from the toolbar.
(b) Click on the canvas and move your cursor keeping the left mouse button
pressed.
(c) Press Shift to draw a square.
(d) Release the left mouse button.
3. Turn Objects
(a) Select the square by clicking on it (additional tools will appear in the
toolbar at the top).
(b) Turn the square by dragging and dropping the small green handle.
4. Draw Polygons
(a) Select the Path tool from the left toolbar.
(b) Click on the canvas.
(c) To create a polygon, add path corners by clicking at various canvas
positions.
(d) Finish the polygon by double-clicking on the canvas.
5. Change Objects’ Stroke Color
(a) Select the polygon by clicking on it.
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(b) Change the stroke color using the color picker from the toolbar at the
bottom.
6. Move Objects
(a) Drag the created polygon and drop it on top of the square.
7. Change Objects’ Fill Color
(a) Select the polygon.
(b) Change the fill color using the color picker from the toolbar at the
bottom.
8. Draw Freehand Lines
(a) Select the Pencil tool from the left toolbar.
(b) Draw a freehand line on the canvas.
9. Clone and Delete Objects
(a) Select the freehand line.
(b) Clone the freehand line using the Clone Element tool from the toolbar
at the top.
(c) Delete the freehand line selecting the Delete Element tool in the tool-
bar at the top.
10. Delete all Objects
(a) Select all objects using the Select tool and afterwards drawing a se-
lection box.
(b) Delete the selected objects by using the Delete Element tool or by
pressing Delete.
A.1.2 CKEditor Tutorial
1. Open CKEditor
(a) Click on the CKEditor bookmark.
2. Insert Text
(a) Click on the document canvas to set the cursor at the desired position.
(b) Write text by typing characters.
(c) Insert a new line by pressing Enter.
3. Style Text
(a) Select some characters of the text.
(b) Click on the Bold tool to highlight the selected text.
(c) Change the background and text color of the selected text using the
Text Color and Background Color tools.
(d) Re-select a part of the styled text and use the Remove Format tool to
remove the styling.
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4. Insert Lists
(a) Move the caret to the desired position by clicking on the document
canvas.
(b) Use one of the List tools to insert a list element.
(c) Insert a new line after each list entry to extend the list.
5. Insert Tables
(a) Move the caret to the desired position by clicking on the document
canvas.
(b) Use the Table tool to insert a new table.
6. Extend Tables
(a) Insert text into table cells.
(b) Do a right mouse-click in one of the table cells.
(c) Select Row > Insert Row after and a new row will appear.
A.2 Tasks
To furnish a convenient work atmosphere, your manager wants you and
one of your colleagues to make suggestions for improvements. Therefore,
you have to present the current office setting and propose a new improved
office setting leveraging the two collaborative web-based tools SVG-edit and
CKEditor.
A.2.1 Shared Editing Task A: Draw and Enrich your Office
Using the Collaborative SVG-edit
1. Draw the office floor plan.
2. Add existing inventory items (desks, chairs, PCs, etc.) as detailed as
possible and save this graphic.
3. Freely rearrange inventory items in your office to improve the work
atmosphere.
4. Add inventory items (e.g. plants) to improve the work atmosphere
and save this graphic.
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A.2.2 Shared Editing Task B: Write a Letter Capturing Pro-
posals Using the Collaborative CKEditor
1. Compile all inventory items that are currently available in a list or ta-
ble representation and estimate the purchase price, maintenance costs
as well as the lifespan.
2. Add proposed inventory items and estimate the required information
regarding the purchase price, maintenance costs as well as the lifespan.
3. To inform your manager about the proposals, rearrange your document
to create a letter in an appealing format.
A.3 Questionnaire
Functionality 
Q1) Overall, the editor supported me completing the task in a collaborative way.
Reliability 
Q2) The editor’s resynchronization mechanism did not significantly hinder my work.
Q3) Required browser page reloads did not significantly hinder my work.
Q4) Whenever an error occurred, I was able to recover easily.
Q5) I am satisfied how fast the system recovered after a browser page reload.
Usability
Q6) The editor’s collaboration feature was easy to learn.
Q7) Overall, the editor’s collaboration feature was easy to use.
Q8) Actions by other participants did not significantly hinder my work.
Q9) Overall, working collaboratively with the editor was an enjoyable experience.
Efficiency 
Q10) I am satisfied with how fast the editor responds to my input.
Q11) I am satisfied with how fast changes by others were displayed on my monitor.
Q12) It was appealing how the editor could quickly synchronize the document among
all participants.
Communication 
Q13) I could easily recognize the presence of other participants.
Q14) I could easily recognize changes made to document objects.
Q15) I could easily recognize actions of other participants.
Q16) It was appealing how the editor highlighted the work of other participants.
Coordination 
Q17) I could easily start editing any document object at any time.
Q18) I could easily edit any document object as long as I desired.
Q19) The editor preserved changes, I made to the document.
Q20) I could easily start using any tool at any time.
Q21) I could easily use any tool as long as I desired.
Q22) It was appealing how I could collaboratively edit the document.
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
Neither Agree 
nor Disagree
Disagree Disagree
Somewhat
AgreeAgree
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
Neither Agree 
nor Disagree
Disagree Disagree
Somewhat
AgreeAgree
Somewhat
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A.4 Results
A.4.1 SVG-edit Questionnaire Data
This data was collected from 30 completed questionnaires. Note that ques-
tions marked with an asterisk (*) were not answered correctly by all study
participants and thus, the number of collected data sets does not add up to
30.
103 1 10 114
40 1 51 55
44 2 52 73
50 3 52 83
60 2 51 102
230 0 00 43
130 0 10 115
71 3 20 89
160 1 00 103
120 3 20 103
92 1 51 93
63 1 11 144
66 4 72 23
70 3 41 87
34 4 61 84
16 3 44 41
91 2 51 66
92 2 30 77
150 2 41 53
110 0 30 133
120 1 20 123
82 1 00 154
Functionality 
Q1) Overall, the editor supported me completing the task in a collaborative way.
Reliability 
Q2)* The editor’s resynchronization mechanism did not significantly hinder my work.
Q3)* Required browser page reloads did not significantly hinder my work.
Q4)* Whenever an error occurred, I was able to recover easily.
Q5)* I am satisfied how fast the system recovered after a browser page reload.
Usability
Q6) The editor’s collaboration feature was easy to learn.
Q7) Overall, the editor’s collaboration feature was easy to use.
Q8) Actions by other participants did not significantly hinder my work.
Q9) Overall, working collaboratively with the editor was an enjoyable experience.
Efficiency 
Q10) I am satisfied with how fast the editor responds to my input.
Q11) I am satisfied with how fast changes by others were displayed on my monitor.
Q12) It was appealing how the editor could quickly synchronize the document among
all participants.
Communication 
Q13) I could easily recognize the presence of other participants.
Q14) I could easily recognize changes made to document objects.
Q15) I could easily recognize actions of other participants.
Q16)* It was appealing how the editor highlighted the work of other participants.
Coordination 
Q17) I could easily start editing any document object at any time.
Q18) I could easily edit any document object as long as I desired.
Q19) The editor preserved changes, I made to the document.
Q20) I could easily start using any tool at any time.
Q21) I could easily use any tool as long as I desired.
Q22) It was appealing how I could collaboratively edit the document.
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
Neither Agree 
nor Disagree
Disagree Disagree
Somewhat
AgreeAgree
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
Neither Agree 
nor Disagree
Disagree Disagree
Somewhat
AgreeAgree
Somewhat
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A.4.2 CKEditor Questionnaire Data
This data was collected from 30 completed questionnaires. Note that ques-
tions marked with an asterisk (*) were not answered correctly by all study
participants and thus, the number of collected data sets does not add up to
30.
Functionality 
Q1) Overall, the editor supported me completing the task in a collaborative way.
Reliability 
Q2)* The editor’s resynchronization mechanism did not significantly hinder my work.
Q3)* Required browser page reloads did not significantly hinder my work.
Q4)* Whenever an error occurred, I was able to recover easily.
Q5)* I am satisfied how fast the system recovered after a browser page reload.
Usability
Q6) The editor’s collaboration feature was easy to learn.
Q7) Overall, the editor’s collaboration feature was easy to use.
Q8) Actions by other participants did not significantly hinder my work.
Q9) Overall, working collaboratively with the editor was an enjoyable experience.
Efficiency 
Q10) I am satisfied with how fast the editor responds to my input.
Q11) I am satisfied with how fast changes by others were displayed on my monitor.
Q12) It was appealing how the editor could quickly synchronize the document among
all participants.
Communication 
Q13) I could easily recognize the presence of other participants.
Q14) I could easily recognize changes made to document objects.
Q15) I could easily recognize actions of other participants.
Q16)* It was appealing how the editor highlighted the work of other participants.
Coordination 
Q17) I could easily start editing any document object at any time.
Q18) I could easily edit any document object as long as I desired.
Q19) The editor preserved changes, I made to the document.
Q20) I could easily start using any tool at any time.
Q21) I could easily use any tool as long as I desired.
Q22) It was appealing how I could collaboratively edit the document.
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
Neither Agree 
nor Disagree
Disagree Disagree
Somewhat
AgreeAgree
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
Neither Agree 
nor Disagree
Disagree Disagree
Somewhat
AgreeAgree
Somewhat
130 0 30 104
43 2 50 53
71 0 51 27
76 1 50 40
40 0 31 85
170 0 10 75
160 1 20 74
62 3 40 105
131 1 30 84
132 0 30 93
82 2 11 124
73 0 20 144
101 1 40 77
120 2 20 104
111 0 00 612
82 1 40 77
110 1 10 107
140 1 20 76
90 0 60 105
181 1 10 72
170 1 00 84
132 1 30 74
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Evaluation Material
B.1 Questionnaire
Functional Suitability
Q1) The Gravity API/the KCA provides the necessary functionality to develop collaborative applications.
Q2)  The functionality of the Gravity API/the KCA eases the development of collaborative applications.
Compatibility
Q3) The Gravity API/the KCA restricted the choice of other technologies.
Q4) Other selected technologies worked well with Gravity/the KCA.
  
Usability 
Q5) I could easily learn how to use the Gravity API/the KCA.
Q6) After the initial learning phase, the Gravity API/the KCA was easy to use.
Q7) The Gravity API/the KCA prevented me from making mistakes during the development of the 
collaborative web application.
Maintainability
Q8) The Gravity API/the KCA helped me to separate sync code from the rest of the application.
Q9) The impact of changes made to the application's source code could be foreseen easily.
Q10) The cause of failures could be reconstructed with modest effort.
Q11) Parts of a developed application that have to be modified could be easily determined.
Q12) The developed application could be easily enriched with additional application features without 
introducing defects.
Satisfaction
Q13) The Gravity API/the KCA is useful to develop collaborative applications.
Q14) The Gravity API/the source code annotations lead to the expected behavior.
Q15) The callback mechanism/the property exclusion mechanism is convenient.
Q16) It is very easy to use the Gravity API/the KCA to add collaboration capabilities to an application.
Q17) The Gravity API/the KCA is a comfortable means for developing real-time applications.
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
Neither Agree 
nor Disagree
Disagree Agree
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
Neither Agree 
nor Disagree
Disagree Agree
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B.2 Results
B.2.1 KCA Questionnaire Data
This data was collected from 8 completed questionnaires.
Functional Suitability
Q1) The KCA provides the necessary functionality to develop collaborative applications.
Q2)  The functionality of the the KCA eases the development of collaborative applications.
Compatibility
Q3) The KCA restricted the choice of other technologies.
Q4) Other selected technologies worked well with the KCA.
  
Usability 
Q5) I could easily learn how to use the KCA.
Q6) After the initial learning phase, the KCA was easy to use.
Q7) The KCA prevented me from making mistakes during the development of the 
collaborative web application.
Maintainability
Q8) The KCA helped me to separate sync code from the rest of the application.
Q9) The impact of changes made to the application's source code could be foreseen easily.
Q10) The cause of failures could be reconstructed with modest effort.
Q11) Parts of a developed application that have to be modified could be easily determined.
Q12) The developed application could be easily enriched with additional application features without 
introducing defects.
Satisfaction
Q13) The KCA is useful to develop collaborative applications.
Q14) The source code annotations lead to the expected behavior.
Q15) The property exclusion mechanism is convenient.
Q16) It is very easy to use the KCA to add collaboration capabilities to an application.
Q17) The KCA is a comfortable means for developing real-time applications.
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
Neither Agree 
nor Disagree
Disagree Agree
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
Neither Agree 
nor Disagree
Disagree Agree
1 2 5
1 2 5
3 0 0
2 4 2
2 4 1
0 5 2
2 4 0
2 5 1
2 3 1
4 2 0
3 2 2
2 2 2
1 3 4
2 2 3
3 1 3
1 3 3
0
0
4
0
1
1
2
0
2
2
1
1
0
0
1
1
0 2 1 5
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
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B.2.2 Gravity Questionnaire Data
This data was collected from 8 completed questionnaires.
Functional Suitability
Q1) The Gravity API provides the necessary functionality to develop collaborative applications.
Q2) The functionality of the Gravity API eases the development of collaborative applications.
Compatibility
Q3) The Gravity API restricted the choice of other technologies.
Q4) Other selected technologies worked well with Gravity.
  
Usability 
Q5) I could easily learn how to use the Gravity API.
Q6) After the initial learning phase, the Gravity API was easy to use.
Q7) The Gravity API prevented me from making mistakes during the development of the 
collaborative web application.
Maintainability
Q8) The Gravity API helped me to separate sync code from the rest of the application.
Q9) The impact of changes made to the application's source code could be foreseen easily.
Q10) The cause of failures could be reconstructed with modest effort.
Q11) Parts of a developed application that have to be modified could be easily determined.
Q12) The developed application could be easily enriched with additional application features without 
introducing defects.
Satisfaction
Q13) The Gravity API is useful to develop collaborative applications.
Q14) The Gravity API lead to the expected behavior.
Q15) The callback mechanism is convenient.
Q16) It is very easy to use the Gravity API to add collaboration capabilities to an application.
Q17) The Gravity API is a comfortable means for developing real-time applications.
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
Neither Agree 
nor Disagree
Disagree Agree
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
Neither Agree 
nor Disagree
Disagree Agree
1 4 2
2 1 2
4 0 0
3 2 1
4 2 0
2 4 1
2 2 0
1 2 0
1 2 1
2 1 0
4 2 0
1 4 0
1 2 3
0 5 1
0 6 0
2 2 0
1
3
3
2
1
1
3
5
3
3
2
3
2
2
2
3
3 2 0 2
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

Appendix C
Workspace Awareness
Adapter Evaluation Material
C.1 Tutorials
C.1.1 SVG-edit Tutorial
1. Start SVG-edit
(a) Start SVG-edit by clicking on the bookmark SVG-edit (Tutorial) in
your browser.
2. Create Rectangles / Ellipses
(a) Select the tool Rectangle or Ellipse from the toolbar on the left hand
side.
(b) Click on the editor’s drawing canvas and drag a rectangle/ellipse while
keeping the mouse button pressed.
(c) To create a square or a circle press the Shift key additionally.
(d) To finally create the element, release your mouse button.
3. Create Lines
(a) Select the tool Line from the toolbar on the left hand side.
(b) Click on the editor’s drawing canvas and drag a line while keeping the
mouse button pressed.
4. Create Freehand Lines
(a) Select the tool Pencil from the toolbar on the left hand side.
(b) Draw a freehand line by clicking somewhere on the drawing canvas,
moving your mouse around and finally releasing the mouse button.
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5. Create Shapes
(a) Select the tool Path from the toolbar on the left hand side.
(b) Click on the editor’s drawing canvas to start your shape.
(c) Expand your shape by adding additional corner points via mouse click.
(d) Complete your shape by double clicking somewhere on the canvas.
6. Select Objects
(a) Select the tool Select from the toolbar on the left hand side.
(b) Click on the object you want to select.
(c) You can select multiple elements by dragging a selection box around all
elements to select.
7. Rotate Objects
(a) Select the object you want to rotate (additional tools will appear in the
upper toolbar).
(b) Rotate the object by dragging the small green handle.
8. Change Stroke Color and Thickness
(a) Select the object you want to modify.
(b) Change the stroke color using the stroke color picker from the lower
toolbar.
(c) Change the stroke thickness by modifying the thickness value.
9. Change Fill Color and Opacity
(a) Select the object you want to modify.
(b) Change the fill color using the fill color picker from the lower toolbar.
(c) Change the opacity by modifying the opacity value.
10. Clone Objects
(a) Select the object you want to clone.
(b) Clone the object using Clone Element tool from the upper toolbar.
11. Delete Objects
(a) Select the object you want to delete.
(b) Delete the object using the Delete Element tool from the upper tool-
bar or by pressing the Delete key.
12. Change the Visibility of Awareness Widgets
(a) Click on the awareness widget configuration button.
(b) In the appearing menu you can toggle the visibility of the awareness
widgets by pressing the button next to the widget name.
(c) To finalize the configuration click on the awareness widget configuration
button again.
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13. Move Awareness Widgets
(a) Click on the awareness widget move and resize button.
(b) Move a widget around using the awareness widget handle.
(c) To stop moving widgets around click on the widget move and resize
button again.
14. Resize Awareness Widgets
(a) Click on the awareness widget move and resize button.
(b) Resize a widget using the resize handle at the lower right corner.
(c) To stop resizing widgets click on the widget move and resize button
again.
C.1.2 CKEditor Tutorial
1. CKEditor Start
(a) Start the CKEditor by clicking on the bookmark CKEditor (Tutorial)
in your browser.
2. Insert Text
(a) Click on the document canvas to set the writing caret to a specific
position.
(b) Insert some text by typing characters.
(c) Insert a new line by pressing the enter key.
3. Delete Text
(a) Click on the document canvas to set the writing caret to a specific
position.
(b) Delete some text using the backspace or delete key.
4. Format Text
(a) Select some text.
(b) Change the style of the text using the style buttons from the toolbar.
(c) Change the alignment using the text orientation buttons.
(d) Change the color of the text using the text color picker.
(e) Change the background color of the text using the background color
picker.
(f) Change the paragraph format using the paragraph formatter.
(g) Change the font using the font selector.
(h) Change the font size by means of the font size selector.
(i) Remove formats leveraging the Remove Format button.
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5. Create Lists
(a) Click on the document canvas to set the writing caret to the desired
position.
(b) Use the list tools to begin an ordered or unordered list.
(c) Add a new list entry by pressing the enter key at the end of an existing
entry.
6. Insert Tables
(a) Click on the document canvas to determine the insertion position for
the table.
(b) Click on the tool Table in the toolbar.
(c) Use the table creation dialog to specify the amount of rows and columns
as well as the width of the table.
(d) To insert and delete rows or columns right click on a table cell and use
the context menu entries.
7. Insert Images
(a) Click on the document canvas to determine the insertion position for
the table.
(b) Click on the tool Image in the toolbar.
(c) Use the image insertion dialog to insert an image.
8. Insert Separators
(a) Click on the document canvas to determine the insertion position.
(b) Click on the tool Horizontal Line to insert the separator.
9. Change the Visibility of Awareness Widgets
(a) Click on the awareness widget configuration button.
(b) In the appearing menu you can toggle the visibility of the awareness
widgets by pressing the button next to the widget name.
(c) To finalize the configuration click on the awareness widget configuration
button again.
10. Move Awareness Widgets
(a) Click on the awareness widget move and resize button.
(b) Move a widget around using the awareness widget handle.
(c) To stop moving widgets around click on the widget move and resize
button again.
11. Resize Awareness Widgets
(a) Click on the awareness widget move and resize button.
(b) Resize a widget using the resize handle at the lower right corner.
(c) To stop resizing widgets click on the widget move and resize button
again.
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C.2 Tasks
C.2.1 Shared Editing Task Using SVG-edit
Assume you are a member of the organization team for the company’s Christmas
party. You agreed to send out invitation cards with a snowman graphic. Since
the available snowman graphics in the Internet are not free of charge, a colleague
started to create a snowman graphic. However, some parts of the graphic are still
missing while others are available but not at the right position. In order to help
your colleague finishing the snowman graphic, you have to do the following tasks
with your partner using the collaborative SVG-edit:
1. Assemble the already available pieces to form the snowman graphic as de-
picted below.
2. Complete the snowman graphic by drawing the missing parts on your own.
3. Draw a Christmas tree to enhance the snowman graphic.
Please be as accurate as possible when constructing the snowman graphic.
Moreover, be creative authoring the Christmas tree.
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C.2.2 Shared Editing Task Using CKEditor
Assume you are a member of the organization team for the company’s Christmas
party. You agreed to send out invitation cards with a snowman graphic. Your
colleagues already created a nice snowman image. Now, you and your partner are
in charge of creating the actual invitation letter. Therefore, you have to accomplish
the following tasks using the collaborative CKEditor:
1. Write and style the invitation letter as depicted below. The snowman image
can be found here: http://10.55.8.184:1081/CKEditor/snowman.png.
2. If you have finished task 1, continue by listing the tasks that have to be done
in preparation for the party accompanied by the responsible person and the
estimated costs.
Please be as accurate as possible when writing the invitation letter. Moreover,
be creative authoring the task list.
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C.3 Questionnaire
Functionality
Q1) It was easy to recognize the presence and identity of other participants. 
Q2) It was easy to recognize who changed a document artifact. 
Q3) I could easily recognize what other participants were doing. 
Q4) I could easily recognize others' intentions. 
Q5) I could easily identify the artifacts others were working on. 
Q6) It was easy to identify where others were working. 
Q7) It was easy to identify which document artifacts are visible to others.
Reliability 
Q8) The awareness features operated as expected.
Usability
Q9) The editor's awareness features were easy to learn. 
Q10) After the initial learning phase the awareness features were easy to use. 
Q11) The awareness features decently supported my work. 
Q12) All in all, it was an enjoyable experience to work with the collaborative editors. 
Efficiency
Q13) Overall, the awareness features are valuable to complete collaborative tasks.
Communication
Q14) Overall, it was easy to follow others' actions in the workspace.
Q15) It was easy to gesture and refer to items in the workspace.
Q16) It was easy to see and understand what others were pointing to.
Coordination
Q17) I could easily modify any document artifact at any time.
Q18) It was easy to avoid conflicts with other participants.
Q19) It was easy to avoid the duplication of actions during the task.
Q20) I could easily follow other participant's actions.
Q21) I was able to assist others when they needed help.
Q22) I did not accidentally alter or destruct others' work.
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C.4 Results
C.4.1 SVG-edit Questionnaire Data
This data was collected from 20 completed questionnaires.
Functionality
Q1) It was easy to recognize the presence and identity of other participants. 
Q2) It was easy to recognize who changed a document artifact. 
Q3) I could easily recognize what other participants were doing. 
Q4) I could easily recognize others' intentions. 
Q5) I could easily identify the artifacts others were working on. 
Q6) It was easy to identify where others were working. 
Q7) It was easy to identify which document artifacts are visible to others.
Reliability 
Q8) The awareness features operated as expected.
Usability
Q9) The editor's awareness features were easy to learn. 
Q10) After the initial learning phase the awareness features were easy to use. 
Q11) The awareness features decently supported my work. 
Q12) All in all, it was an enjoyable experience to work with the collaborative editors. 
Efficiency
Q13) Overall, the awareness features are valuable to complete collaborative tasks.
Communication
Q14) Overall, it was easy to follow others' actions in the workspace.
Q15) It was easy to gesture and refer to items in the workspace.
Q16) It was easy to see and understand what others were pointing to.
Coordination
Q17) I could easily modify any document artifact at any time.
Q18) It was easy to avoid conflicts with other participants.
Q19) It was easy to avoid the duplication of actions during the task.
Q20) I could easily follow other participant's actions.
Q21) I was able to assist others when they needed help.
Q22) I did not accidentally alter or destruct others' work.
0 0 0 1 2 6 11
0 0 3 1 1 7 8
0 0 2 3 2 4 9
1 1 0 4 4 6 4
0 0 2 0 3 9 6
0 0 0 0 1 10 9
0 2 0 3 2 6 7
0 0 0 1 2 9 8
0 0 0 0 1 3 16
0 0 0 0 0 4 16
0 0 0 0 0 12 8
0 0 0 1 0 6 13
0 0 0 0 0 9 11
0 0 0 1 6 8 5
0 0 0 3 6 6 5
0 0 1 1 5 8 5
0 0 1 0 5 8 6
0 0 1 3 6 4 6
0 0 0 2 6 8 4
0 0 0 1 4 10 5
0 1 0 2 4 7 6
0 0 2 1 2 7 8
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C.4.2 CKEditor Questionnaire Data
This data was collected from 20 completed questionnaires.
Functionality
Q1) It was easy to recognize the presence and identity of other participants. 
Q2) It was easy to recognize who changed a document artifact. 
Q3) I could easily recognize what other participants were doing. 
Q4) I could easily recognize others' intentions. 
Q5) I could easily identify the artifacts others were working on. 
Q6) It was easy to identify where others were working. 
Q7) It was easy to identify which document artifacts are visible to others.
Reliability 
Q8) The awareness features operated as expected.
Usability
Q9) The editor's awareness features were easy to learn. 
Q10) After the initial learning phase the awareness features were easy to use. 
Q11) The awareness features decently supported my work. 
Q12) All in all, it was an enjoyable experience to work with the collaborative editors. 
Efficiency
Q13) Overall, the awareness features are valuable to complete collaborative tasks.
Communication
Q14) Overall, it was easy to follow others' actions in the workspace.
Q15) It was easy to gesture and refer to items in the workspace.
Q16) It was easy to see and understand what others were pointing to.
Coordination
Q17) I could easily modify any document artifact at any time.
Q18) It was easy to avoid conflicts with other participants.
Q19) It was easy to avoid the duplication of actions during the task.
Q20) I could easily follow other participant's actions.
Q21) I was able to assist others when they needed help.
Q22) I did not accidentally alter or destruct others' work.
0 0 0 1 5 2 12
0 0 0 2 4 6 8
0 0 0 0 4 9 7
0 1 2 3 6 4 4
0 0 0 1 3 7 9
0 0 0 0 2 6 12
0 0 1 3 5 3 8
0 0 0 1 4 10 5
0 0 0 0 0 3 17
0 0 0 0 3 4 13
0 0 0 1 2 8 9
0 0 0 1 3 5 11
0 0 0 0 1 10 9
0 0 0 1 5 11 3
0 0 0 2 5 6 7
0 0 0 3 1 10 6
0 0 0 1 6 3 10
0 0 0 7 3 7 3
0 0 0 4 3 9 4
0 0 0 1 2 9 8
0 0 0 2 4 2 12
0 0 0 1 3 5 11
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